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In the majority of the less developed countries the small-scale 

peasant agriculture is the dominant sector of the countries' economies. 

The successes of major agricultural programs in order to increase the 

potentials depend primarily on the understanding of the economic organi- 

zations of the peasant households. 

This study analyzed over a period of five years the production/ 

consumption behavior of small-holders peasant agriculture at the micro- 

level in a case study region representing the Central Highlands of 

Ethiopia. The consequences of increased resource productivities as 

a result of assumed technological forces, on the production/consumption 

behavior of a typical farm household were evaluated. 

A dynamic system simulation framework was employed to describe and 

analyze the economic growth process given the farm household's goals. 

The system framework or model was specified by four interconnected 

components consisting of cultivated land area; production-inventory; 

income-consumption; and agricultural investment. In the absence of 



increases in resource productivities the system simulation model 

predicted over the specified period of time a relatively stable consump- 

tion pattern. In addition, land area allocated to crops such as teff 

and wheat increased by over 50 percent resulting in modest increase in 

output and income. However, nearly half of the potential arable land 

was left uncultivated during this period of time. 

With an intermediate increase in the level of capital producti- 

orities the results showed wide fluctuation in income and consumption 

with an upward trend over the specified period. Land areas under teff 

and wheat doubled and also resulted in slight increases for barley and 

pulses. Production based on further increased capital productivities 

indicated that all of the potential available land would be put under 

cultivation over a period of four years and in addition the conditions 

of unstable consumption and income patterns would be more exasperated. The 

reason for these unstable situations appeared to be the behavior of 

the level of investment which was in turn assumed to depend on the 

situation of the supply of and demand for household food. 

In view of the circumstances pointed out changes would be required 

in order to meet the goals and aspirations of the farm household and to 

promote the farmer's welfare. The findings of the study suggested that 

increased welfare would be accompanied by increased risks to meet ad- 

equately the food needs of the household over time. The study concluded 

that the resolution of the conflicting goals of the individual farm 

household would require the intervention of the public agencies and 

particularly those engaged in research, extension and agricultural ser- 

vice activities. However, careful considerations should be given to the 



goals expressed by the individual household units at the micro-level 

and those expressed goals of the public at large, to increase the 

level of resolution and to bring about changes with positive and desir- 

able consequences to the farming communities. 
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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF SMALL-HOLDERS 
AGRICULTURE IN THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 

OF 
ETHIOPIA 

I. PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION OF THE STUDY 

The task of engaging one self in a serious research effort may 

result in confronting, above all, the question of one's orientations 

to the type of philosophical positions that correspond to his (her) 

current thinking. With or without being conscious of a recognizable 

position, the methods of investigation would be profoundly influenced 

by the type of the philosophical position adhered to by the researcher, 

and the more concisely and more clearly the type of positions are 

identified initially, the better the chance for the research effort to 

come to some conclusions, whatever they may be. 

In general, the dominant philosophical positions in the dialectic 

of modern philosophy are: (1) Rationalism; (2) Naive Empericism; (3) 

Statistical Empericism; (4) A Combination of (1) and (3) which is 

sometimes known as 'Experimental ism'; (5) Criticism; and (6) Relativism 

(Churchman, 1943). These major classifications of the dialectics are 

derived from among proposition on the cause-effect relationships in 

answering of the questions of law and of fact given a set of generally 

accepted presuppositions. 

In brief. Rationalism is a dialectic which asserts that laws are 

a priori to facts.  Two subtypes are identified: (a) Spinozitic 



Rationalism and (b) Hegelian Reationalism. The first asserts the 

supremacy of the "intuitive method". Since knowledge of intuition is 

obtained without presupposing anything, Spinoza asserted the postulate 

that at least some knowledge of law presupposed no knowledge of fact. 

On the other hand, he asserted that all knowledge of fact presupposed 

knowledge of law thus rejecting the method of exoerience (Churchman, 

1948). The intuitive method, with all its usefulness, lacks generality 

in that only those with intuition could experience the essence of 

things perceived. 

The revised position on the assertions made above led to what is 

known as Hegelian Rationalism. Hegalian Rationalism asserts that all 

answers to meaningful questions, thus 'truth', are based on the abstract 

or formal methods of "definition of concepts and the logical law of 

deduction" (Churchman, 1948). 

Naive"Empericism is a philosophical position which asserts that it 

is possible to generalize from empirical data. It follows the method 

of inductive logic whereby inference is made "from singular statements 

(sometimes called particular statements) such as accounts of the results 

of observation or experiments to universal statements, such as hypotheses 

or theories" (Popper, 1968). 

The distinction between law (theory) and fact is not always clear. 
Singer simply states that "law is universal, fact is individual (Singer, 
1959). Law and fact can also be viewed as representing ranges along the 
same scale of generality (Ackoff, 1962). However Khun writes that 'the 
distinction between fact and theory is exceedingly artificial* (Khun, 
1970). 



Statistical (Humian) empericism is a related philosophical 

position that takes a step further in asserting that, since all our 

knowledge is derived from knowledge of simple ideas, no knowledge of 

laws or a prior generalizations could exist that do not imply some 

knowledge of such facts on these simple ideas (Singer, 1959). 

In addition to the above important classes of philosophical 

positions, the two relatively well known are: relativism which asserts 

that all truth are relative and answers in absolute sense do not exist; 

and Kent's criticism which asserts that both knowledge of law and 

knowledge of fact must be known prior to the existence of experience. 

These types of philosophical positions, outlined above, individually 

or in combination, provide guidance to researchers and philosophers in 

their attempt to answer meaningful questions and to develop the metho- 

dology of truth finding methods. Adherence to any of the particular 

philosophical position could have influence on a researcher in the 

process of formulating hypotheses in scientific investigations and which 

in turn influence the conclusion of a study. 

The research philosophy that would serve as a guide to the research 

activity under consideration and which is also related to the writer's 

current thinking is expressed as follows: Every response to a question 

of fact implies the acceptance of a law; and every response to a 

question of law implies the acceptance of a fact (Singer, 1959). 

The only presupposition taken for the above statement is the 

existence of the possible world of reality or problem situations. 



Under the above stated philosophy of research, the deductive system 

of formal science of the rationalist and the direct and indirect 

observations of the empiricist in combination would form and provide 

powerful tools to explain reality and also provide methods for higher 

and higher approximation of the responses in the task of problem 

solving. This is the position taken in this study. 

The next chapter elaborates on the problem setting, i.e., the 

general environment under which the research problem is being investi- 

gated and identifies the step in the scientific method which corres- 

ponds to the state of the research. 



II. THE PROBLEM SETTING 

A. Introduction 

The problem of economic development in rural societies has been 

the main concern of governments in underdeveloped countries over the 

past two decades. During this period, increasing attention was given 

to the development of the agricultural sector since agriculture is 

still the main occupation that provides livelihood for the large 

majority of the population in these countries. 

Economic development involves a complex set of interrelated 

factors in which no single definition can describe the process ade- 

quately. The term as used here may be taken to mean "an increase in 

the standard of living of the population over time." From the point 

of view of governmental or public bodies, a positive change in out- 

put per capital and consumption per capital seem to constitute the major 

preoccupation in the agricultural development effort. From the point 

of view of the farmers who are directly involved, a rise in their 

household standard of living and their community in general are their 

prime concern and objective. From the research and investigations 

point of view, increasing efforts are being made to discover and intro- 

duce new factors and techniques of production so as to change the 

existing production relationships. Modest efforts are also being made 

to change the consumption pattern of the rural household. 

However, some important questions still are not adequately answered. 

Such questions as: how well do we understand the existing productiion- 

consumption system that we are attempting to change? What portion of 



the existing system are we attempting to change? How does existing 

farming systems interrelate and what are the consequences of introducing 

new components into the system in the short run and in the long run? 

Although these questions are a general expression of concern, they are 

the type of questions that led the writer to the study presented here. 

As part of the major effort by governments of less developed 

countries to alleviate poverty and raise the standard of living of 

their citizens in rural areas, different types of strategies have 

been attempted, with different degrees of success. Major types of 

agricultural development strategies implemented have included the 

bimodal and unimodal types (Johnston and Kilby, 1975) and a mixture of 

various degrees, including intensive and extensive type cooperatives, 

and local associations. 

Starting in 1968, the "package approach" was introduced as a 

strategy for Ethiopian agriculture to increase agricultural production 

through the introduction of a package of technologies to the peasant 

communities. This approach was initiated on two project levels. The 

first was the comprehensive package project -- may be described as a 

mixture of the bimodal/unimodal strategy and the second, the minimum 

package project. The comprehensive package project areas such as the 

Chilado Agricultural Development Unit (CADU) and the Wollamo Agricultural 

Development Unit (WADU) were initiated under bilateral and multilateral 

assistance programs. These projects involved many lines of rural 

development activities such as agricultural extension and demonstration. 



research, input distribution, credit provisions, marketing of outputs, 

fanner's education and rural road constructions (Nekby, 1971, Waktola, 

1975). The central theme of the comprehensive package projects appears 

to be the provision of modern inputs to farmers in limited areas of 

high potential. 

Since 1970, the second approach, namely the 'Minimum Package1 has 

gained more acceptability. The minimum package project areas (MPPA'S) 

are designed to cover large areas so that as many farmers as possible 

could be reached by extension workers. Large numbers of farmers could 

use the minimum available new productive inputs and the marketing 

services. During 1970-75, the MPPA'S were expanding at the rate of 

more than 10 centers annually, each center covering some 10,000 farm 

families. In 1975, about 50 centers were in operation under the super- 

vision of the Extension and Project Implementation Department (EPID), 

Ministry of Agriculture. 

Because of the dearth of data at the farm level and the lack of 

systematic farm level studies inside and outside the project areas, 

the Institute of Agricultural Research (IAR) took the initiative to 

conduct Farm Management Surveys in 16 selected localities starting 

in March 1974 in collaboration with EPID, the National Coffee Board, 

and CADU. The research reported here, based on the farm management data, 

attempts to investigate the nature and characteristics of the farming 

systems of the peasant households and the patterns of resource 

utilization in some of these localities in the hope of better under- 

standing the existing farm organization. 



B. Problem Formulation: The Integration of 
Production and Consumption within the 

Peasant Household 

In conceptualizing research problem of social and/or economic 

nature, the steps in the scientific method become useful guidelines. 

These steps include (1) problem formulation; (2) statement of hypotheses; 

(3) construction of model, that is, the design of empirical procedures; 

(4) collection of data; (5) analysis of data; and (6) interpretation 

of findings. These steps involve the learning process in that they 

produce feedback so as to enable the reseracher to improve the specifi- 

cation in each of the steps. The initial step is the task of problem 

formulation which involves the identification of the units of decision 

making and their relevant goals and objectives. The terms 'units', 

'decisions,' 'goals' must be elaborated so as to be able to demonstrate 

the boundaries of the study. Units may refer to a farmer as an 

individual, the household as a small group, the village community, 

a larger district or regional groupings. Decisions involving the 

survival and protection of the households and their individual members 

are being made at each of the levels mentioned above resulting in 

different consequences based unpon which unit is dominant in the 

decision making process. Although the strata of units of decision 

makers may be large in number, in this study, decisions regarding the 

farm production-consumption system are assumed to remain primarily in 



in the hands of the farm household.  Thus, the production-consumption 

components at the farm level provide the boundary framework and these 

are the primary focus of the thesis. 

Within the specified boundary, the problem is to identify the 

mechanisms by which production and consumption are integrated in the 

peasant household. In order to identify the integration mechanisms, 

considerations must be given to: (1) the production processes which 

may include food crops, feed crops for animals, cash crops, and other 

related farm production activities; (2) the consumption processes 

which may include a major portion of farm produced commodities, and 

the pattern and intensity of use of non-food items; (3) the saving/ 

investment processes which determine the degree of survival of the 

farm household; and finally (4) the expenditure on food and non-food 

items to satisfy the needs of the family. 

In the process of elaboration of the production-consumption system, 

the deviation of the existing situations from that of the expressed 

goals and the type of possible courses of action consistent with the 

goals could be identified. What are the relevant goals or objectives 

of the farm household? 

The goal orientation of the farm families within peasant com- 

munities could be expressed as: (1) the attainment of higher standard 

of living; (2) secured land holding but not necessarily ownership; and 

Policy makers at various levels of the governmental institutions 
could influence considerably the outcome of the production-consumption 
system of the rural population in general through the implementation 
of various policy instruments at their disposal to attain a set of 
desirable objectives. 
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(3) the desire for risk aversion (Waktola, 1975; Low, 1977). In 

contrast to the peasant environment, it has been reported that the 

goal orientation of the farm households in the major agricultural areas 

of the United States include:  (1) higher standard of living; (2) farm 

ownership; (3) the choice of more leisure time versus more children; 

and (4) behavior in the direction of credit-using and risk taking 

(Patrick and Eisgruber, 1968). 

The specific problem areas of the study could be articulated 

further by asking the following types of questions. This study will 

attempt to answer some of the questions raised while at the same time 

uncovering other relevant questions from the finding of the study 

for future references. 

1. What is the nature and extent of farm subsistence among 
Ethiopian peasant households? 
(a) in terms of family self supply 
(b) in terms of degree of commercialization 

2. What are the types of resources available for farm activities 
in.peasant agriculture? 
(a) farm land 
(b) animal  power 
(c) farm labor 
(d) household assets 
(e) saving in cash or in kind 
(f) credit for purchase of improved inputs. 

3. To what extent are the available human and material resources 
utilized in view of the seasonality of production and income 
and the seasonal labor distribution? 

4. What are the goals of the farm family unit? 
(1) in terms of attaining a desired level of living 
(b) in terms of farm and asset holdings 
(c) risk taking, risk aversion behavior 
(d) in terms of family food consumption needs 
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5. What are the basic constraints and problems of the peasant 
households relative to their stated goals? 

6. What are the impacts or consequences of such (actions) 
events as increases in farm size, age of household heads, 
changes in farm prices and credit conditions on farmer's 
goals on household consumption, on the desired safety level 
of food products in store and on farm resource utilization? 

7. Is it possible to promote farmers welfare by improving the 
decision making process through the development of the 
proposed model described below? 

C. Research Objectives 

In this study, the central problem is to identify the decision 

strategies adopted by peasant households in their attempt to achieve 

their desired goals. The point of departure is the assertion that an 

indepth understanding of the economic organization.of peasant agricul- 

ture at the micro level could lead to successful formulation of 

development policies that are designed to increase the v/elfare of the 

people engaged in agriculture. 

The following hypotheses are stated to help us describe and 

diagnose the properties of the problem situation from which they are 

derived. 

(1) The proportions of output retained on farm for household 

consumption decline as the size of land holdings of peasant 

households increase. 

(2) The costs of development and general operations, expressed 

on the basis of per unit area of land area, increase with 

geometric progression as the potentially available arable 

land area decreases. 
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(3) The fraction of total investment committed to agricultural 

production activities is inversely proportional to the ratio 

of supply of and demand for basic food of the household. 

These types of hypotheses are subject to tests for internal con- 

sistency and compatibility with observations. If the hypotheses pass 

the test, then they can be considered tentatively as 'true or accepta- 

ble explanation of the problem situation1. An acceptable explanation 

implies a solution to or understanding of theoroblem at hand. If 

not, then the problem is not explained and another set of hypotheses 

must be derived from the properties of the problem situation and the 

testing of hypotheses is repeated. 

The objectives of this study are defined more specifically to 

include the following: 

(1) To describe the economic functions and farming systems of 

peasant households as they exist at present in the agro- 

ecological region under consideration. 

(2) To identify the productivities of farm resources and the 

major farm problems and constraints that may act as barriers 

to improved performance. 

(3) To develop a system simulation model for analyzing the inte- 

grated production and consumption functions within the peasant 

household over a given period of time. 
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D. Outline of the Thesis 

The problem setting and the objectives of the study stated in this 

chapter facilitate the process of the investigation so as to narrow 

the area from a general problem into a research problem. Next, 

Chapter III discusses the development of the conceptual framework 

and the specification of the model that attempts to approximate the 

real world situation under which the small-scale farming systems are 

operating. The major efforts consist of the determination of relevant 

variables to be included in the system simulation model along with 

the specification of the estimated values of the parameters and the 

initial conditions of the system. In Chapter IV, discussions are cen- 

tered on a selected case study area that is typical of the peasant 

agricultural organization located in the Central Highland Region of 

Ethiopia. As a brief background short descriptions of the agro- 

ecological regions and the type of farming that exist in the regions 

are presented. These discussions are followed by topics dealing with 

the methodology used in the collection of and generation of data; 

the analysis of farm labor, land, and capital resource utilization; 

farm output and household consumption patterns.  Chapter V discusses 

the procedures for the simulation runs and includes topics on the 

selection of simulation languages, assumptions and restriction imposed 

for successful execution of the computer simulation and discusses 

results of the simulation runs, tests of hypothesis and difficulties 

encountered during the execution of the simulation. In Chapter VI, 
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major conclusions are presented along with discussions on the impli- 

cation of the study and the policy directions that may be identified 

in light of the goals of the study. 
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III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

As indicated in Chapter I, the logical combination of formal 

science and empirical method provides us with procedures for utilizing 

concepts, theories in economics and other social and agricultural 

sciences and for verifying and validating of observations which may 

lead to the testing of hypothesis and the derivation of solutions to 

specific problems. 

Ackoff pointed out that "...any problem situation, hence research 

problem situations can be represented by the following equations: 

V - f (X^Yj) 

where, 

V is the measure of performance or accomplishment that we seek 
to maximize or minimize. 

X- is the aspects of the situation we can control; the "decision 
or "choice" or "control" variables. 

Y- is the aspects of the situation (environment of the problem) 
over which we have no control. 

Then solving a problem consists of finding those values of the 

decision variables, X. (expressed as a function, g(Y.)), which maximize 

(or minimize) V" (Ackoff, 1962). 

The specification of the functional relationship among the 

variables expressed in the type of equation presented above, could 

be derived from theoretical concepts such as the economic theories 

of consumer behavior, or production and of distribution, (general or 
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partial) and of investment or other constructs in the economic dis- 

cipline. Important relationships could also be revealed in reference 

to concepts from other social sciences. For example, concepts in 

decision theory are useful in recognizing the different classifi- 

cation of problems under which outcomes are evaluated such as condi- 

tions of certainty, risk and uncertainty. The above mentioned 

theories and concepts can be treated as a class of formal science 

that attempts to explain reality. 

However, the other class which complements formal science, addresses 

the problem of 'best' estimation of observable phenomena or parameters 

which determine the values of the decision variables that maximize the 

desirable outcomes or minimize the undesirable; the outcomes (objec- 

tives) being expressed quantitatively or qualitatively. Thus, identi- 

fication of the relevant problems leads to the construction of models 

that are consistent with accepted or plausible theories, to the 

design of procedures for the measurement and collection of data and, 

further, to statistical estimations which represent 'best' the 

phenomena under observation. 

A. Literature Review and Methodology 

The evaluation and analysis of economic performance of farm 

households under small scale subsistence environment are the subjects 

of investigation by researchers based on the applications of a wide 

range of methods. The principal methods include single period and 

multi-period budgeting models, multi-period linear programming models. 
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stochastic progranming models. The studies reported by Green (1974), 

Low (1975) and Benito (1976) are examples of the applications of such 

methods to investigate the economic performance and the farm firm 

growth processes under assumed or potential technical improvements. 

Assuming potential annual increments in yields of crops. Green 

demonstrated the application of multi-period budgeting technique using 

synthesized budget data. Over a given period of time, the model 

traced the changes in specified goals that may result from the intro- 

duction of alternative levels of mechanization in four types of 

farming systems in Ethiopia. In view of the paucity of data and the 

number of assumptions that must be made to design and apply the 

budget-simulation model. Green demonstrated the importance of the inti- 

mate and intuitive knowledge required to handle such types of studies. 

The major shortcoming of the study, as in most farm level studies, 

was the absence of the formal linkages between production and con- 

sumption which are important in the peasant household. 

Low's study on the problems of small farm tmprovements in South 

East Ghana was more comprehensive in that it dealt with both the 

production aspect involving food and cash crops and the consumption 

aspect taken as an objective for the production of a minimum subsis- 

tence level of production and also served as a constraint for the 

ultimate objective, which was the maximization of 'expected' output. 

The linear programming model was used as analytical technique to 

evaluate the effects of introducing new varieties and credit arrange- 

ments on production of food crops and cash crops. The model was 
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designed to simulate the farming system over a twelve-month period with 

each period involving a duration of two months. The weakness of 

such model was the lack of dynamic relationships that can be traced 

among the various activities since the model was assumed to be at a 

steady state within a twelve-month period. 

Benito (1976) used a stochastic linear programming model as a 

tool to identify and evaluate the motivations of peasant households for 

adopting recommended practices in the Puebla Project in Mexico. In 

particular, the study was focused on determing the behavior of farmers 

in adopting new varieties of corn so as to maximize output and return 

from investments incurred for on-the-job experience as they were 

constrained by the subjective probability of perceived deviation of the 

total expected income. The study was designed to show, in a compara- 

tive analysis of static situation, the what if decision making process 

in investment in farm production and learning. 

A multi-period linear programming was developed and utilized 

by Boehlje and White (1969) to analyze alternative growth pattern and 

decisions concerning production and use of resources of a corn-hog 

farm that was typical of Central Indiana in the United States. This 

study incorporated the production investment decisions such that the 

present value of stream of disposable income was maximized over time. 

A recent modeling effort reported by Chien and Bradford (1976) demon- 

strated the potential application and usefulness of an integrated 

multi-period linear programming and computer simulation model for 

analyzing farm firm growth processes. 
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The other two methodologies used in the study of farm organiza- 

tion over time are referred to as dynamic programming and simulation. 

Dynamic progranming, like the linear programming models, is an opti- 

mizing model where its usefulness is mainly for making a sequence of 

interrelated decisions given the recursive relationship among the 

functions that specify the decisions to be taken at each of the stages 

(Hillier and Lieberman, 1975). Earlier attempts reported by Loftsgard 

and Heady (1959) on the application of dynamic programming models as 

a method for farm and household planning demonstrated the feasibility 

of such model as a tool of analysis. Despite attempts to popularize 

the technique (Minden, 1968) few practical applications of dynamic 

programming were uncovered in the literature. Two reasons contributed 

to the lack of widespread use of this potentially powerful technique: 

(1) the complexity of handling the model and (2) its immense data 

requirements and the lack of generally applicable algorithms for 

interative solutions. 

The system-simulation approach is another powerful tool for the 

analysis and evaluation of farm organization at the micro level and 

the evaluation of farm organization and performance of the agricul- 

tural sector and its relationship to other sectors at the macro 

level. At the micro level, Candler and Carthright (1969) and Green 

(1974) took the issue that there was no distinction between budgeting 

and simulation as techniques for estimating the performance variables 

under consideration. Using the concepts of farm budgeting and production 
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function analysis, this study focuses on the development and applica- 

tion of system simulation model that attempts to describe the farming 

system of typical farm operating under small holders agricultural 

environment, and in the process to trace the interrelationship of 

sequences of decisions and action that are being taken by the household. 

The purpose of this section is, then, to focus on the system 

analysis approach considered for this study, and to describe the 

system simulation and modeling aspects that follow from the specifi- 

cation of the analytical framework. The discussion also includes 

system interaction of the major components. 

Discussions on the concepts of system simulation may lead one to 

such questions as what is a system, what kind of systems are the pri- 

mary concerns and at what specific level of a given system is the sub- 

ject of discussion centered? 

To begin with, system is such a general terminology that there 

exists the possibility of different interpretations. According to 

Gordon, a system is defined as 'an aggregate or assemblage of objects 

joined in some regular interaction or interdependence1 (1969). This 

collection of objects in the system are termed entities; the charac- 

teristics or properties of the entities as specified by attributes which 

may have interrelations among themselves. Activities are those pro- 

cesses in the systems that cause changes in the system. Thus the 

identification of entities, attributes and activities describe the 

state of a system at a given point in time (Gordon, 1969; Fishman, 1973). 
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A more elaborate statement of a system defines it as 'a mathematical 

concept consisting of a time base, a number of sets that characterize 

possible input stimuli and output responses, and two functions that 

determine the output behaviors generated in response to particular 

input stimuli. The sets just mentioned are referred to as the static 

structure of the system; and the functions constitute its dynamic 

structure (Zeigler, 1976). 

The concepts of systems become relevant and understandable when 

it is recognized that there are various system levels or hierarchy of 

systems in every field or discipline (LaDue and Vincent, 1973). There 

exist various systems of interest which are aggregated into major 

components such as biological, physical, economic and social and 

political components. The ordering of the various system levels or 

hierarchies are approached in many ways, two are found in the litera- 

ture (Boulding as quoted in LaDue and Vincent, 1973 and Van Dyke and 

Abramsky, 1975). The hierarchy of systems for each field or discipline 

as proposed by Boulding include: 

(1) Framework; the level of the static structure:  (2) Clock- 
works; the simple dynamic system with predetermined neces- 
sary motions.  (3) Thermostate; this level is that of control 
mechanism or cybenatic system. (4) Open systems; self main- 
taining structures typify this level. (5) Plant Systems; 
there is a division of labor among differentiated and mutually 
dependent parts. (6) Animal systems; this level is charac- 
terized by mobility, teleological behavior and self-aware- 
ness. (7) Human Systems; at this level the individual 
human being is considered as a system.  (8) Social Organiza- 
tion systems; this is the level of "roles" tied together with 
communication. (9) Transcendental systems; this is es- 
sentially the level of ultimates, absolutes and the ines- 
capable unknownables (LaDue and Vincent, 1973). 
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Similar to the systems concept as expressed above, but with a 

different hierarchical order, the following graphic presentation 

outlines the total range of system as proposed by Van Dyke and Abramsky. 

Globe 
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Nation 

.  Biological 
Physical 
Economic 
Social 
Political 

Region 

Economic Firm 

Ecosystem 

1 
Community 

1 
Population 

1 
Organism 

1 
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Cellular Molecule 

Figure 1. Hierarchies of Systems and Levels at which Biological 
Physical Economic, Social and Political Components 
Enter. 
Source:  (Van Dyke and Abramsky, 1975) 
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The diagram illustrated above indicates that, for example, the 

economic components or sets of systems! defining the economic components 

enter at the levels where the economic firm level and the ecosystem 

level interact and extend to higher levels of the hierarchy. 

Included in the discussions of systems in general, reference is 

being made to the concept of "systems analysis approach." In their 

literature review on Systems Theory and Simulation, LaDue and Vincent 

reported scant agreement among users of the terms as to what specifically 

it meant. However, they gave their own definition of "systems analysis" 

as a method of analysis in which interaction of the various components 

(entities) of a system are considered of paramount importance" (LaDue 

and Vincent, 1973). Thus the system analysis is a well defined system 

depending on a particular area or field of interest and a given set of 

levels in the chosen field or disciplinary area. 

Although the applications of systems theory cover a large number 

of branch of manmade and natural systems, it is the agricultural 

system that is the major concern of this study. In order to have a 

meaningful approach to the study of agricultural systems, at the very 

least, the boundaries must be delineated so as to enable one to make 

distinct identification. In close correspondent to the range of system 

levels and components shown in Figure I, Dent suggests the classification 

of an agricultural system consists of four levels: (1) Bio^chemical and 

physical systems that include soil/plant relationships, photosynthesis, 

animal metabolic studies. (2) Plant and animal systems that include plant 
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and crop growth, animal growth and development, (3) Farm business 

systems, and (4) National and international systems including global 

food supply, national demand/supply relationships (Dent, 1975). 

Thus agricultural systems consists of hierarchies of orders or levels 

that consist of the biological, physical and economic components. This 

explicit realization of the agricultural systems as a composite of 

various system levels reaffirms the concept that the approach to the 

agricultural system is effective only in multi-disciplinary way since 

it cuts across large numbers of disciplinary activities. In this study, 

the specific focus will be on a portion of the farming system, con- 

centrating on the economic firm level that is geared to a specific sec- 

tor of the agricultural system, i.e., dry land crop production under the 

sociological environment of peasant agriculture. 

System simulation continues to have wide application as a tech- 

nique for solving complex technical and sociological oriented problems. 

As an approach in systems analysis, the level of applications range from 

the modeling and analysis of global systems and their components 

(Forrester, 1971; Meadows, et al_., 1974) to the modeling and analysis 

of hierarchical systems at the national, regional, industrial and 

the individual firm or unit levels. 

In Reference to agricultural systems, the applications of system 

simulation cover areas in agricultural management involving such 

enterprises as dairy, irrigated crops, extensive beef production, pest 

control in forestry, and wildlife management (Van Dyke and Abramsky, 

1S75). The methodology and applications of simulation in the field of 
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Agricultural Economics are reported in detail by Anderson (1974). The 

study made by Halter and Dean (1965) on the simulation of a California 

feedlot operation was among the earlier well known studies on the 

application of system simulation at the farm firm level. The objective 

of the study was to trace the growth of the firm over tine given the 

resource constraints and objectives of the firm. Another example of 

the application of the simulation approach to the analysis and under- 

standing of the firm operation at the micro-level was that reported by 

Patrick and Eisgruber (1968). The study involved the development of a 

simulation model of a farm firm behavior in a dynamic setting with due 

consideration to uncertainties about resource committments and about 

expectations. The object of the study was to identify major factors 

influencing farm firm growth over time. 

At the industrial level of aggregation, the study conducted using 

the simulation approach reported by Miller and Halter (1973) about the 

cattle industry in Venezuela approached the practical application of 

system simulation to problem oriented policy making environment. This 

study was designed to be interactive and involved policy makers in 

devising strategies for evaluating alternative policies, programs 

and projects. 

At the macro-economic level, and with particular reference to the 

agricultural sector, efforts on the system development were directed 

towards the exploration on the application of system simulation approach 

to development planning in developing economics. One of these efforts 

was initiated as a result of the experience gained by the interdisci- 
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plinary research team at Michigan State University while working on 

problems confronting the Nigerian agricultural economy (Halter, Hayenga 

and Manetsch, 1972). The primary objective was to develop an aggregate 

simulation model that can reflect the real world situation; thus to 

enable policy makers to evaluate the consequences of major policy 

decisions that influence the performance of the agricultural sector in 

particular, and the economy in general. Another macro-level simulation 

study, conducted by research team from Michigan State University and 

Korean staff of Ministry of Agriculture, was a system simulation study 

of Korean agricultural sector and its interactions with the rest of the 

aggregate sectors in the economy (Rosemiller, 1976). The level of 

aggregation was reported to be flexible enough to be adjustible to the 

regional levels. The simulation model developed for the analysis of 

Korean agricultural sector consisted of a major component with practical 

application to the food grain marketing subsector. The component was 

reported to respond to various grain management programs, policies and 

decisions (Gibson, 1976). Further development and extension of the simu- 

lation model components were increasingly applied to policy analysis 

and are reported to have been .incoprorated into the Korean Fourth Five 

Year Development Plan (Abkin, Mangum Jr., 1976). 

The discussion presented so far outlines the basic features 

exhibited in all systems including agricultural systems. The major 

characteristics applicable to every system are (1) the existence of 

and identification of boundaries that distinguish it from the rest; and 
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(2) that the system exists as a subsystem and also itself contains 

subsystems. 

In studying a system, the first task is building a model. A 

model can be described as a formal presentation of a theory or hypothesis 

or a formalization of empirical observation to account for a particular 

behavior of a given system. Models are classified in a number of ways. 

A model may be considered physical if it represents a replica of a 

system or a mathematical model, if its representation is intended to 

describe the behavioral pattern of given system using symbols. 

The purposes of model building in this study are (1) to be able 

to logically organize the empirical observations obtained from the 

system under study in order to understand the system better; and (2) to 

study the reaction of the system to specific changes within the con- 

structed model without affecting the real system in time and space. The 

model or the set of mathematical sub-models outlined are in the form of 

algebraic and differential equations. In such a mathematical model, 

the entities (components, states) of a system and their attributes 

(describing variables, properties) are represented by variables that 

may be observable or nonobservable. The mathematical functions or rules 

describe the activities (interaction of components) that may lead to 

changes in the state of system. Distinctions are made between static 

and dynamic models. A static model displays the equilibrium situation 

or changes from one equilibrium position to another without taking the 

time factor into account. A dynamic model on the other hand specifies 

the relationship between the system attributes at different points in 
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Models 

Static 

Numeric Analytic Numeric 
I I 

System 
Simulation 

Figure 2. Classification of Models 
Source: (Gordon, 1969) 

time (Gordon, 1969; Fishman, 1973). Such changes in systems attributes 

may be derived from known analytic solutions with the use of a numerical 

computation. 

The specification of the type of model leads to the choice of the 

problem solving techniques. In view of the objectives of the study, 

the purpose of the model and its complexity, numerical techniques are 
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considered appropriate and system simulation is one of the numerical 

techniques for solving problems or investigating the hypotheses embodied 

in the set of sub-models. 

The following section presents a more detailed specification of the 

sub-model classified into two major subsystems. 

B. Model Development 

The fundamental assumption considered in the development of the 

theoretical framework of the farm household's behavior is the recognition 

of the high degree of interdependence between activities that exist in pea- 

sant farming systems. More specifically, it is assumed that peasant farms 

are characterized by the pronounced dependence upon the output of the 

farm to maintain the household unit and family labor and, on the other 

hand, the dependence of the farm unit on the household members for 

its labor requirement. 

Given a set of choices or alternative courses of action, it is 

assumed that farmers in peasant agriculture behave in a manner that 

enables them to select the actions that tend to maximize some human 

interest. The level of decision making unit facing such a set of 

choices rests either with an individual member of the household or the 

household as a unit. The household has special characteristics that dis- 

tinguish it either from being treated as an individual or as a group 

(Lancaster, 1975, Bojer, 1977). Some of the main characteristics are: 

(1) the household is a collection of individuals, (b) it is a small 

collection of individuals and (c) it is a closely-knit collection of 
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individuals. Thus, it is implicitly assumed that in the absence of 

externalities and interdependencies in the consumption behavior, all 

choices made by members of the household are unanimous and are reflected 

in the preferences of the 'head' of the household. 

The household decision function (Samuelson, 1956) has the following 

general form: U [U^y1), U2(y2),.. .Um(ym)] where uh(yh) is the utility 

function of the hth household member derived from his own consumption 

of vector y . The decision function is assumed to be well behaved in 
u 

that U is an increasing function of the u 's and the concavity proper- 

ties are satisfied. Thus, the collective decision (utility) function 

for the family is valid and consistent with the theory of consumer 

behavior. 

Based on the premises presented above, the utility function of the 

farm household may be represented as: 

U = U (y°,...,y°, Y1,...,Ym, H, I, t) (1) 

which has the properties of continuous first and second partial 

derivatives U' > 0, U" < 0 

where: 

y. represents that portion of the commodity i produced on farm 
for household consumption (i=l,...m) 

Yi represents the market supplied commodity j purchased through the 
J market (j=l,...n) 

H represents the leisure and status component derived from the 
size and composition of family labor 

I represents the asset holdings of the family 

t is the time factor and that o _< t £ T where T is the terminal 
time 
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The farm household, as a consumer unit, determines its own 

decision rules. Among the decision rules, one is to maximize utility 

function over time given specified constraints. In general, maximi- 

zation of the utility function is subject to the budget or money income 

constraint. 

n m 
Thus:    Z p. y° -  Z p.Y   = 0 (2) 

i=l 1 1Z       j=l J JK 

where: 

p. is the price of commodity i (i=l,...,m) produced on farm for 
1 home consumption and for sale. 

p. is the price of item j (j=l,...,n) purchased from the market. 

y.t is the quantity of commodity i produced on the farm at time t. 

Y.. is the market supplied commodity j at time t. 

Contrained utility maximization results in the derivation of the 

neoclassical demand functions which can be extended to develop the 

expenditure systems. Extensive empirical work is presently being con-: 

ducted on the analysis of household and personal consumption behavior 

(McElroy, 1975; Pollak and Wales, 1969; Bojer, 1977). 

Since the farm household is also a producing unit, the production 

activities on the farm as well as the household activities are expressed 

by a production function that is assumed to be well behaved. 

F(y°t,...,y°t, zt, xt, KtLkMt, Nt, t)-0 (3) 

where, 

y^t represents the quantity of commodity i produced on farm at 
time t (1=1,...m) 
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Z. represents the total amount of family labor units allocated 
on general farm, time t 

Xt represents the total amount of family labor units allocated 
to the production activities of commodities 1 to m 

IC are the units of hired or conmunity labor used 

L. is the total land area under various crops and productive 
activities 

Mt is the imputed and cash expenditure on material inputs such 
as seeds, fertilizers 

Nt is the value of farm assets on the farm of small animals, 
cash and other capital items. 

The basic assertion is that there is a high degree of inter- 

dependency between the utility function and the production function under 

the environment of peasant agriculture. 

In order to establish a meaningful relationship between family 

consumption (expenditure) and production (income) and to calculate the 

marginal budget shares, income elasticities of demand for food and non- 

food items, marginal propensities to consume, productivities of farm 

resources specially labor and other parameters, the utility function 

and its derivatives (demand and expenditure function) and the production 

function must have specific functional forms. 

1. The Consumption-Expenditure Subsystem Model 

Central to the peasant household problem is survival and, in parti- 

cular, acquisition of food items that can sustain the need for family 

over a given period of time such as a production season. A structural 

model consistent with the peasant household behavior is specified in 

order to facilitate the analysis. To property specify the model, it 
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is necessary to identify those variables that are closely associated with 

farmers' consumption behavior. 

In general, the following are some of the major factors that may 

affect the level, pattern or composition of food and non-food consump- 

tion of the rural households. 

(1) Farm size and level of income 

(2) Family size and composition 

(3) Age of head of household 

(4) Level of literacy among members of the households 

(5) Changes in prices of agricultural products 

(6) Terms of trade between the agricultural and industrial sector, 

i.e., the relative prices fanners pay for industrial products. 

(7) Availability of corrmunication and other social services 

(8) influences of religion and customs of a given area 

(9) The availability of employment opportunities outside the farm 

(10) Dominance of cash crop in the farming system. 

The factors stated above affect the consumption behavior of the 

farm family directly or inversely and in a different time perspective. 

A priori, farm size, family size, age of head of household, regional 

differences are variables that may be assumed to be major determinants 

of family consumption. 

The formulation of the consumer demand, as pointed out above, is 

based on the underlying utility or preference function and its particular 

specification. An extensively used tool in consumer analysis encountered 

in the literature is the Linear Expenditure System (LES) and its modifi- 

cation and applications extending to cross-sectional, time series and 
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demand analysis (Barten, 1964; Pollack and Wells, 1969; McElroy, 1976; 

Bojer, 1977). 

The LES in its general form is written as a static non- 

stocastic demand function in the following form: (Howe, 1977). 

a.      n 
xih = bi +FL (% '    ^ Pk

bk) (4) 
k=l       i = 1,... ,n Za.j =1 

where, 

X., and p. are the quantity and price, respectively of good i 
1 consumed by household h, 

y is the total consumption expenditure of household h. 

a. represents the marginal (average) budget shares, and 

b. represents the subsistence level forconsumption implying the 
minimum required for family survival. 

This demand function can be written as an expenditure function 

n 
p.X.t = e... = p.b. + a. (y. - Z p. b. ) (5) Ki ih   ih  Ki i   i  h  k_.j 

Kk k' v ' 

The parameters of the expenditure functions, in particular the 

'subsistence quantity', b., can be expressed as an explicit function of 

factors that characterize rural household consumption levels and patterns 

(Howe, 1977). Thus, b. can be expressed as a linear function of the 

effect of some or all of the characteristics outlined above. 

m 
bi* ' £ cig zgh (6) 

where. 

c. is the effect of the gth characteristics on the subsistence 
9 quantity good i and 
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z .   represents the characteristics of interests of household h. 

Letting    Yig - px^, 

the expenditure equations becomes 

m n     m 
lh      q=i    ""S gh        i   VMh      k=1      -_ykg    gh' 

(7) 
g=l    - 3       k=l g=-   ^   ■"" 

where . is the value of the g's characteristic's contribution to 
19 the subsistence expenditure of good i. 

The major shortcomings of the LES, are indicated to be (1) the 

occurrence of estimation bias resulting from the attempts to establish 

relationships between the amount of expenditure on individual commodi- 

ties and total expenditure, and (2) the problem of under identification 

of some of the parameters (Howe, 1977). These shortcomings led to the 

development of the Extended Linear Expenditure System (ELES) that took 

into consideration, income (permanent or current) and marginal propen- 

sity to consume as major explanatory variables. The ELES equation can 

be written as: 

ein = Pibih 
+ ^i Uh " ^  Pkbk> (8) 

where m is the marginal propensity to consume and 

I. is the permanent income for household h. 

Incorporating the household characteristics and current income 

y. into the ELES, it becomes, 

m n  m 

•IK 
= £ Vth + mai (yh " ^ ^mV (9> 
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The basic assumptions in all the linear systems are: 

(1) the marginal budget shares, a.'s, and (2) the income elas- 

ticities are constant across all income levels. 

2. The Production-Inventory Subsystem 

The major elements in the production process of peasant agriculture 

may be expressed explicitly by the specification of the neoclassical 

production function as indicated above. Models of economic behavior of 

peasant households and, in particular, problems of resource allocation 

are studied using the neoclassical production function analysis. 

General framework of the static production function include speci- 

fication of the following: 

y = f (x1,...,xk|xk+1,...,xn) (10) 

where: y is the output 

x. is the usage of input X. 

x1,...,x. are the variable resources 

Xi .■!.••• .x.. are the fixed resources k+1    n 

The assumptions associated with this type of production function 

include (1) the function is continuous and well defined over a range of 

inputs to yield non-negative outputs, (2) f'. (x) > 0 and f.^x) < 0, 

(3) production function is given for fixed technology. 

The dynamic specification of the production function may incor- 

porate the time element, 

y(t) = F (L, K, t) (11) 
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where, 

L,K represent the homogenous resources such as labor and capital 
respectively as aggregate representation of the inputs over 
time; 0 ± t £ T. Time preferences and technical progress could 
be explicitly recognized in the specification of the dynamic 
production function. 

In this subsystem, it is assumed that the production process 

involves intermediate stages that require resources to be committed at 

each stage, resulting in real output at the last stage. The four 

stages considered are: (1) the ploughing-planting stage, (2) the vegeta- 

tive stage, (3) the reproductive stage, and (4) the harvesting stage. 

Since this study deals mainly in areas where annual crops are grown 

(livestock production is not included), the stages occur sequentially 

within a given production season. It is hypothesized that the sequence 

of production can be represented with a system of differential equations, 

involving the following parameters. 

The production processes are known to be irreversible involving 

the flows of entities conserved as they enter and leave each process 

through time. 

dX., 
-liF=K*^xio(t>-xii (t)) 

: : (12) 

dX.. 

-dr=K*rik<xi(k-i)<t>-xik(t» 
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where, 

i = 1,... ,n crops, 

j = 1,...,k stages 

and X.., X./. .» are the outflow and inflow of the j stage of 

crop i (kg/ja) respectively that are moving through an irre- 

versible process. 

X. and X.. represent the initial input and final output 

respectively. 

K determines the number of stages in the series, and 

r. . is the mean growth rate of crop i in stage j. 

The production process model is similar to the distributed delay 

models (Manetsch, 1976), where the delay parameters are the reciprocals 

of the growth rate, r.. presented above. Such delay models have the 

property that all variables which enter the delay process as inputs either 

leave as output or remain stored inside the process. In the above model 

the quantity of storage of crop i in the series is integrated as follows: 

Q.(t) = Q(o) + /J (xio(t) - Xik(t)) dt (13a) 

or        .   k 
Q.(t) = -±- Z     x..(t) (13b) 

1    rij j=l  1J 

The initial input to the system of the differential equations is 

designated to occur at the ploughing-planting stage, x. , for the i 

crop. This input is presumed to be a function of activities involving 

household resources such as labor, oxen power, land, seeds, and fertil- 

izers. 

Xi0(t) = F (L, OX, LD, SD, FR, t) (14) 
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More specifically, the initial process/stage is determined by 

the rate of available labor employed and by the discrepancy between 

available food products stored for family consumption and the desired 

level of food products to be maintained for consumption and sales. 

Suppose that x. (t) is the planting rate (in kg/ha) for homogenous 

commodity i at time t. The production process can be expressed as: 

xi0(t) = G (c., L.U), LD.O:)) (15) 

where: c. represents the rate of family consumption and 

L.(t) represents the rate of labor input including the asso- 
1   ciated complimentary inputs of oxen power. 

LD(t) is the land area (ha) allocated for the production of crop i. 

-   ci 
Let Ci = PT 

and 1. = L. * LD. 
ill 

where p. is the price of crop i per kg. 

Then: 
B       R 

yl0(t) = E.tt) * 1. " * LDi 
3i(t) (16) 

y- (t) is the quantity of the initial input to the system 

of differential equations. 

B1. and B_. are the parameters to be estimated and 

l.(t) represents the demand for household labor input (man-hours) 

The rate of growth (mean r..) rather than being a cosntant para- 

meter is specified to be a function of the following inputs: 
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r., = F (L, LD, H) (17) 
J i=l,... ,n crops 

j=l,...,k stages 

L represents the rate of labor inputs; 

LD is representing land characteristic such as size, condition, 
type; and 

M represents purchased inputs and hired labor payments. 

A complex set of factors in addition to those mentioned above affect 

the rate of growth of crops. These include the amount of sunshine, day 

length, weather in general, pests, diseases, weeds and factors that may 

inhibit or induce farmers to acquire resources that may enable them to 

have some control or influence over these factors. 

The mean rate of growth for crop i and stage j may be represented 

by: 

GR = r..(t)  = F (y.y  t) (18) 

where: y.. is the rate of output of crop i in stage j 

and   t is the time period of the rate of growth. 

More specifically, as it has been reported in plant growth studies 

(Radford, 1967), the mean relative growth rate of a plant may be 

expressed as 

~  = 1nyij - 1" y^j.p    where 1-1,...4. (ig) 

t^ - t^j^j j=l,...4. 

where y..  is the mean relative growth rate over a time period 

from t. , to t.; and InY^ is the logarithmic value of output of crop i 

The inventory portion of the subsystem is represented as a function 

of the level of output and consumption and sales policies. 
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INV = Y...(t) - e.O:) + Si (20) 

where Y.. (t) is the final output of crop i. 

e.(t) is the consumption expenditure as derived in the 

consumption subsystem and 

S. is the sales to market of crop i after consumption re- 

quirements are satisfied. 

C. Specification of the System Simulation Model 

The terminologies are some of the representations used for the 

description of the system simulation model are adapted mainly from those 

used in system dynamics as developed by Forrester (1971), Meadows (1974) 

and Coyle (1977). The model consists of components termed as levels and 

describing variables called rates and/or auxiliary variables all of which 

are endogenous to the system or model. More precise definition of 

these elements, as suggested by Van Dyke and Abramsky (1975), are: 

1. Driving variables—those variables which affect the system 
but are not affected by the system; 

2. A system state variable (level )~one which changes over time, 
is a component of a system, and is usually expressed in 
measures of mass or energy in concentration units. 

3. A rate process which accounts for the transfer of matter or 
energy within the system of physiological, physical or 
sociological mechanisms. 

4. Parameters—coefficients or terms in rate processes functions. 

In Section A, a generalized framework of the model was presented 

with special emphasis on the development and derivation of the consump-: 

tion function and the production function of the farm households.  In 
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order to establish functional relationships between the major components 

and trace their dynamic behavior over time a number of hypotheses and 

assumptions are made in the form of equations that are presented 

below.  In the process of model specification the two important aspects 

to be considered are (1) determination of the relevant variables to be 

included and (2) selection of the structural form. 

1. Determination of the Relevant Variables 

In order to determine the variables to be included in the simula- 

tion model, the following types of questions must be addressed: Are 

the variables selected relevant? Are all the relevant variables in- 

cluded in the model? Are the variables deterministic or stochastic? 

What are the degrees of multicollinearity among the variables? What 

about aggregation problems? The reasons for the concern on the selection 

of the variables are: (1) in deciding on the variables to be included 

some relevant variables may be excluded which result in bias in the 

model; (2) the problem of multicollinearity among the input variables 

also imposes restrictions on the selection of the relevant variables, 

this may lead to large standard errors and impair the estimation of the 

parameter values. The empirical estimation, using statistical methods, 

of the parameter of the input distribution of the farm level data are 

taken as the appropriate building block in the simulation experiment 

in this study, (3) since the basic unit of the study is the representa- 

tive farm firm, aggregation of inputs and outputs of the individual 

farming unit is inevitable over the entire sample of farms. Thus the 
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statistically estimated functional relationships refer to the 'average' 

situation of the farms. In the type of farming system presented here, 

the physical and economic variables of the sample of farms are assumed 

to be nearly homogenous, thus the effect of the aggregation bias that 

could exist due to heterogeneity in the sample is taken to be minimal. 

The input and output variables included in the simulation model are 

presented below along with their definitions and the functional forms 

represented by differential and algebraic equations. 

2. Selection of the Structural Forms 

The dynamic behavior of the system simulation model is represented 

by the following four components:  (a) the land component; (b) the pro- 

duction-inventory component; (c) the income/consumption component; and 

(4) the agricultural investment component. 

a) The Land Component 

The amount of arable land allocated for each of the crops is 

described by the following equation. 

ALi = LDR. (21) 

where AL. is the land area (hectares) under crop i and LDR is 

the rate at which land area is incremented or withdrawn. 

The LDR is a function of potential arable land available and the 

aggregate costs of development and maintenance commited per hectare. 

,m _   (AI * PAL * MPLD, * MPAM /„, 
LDRi-  DCPHf  ■  KU) 

AI is the amount of agricultural investment devoted to agricul- 

tural investment devoted to agricultural productionand it is an input 

to the land component. 
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PAL is the potential arable land available for increasing the land 

resources up to 15 hectares per farm. MPLD. and MPAI. are the marginal 

productivities of land and capital respectively for crop i. 

The cost of development per hectare, DCPH, is derived by the 

following equation. 

DCPH^ THR * 1.33^15 " PAL^ (23) 

Where THR is a constant and assumed to take the value 30.0 in 

the model. This equation is derived in part from data collected in the 

area surveyed that is outlined in the next chapter. 

b) The Production-Inventory Component 

The production component refers to the representation of the pro- 

duction processes in plant growth specified by a set of differential 

equations as defined by Equation 12. Four major crops are involved with 

four stages for each crop. 

Thus, 

»11 (t) = 'tl^lo - Y1l' 

:    '• (24) 

V'i4 (t> ■ ri4 (Vi3 - V 

Where Y.,,...,Y.. are the inflows and outflows at each of the 

four stages specified. The'se stages are the plowing/planting stage, the 

weeding (vegetative) stage; the reproductive stage, the harvesting/ 

threshing stage. 

r. . is the mean relative rate of growth of crop i in stage j. 
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The demand for household labor is assumed to be an input to the 

system of equations. The labor demand input is defined as 

}..(t)  = Ldi * ALi (25) 

Where Ld. is labor input (man hours/ha) required for crop i and 

AL. is the amount of land under crop i. 

The amount of products stored is defined by: 

INV = WTEQ - SALE - HHFC (26) 

Where INV is the level of inventory or product stored. WTEQ is 

the aggregate output of crops in terms of wheat equivalent. SALE is 

the quantity for sale and HHFC is the amount of product stored de- 

voted to family consumption. 

4 
WTEQ = I (W. * Y. ) (27) 

i=1  i   i 

WTEQ is the wheat equivalent weighted by relative prices. W. 

is the weighted relative price of crop i where W = 1.00 per kilogram of 

wheat. 

c) The Income-Consumptive Component 

The discussion on the derivation of the comsumption-expenditure 

submodel presented in Section B above defined the following relation- 

ship in Equation 7. 

m n  m 

'in * L Yigz9h+ mai (Yh" £  I, *kgV (7) 
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Let, 

= £ Y-Z.-ma. 2  E Yi-Zu 
q=l ig 9h    1 k=l a=l kg gh 

m n  m 
ALPHA = Z   y.lh -  ma z      z    y^Z^ (28) 

g=l  y y     k=l g= 

and FEL. = ma. 

i = 1, 2, 3 are commodities representing expen- 
diture items 

Then, the reduced form of the consumption sub-model can be 

represented by 

CONSDi = ALPHA. + FEL * DIN (29) 

Where DIN is the level of disposable income generated from the 

farming activities. 

The cash income of the household is generated from the sale of 

crops, livestock and other resources and products. However, the model 

deals with the farm cash income from the sale of crops and estimated 

miscellaneous cash income derived from other sources less the estimated 

cost of production. 

CIN-d:) =    (Pi * SALEi (t) - AL. * DCPH.) + OTHER     (30) 

Where CIN.is the cash income of the household, P. and SALE, 
i i      i 

are the price and quantity of commodity i sold at the market. The 

prices of all commodities are assumed to remain constant over the planning 

period. DCPH. is the total cost per hectare that includes the costs of 

land development and input used. AL. is the land area allocated for 

commodity i. OTHER represents the miscellaneous cash income generated 

by the household. 
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SALE. = INV - HHFC. (31) 

defines the quantity of commodity i sold after the supply for family 

consumption is determined. The total farm income of the household is 

the sum of all cash income and non-cash consumption items less the 

imputed costs of production, particularly that of household labor. 

n 
FIN (t) = Z  (CIN.(t) + HHFC. * P. - CIM. (t)) (32) 

1=1   1        ill 

Where FIN(t) is the total cash and non-cash income and CIM (t) 

is the imputed cost of household labor and capital at a specified period 

in time. 

CIM. (t) = (l.tt) * W) + CCAP (33) 

W is the imputed wage rate (dollars/hour) prevailing in the 

area. CCAP is the estimated user cost of capital. 

The payments of taxes, interest on borrowed capital and the 

principal are met from the total farm income, FIN. Thus the disposable 

income is defined as: 

DIN (t) = FIN (t) - TAX (t) - INT (t) - PR (t)   (34) 

Where TAX is the fixed tax rate on land and other tax obligations. 

INT is the amount of interest payment on principal of borrowed capital. 

From the available disposable income, expenditures are made for 

essential household items such as clothing, shelter and non-farm pro- 

duced food items. The remaining amount of income is the surplus (or 

deficit) after meeting the consumption expenditures. 
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SUR (t) = DIN (t) - CONSDi (35) 

Where SUR is the amount of surplus or deficit; which becomes an 

input to the farm investment component; CONSD. is the cash expenditure 

on items other than those commodities produced by the household. The 

CONSD. is derived above in Equation 29. 

In extreme subsistence situation all the available inventory may 

be devoted to household supply of food, however,in most cases some sales 

occur to meet necessary expenses. Thus the supply of food for the house- 

hold is represented by the following equation in this study. 

HHFC = (1 - .000025 * INV) * INV (36) 

Where HHFC is the supply of food retained for household con- 

sumption. INV is the level of stored products in terms of wheat 

equivalent. 

d) The Agricultural Investment Component 

The sources of finance for the farm household are the possible 

earning of surpluses from own income and the availability of credit. 

TFIN = CREDIT + SUR (37) 

Where TFIN is the total financial resource at the disposal of 

the household and CREDIT is the amount of borrowed capital to meet 

short run and long run committments and SUR is the surplus that may be 

generated by the cash balance from own income. The credit aspect in a 

policy variable inputed to the component. The other input to the com- 

ponent is the SUR, the surplus generated from the income/consumption 

component. 
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However, only a portion of the total finance is devoted to agri- 

cultural activities. 

Thus: 

TAI = FAAI * TFIN (38) 

Where TAI is the total investment devoted to agricultural pro- 

duction activities in order to meet developmental costs and costs of 

inputs; FAAI is the fraction of total finance allocated to agriculture. 

This fraction is determined by the ratio of supply of food and demand 

for food in the household. 

FAAI i= FORV - 0.25 * (HHFC/CONSDF) (39) 

Where FORV is a parameter, constant and calculated to be 0.45, 

HHFC is the available supply of food and CONSDF is the demand for food 

as intended by the household, and both are outputs of the income con- 

sumption component. 

In view of the differing life span of agricultural investments, the 

amount of investment devoted to agricultural activities is modeled by 

the differential equation: 

AI = (TAI - AI)/ALIN (40) 

Where AI is the amount of investment currently allocated and LIN 

is the averaging lagged period of time. 

D. Description of System Linkages 

The three components, namely, the land, production and agri- 

cultural investment components are characterized by the presence of 
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system state variables which, as a result of changes that occur over 

time, provide the simulation model with dynamic behavior. The income/ 

consumption component is an accounting component which generates no 

dynamic behavior of its own. The system simulation model presented in 

the form of equations above is also presented in Figure 3 where the 

linkages and the types of relationships are shown in the diagram by 

means of arrows. The system consists of three explicit level variables 

and in addition three implicit level variables occuring as a result of 

delay processes or growth stages in crop production. The diagram in 

Figure 3 shows the causal relationships among the components and among 

the variables in a given component. 

The causal relationships that may take the form of hypotheses among 

the components may be outlined as follows. The final output level of a 

given crop is the result of the growth processes of the plant at the 

three stages of production. These are the land preparation/planting 

stage; the vegetative or weeding stage; the harvesting/threshing stage. 

Land and labor are the principal inputs to the production component. 

The structural form of the initial input selected for the appro- 

priate description of the production subsector is based on the neo- 

classical production theory that is characterized by any one or all of 

the three stages of production. The theory states that the economic 

optimum condition is to be located within the second stage of produc- 

tion where the law of diminishing returns prevails in the short-run, 

assuming perfect competition. 
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The functional forms that may behave approximately as the theoreti- 

cal statement are of three forms which are linear in their logarithmic 

transformations. These are: (1) Transcendental; (2) Log-log Inverse; 

and (3) Cobb-Douglass (CD) type. Although the C-D production function 

is more restrictive than the other two functional forms, it is relatively 

efficient in using degrees of freedom and it makes computation and 

interpretation of results easier. It is also the most widely used 

functional form in the empirical investigation of subsistence agricul- 

tural production (Desai, 1973; Singh, 1975; Yotopoulus, 1968). Thus 

the functional form considered here as an input to the simulation model 

is the CD type aggregate production function of the form: 

In y. = In = In c, + B.. * In LABFR. + B-, * In AL. + In E.   (41) 
I 111 1       O I I i 

where: 

LABFR- represents the farm labor input for the production of crop i 

AL-   is the area of land allocated for crop i 

B.    are the parameters to be estimated 

E.    is the disturbance term 

i = 1,...,4 crops 

Ordinary least squares (OLS), the results of which are discussed 

in Chapter V, was used for the estimation of the parameters of the sub- 

model and these parameters are evaluated by standard statistical tests. 

The cash income of the household is determined in the income/ 

consumption component from the inputs generated from the production and 

land components. The farm income is then determined by summing cash and 
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non-cash income and less cash and non-cash expenditure. The surplus or 

deficit amount resulting from the disposable income becomes an input to 

the investment component together with the calculated fraction, FAAI. 

The agricultural investment component is modeled with a lag ad- 

justment as its dynamic behavior and it is the major input to the land 

component as a determinant of the rate of land development. 

In order to determine the coefficients associated with the two sub- 

models of production and consumption, the least squares method was 

employed. However, the determination of the other functional forms and 

the coefficients associated with these coupling equations are based on 

partial farm data and on assumptions. The equations serve as scenarios 

in order to investigate the impact of the various values that these 

functions may take. The following specific functional forms are included 

in the model with parameter values selected in a manner plausible for 

a given situation. 

The land component consists of an equation: 

DCPH.= THR * 1.33^15 " PAL^ (23) 

Where the variables are defined as in Equation  above. The 

method of constructing the unit cost as an increasing function of poten- 

tial arable land available is assumed reasonable. These costs include 

the cost of land development, maintenance, costs of inputs and materials 

over time. One is free to change the form or parameters based on addi- 

tional set of available information pertaining to these complex set of 

factors. 
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The other two equations are the supply of food for the household 

and the fraction of investment allocated to crop production activities. 

Thus: 

HHFC = (1 - .000025 * INV) * INV (36) 

Where HHFC is the amount of available supply of food for the 

household as determined by the available level of inventory. In peas- 

ant agricultural environment, the total amount of the inventory or 

stored products could be considered as the supply, specially at a very 

low level of subsistence. However, the hypothesis forwarded by the 

equation stated above is that as the amount of inventory increases, 

proportionately less of this amount will be retained as a source for 

family food supply and conversely, proportionately more will be sold 

at the market. 

The third and last equation shows the relationship between the 

fraction of agricultural investment and the supply and demand ratios. 

It is hypothesized that the following linear relationship describes the 

expected situation. 

FAAI = FORV - .25 (HHFC/CONSDF) (39) 

Where FAAI represents the fraction of agricultural investment; 

FORV is a parameter and (HHFC/CONSDF) is the ratio of supply of and 

demand for food for the household. 

Chapter III presented a theoretic framework for the analysis of 

the farm household as a representative farm firm unit in the most im- 

portant sectors of consumption and production. Literature review on 
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more important methods of analyses used in farm economic analysis and 

discussions on the general concept of system simulation modeling are 

presented. The Chapter also included detailed specifications and defi- 

nitions of variables along with a diagramatic presentation of the system's 

flow and system linkages. In the next Chapter, the discussions are 

centered on the economic organization of small scale agriculture 

from which the data generated serve in the construction 

of the system simulation model. In addition, the discussions in 

Chapter IV, although devoted to the situation in the peasantry in 

Ethiopia, are intended to provide background information so as to 

improve understanding of the type of physical and economic environment 

under which peasant communities exist. 
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IV. ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF SMALL SCALE AGRICULTURE: THE DATA BASE 

A. The Agro-Ecological Regions in the Ethiopian Highland System 

Ethiopia is located on the eastern part of Africa and covers an 

area of about 400,000 square miles. The most dominant physical feature, 

topography, of the country is the central highland plateau which ranges 

from 1000 meters to over 3000 meters above sea level (see Figure 4). 

Major rivers such as the Abay, Awash, Wabe Shebelle and Omo and their 

tributories originate in the central highlands and flow towards the 

lowlands and semi-desert areas surrounding the verge of the national 

boundary. These rivers form deep gorges and narrow valleys which make 

transportation from one region to another very difficult. 

Ethiopia is a land of great diversity in terms of physiography, 

climate and in crop ecology. Although no standard classification exists, 

the major physiographic regions incude the following: (1) the Ethiopian 

Highlands that extend from Eritrea in the north to Kenya in the South, 

(2) the Abbay Trough-formation of deep gorge resulting from River 

Abbay-Blue Nile River, (3) the Eastern Highlands extending from the 

escarpment of the Rift Valley to the Harrar High Plateau and into the 

Ogaden Lowland, (4) the Rift Valley region that runs in a north- 

eastern direction, enclosed as a funnel; in the east by the escarp- 

ments of the Eastern Highlands and in the west by the Ethiopian High- 

lands, (5) the Red Sea Coastal plains and (6) the Sudanese Lowlands 

consisting of wide plains that run from north to south along the es- 

carpment of the Ethiopian Highlands (Westphal, 1975). 
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The topography of the country seems to exert considerable influ- 

ence over the climatic situation that exists in the various regions of 

the country (Donahue, 1972). Little detailed climatic information on 

various regional areas exists at present. In general, it can be stated 

that the Highland regions receive precipitation ranging from 2000 mm 

or more in the southwest Ethiopia to 1000 mm in the Central and Eastern 

Highlands annually. The rainfall in the lowland areas range between 

450 mm and 150 mm in the southeast Ethiopia, the Danakil plains and 

parts of Eritrea (Westphal, 1975). Although the distribution of 

rainfall varies from year to year over many of the regions, three 

distinct seasons can be identified for the highland areas (1) 'kiremt', 

that is, the big rainfall season occurring in the period June through 

September with a large portion of the rains falling in July-August, 

(2) 'belg' or small rains that occur in March-May and (3) 'bega' the 

'winter' season which is the dry season covering the months of November, 

December and January. 

Like the patterns of the rains, temperature in Ethiopia is also 

influenced by the topography. In higher altitude areas (2000 meters 

a.s.l. or higher) nightly frosts are known to occur in the months 

November to January. In the highland regions the maximum temperature 

rarely rises above 28 C during the rainy season. The average tempera- 

ture in the months of February and January is reported to be about 

200C for the Ethiopian and Eastern Highland regions. 

The major agro-ecological regions tend to follow the physiologic 

classification outlined above: 
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(1) The Ethiopian Highlands 

(a) Central part that includes the administrative regions of Shoa, 

Gojam and also southwest Wollo, south Begemeder and Eastern Wollega. 

The altitude in this region ranges between 1800-3000 m and the average 

annual rainfall varies between 950-1500 mm. This region has the most 

agriculturally productive and intensively cultivated areas. It is also 

the most densely populated region. Small grains and legumes are the 

principal crops along with a large number of herds of cattle, sheep 

and goats. 

(b) Northern part that consists of mostly eroded and less produc- 

tive regions of Eritrea and Tigre. The production of small grains and 

some oil crops and herding of cattle, sheep and goats are the main agri- 

cultural activities in the region. 

(c) Southwestern part includes the administrative regions of 

Wollega, Illubabor and Kaffa. The region has fertile lands capable 

of growing many crops such as small grains, coarse grains, root crops 

such as ensete and taro and specially coffee. It is a major coffee 

growing region. 

(d) Southwestern part includes southwest Shoa, west Sidamo and 

Gomu Gofa regions with elevations of 1800 m and higher and an average 

annual rainfall ranging between 950 to 1500 mm. Major crops grown are 

ensete and other tuber crops such as taro, potatoes, yams and small 

grains, especially barley. 

(2) Eastern Highlands: This area includes the major portions of 

the administrative regions of Sidamo, Bale, Arussi and Harrarge with 
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altitudes above 1800 m and average rainfall ranging between 950 mm to 

1500 mm. In the Sidamo highlands animal herding is the important 

activity of the semi-nomadic pasteralists although croos such as barley 

and ensete are grown. Coffee and chat are important crops along the 

escarpment of the Eastern Highlands in east Arussi, Harrarge and Sidamo. 

On the higher altitude areas of Arussi and Bale, barley and wheat are 

the important crops while in central Harrarge sorghum is the dominant 

crop. 

(3) The Southern Rift Valley is located almost at the center, 

covering parts of Shoa, Arussi, Sidamo and Gomu Goffa. This region, 

with an elevation above 1200 m and an average annual rainfall of 1600 

mm is ideal for growing various types of crops. The region is a major 

maize producing area of the country although coffee and ensete are 

produced along with maize in the southern part. 

Other major agro-ecological regions are: 

(4) Middle and Lower Awash Region, 

(5) The Ogaden region and 

(6) The Western Lowlands. 

These areas suffer from lack of adequate rainfall to support large 

settlements for agricultural production. But they are vast and poten- 

tially fertile regions and they are also endowed with major rivers 

that could be developed to support irrigated agriculture. 

These regional groups reflect general aggregation of the agro- 

ecological regions, although large diversities exist within each region. 
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Table IV-1 shows the aggregated classifications of the major 

agricultural regions and the importance of each of the regions according 

to the estimated population and approximate area of land under culti- 

vation. The Central part of the Ethiopian Highlands region is the 

most important in as much as it consists of 39 percent of population 

and 47 percent of the total cultivated area. Teff, sorghum and barley 

are the three most important crops with almost one-third of cultivated 

area under teff. The southwestern part of the Ethiopian Highlands 

region is next in importance in terms of the size of area of cultivated 

land. It consists of 14 percent of the total population and 14 percent 

of the total cultivated area. The dominant crops in the southwestern 

part are maize, teff and coffee. Parts of the coffee plants are grown 

under natural conditions and large areas of 'forest' coffee are 

known to exist. The Eastern Highlands region as shown in the table, 

is an important small grain production area. At the relatively high 

altitude areas of Arussi-Bale, barley, wheat and maize are the three 

important crops with over half the cultivated area under barley, 

while on the relatively lower plateau of Harrarge, sorghum and maize 

are the most important followed by chat plantation and pulses. 

According to some estimates, the estimated total cultivated area 

of over 5 million hectares is only about 10 percent of the potentially 

arable land suitable for cultivation. 

The lowland regions, although sparcely populated, consist of large 

grazing areas with good pasture lands scattered in various parts. 



Table IV-1. Major classifications of the agro-ecological regions and the estimated population 
and cultivated area (Est. 1970) 

Population 

Cultivated 

Areas (HA) 

Major Crops 

Agro-Ecological Regions Type %Range Type % Type % 

Central 
Ethiopian Highlands Northern 

S. Western 
S. Eastern 

9,200,000 
3,600,000 
3,200,000 
2,000,000 

2,400,000 
500,000 
700,000 
250,000 

Teff 
Teff 
Teff 
Teff 

30 
20 
20 
12 

Sorghum 
Sorghum 
Maize 
Maize 

20 
21 
35 
40 

Barley 
Barley 
Coffee 
Ensete 

15 
13 
8 
10 

Eastern Highlands Arussi- 
Hararge- 

-Bale 
-Bale 

1,000,000 
1,700,000 

500,000 
500,000 

Wheat 
Maize 

20 
16 

Maize 
Sorghum 

10 
60 

Barley 
Chat 

55 
7 

Southern Rift Valley 1,900,000 250,000 Maize 25 Coffee 15 Ensete 20 

Lowland regions (Total) 1,000,000 

Total Country 23,600,000 5,100,000 

Source: Statistical Bulletin 10 (CSO, 1974; CSO, 1975) and compiled by the writer. 

CO 
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Despite recent adverse climatic conditions that desimated large herds 

of the animal population in these regions, a large proportion of the 

country's estimated 25 million head of cattle are found in these 

lowland regions and managed under semi-nomadic conditions. 

From the discussion on the major agro-ecological regions of the 

country, it can be stated that the major food production region is 

the central part of the Ethiopian Highlands. Accordingly, the Institute 

of Agricultural Research established the Holetta Research Station 

located at Holetta Genet, Shoa, about 45 km west of Addis Ababa. The 

Station, operating since 1964, is organized with major emphasis on 

agronomy and animal husbandry with the mission to identify, experiment 

and improve the various aspects of the agricultural environment in the 

region so as to increase the production capability. Research stations 

are also established in the other agro-ecological regions along the 

same concept of operations. 

This study focuses primarily on the agricultural activities of 

peasant households located in this region. Two localities are repre- 

sented, Suba area and Asgori area, both in Shoa Administrative region. 

The following discussions focus on the analysis of the farming system 

in these two localities which are considered typical of the farming 

system found in the central part of the Ethiopian Highlands. 

B. General Backaround of the Socio-Economic Structure 

In 1970, the total estimated population of Ethiopia was about 

24.1 million. By 1977, the size of the population has grown to nearly 
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29 million with an average annual growth rate of about 2.2 percent per 

year. A very high porportion of the people live in the rural areas of 

the country. It is estimated that only about ten percent of the 

population reside in urban localities of size 2000 or more (E.G. CSO, 

1974). 

The inhabitants of the country show diversity in terms of 

linguistic, ethnic and religious melu. Major ethnic groups include 

the Oromos, settled ini.the regions of Sidamo, Kaffa, Illubabor and 

Wollega in the south and southwest; the peoples of the Danakil in the 

eastern part of the country; the Harrari and Bale peoples in the 

southeastern region; and the Amharas and Tigreans, settled in the 

north-central part of the country. These major ethnic groups and 

more than seventy others of varying size, speak an estimated seventy 

languages and two hundred dialects (Hess, 1970). By far the most 

important language is Amharic which is the official national language.. 

Christian Orthodox and Islam are the two religions with large number 

of followers. Given the diverse cultural and linguistic traits among 

various groups, the major uniting force of the inhabitants rest on: 

(a) centuries of social and economic interactions, such as migrations, 

wars, trade, that led to cultural inter-adaptation; (b) the common 

distinctly African experiences and traditions shared by all. 

The country has been, until recently, under feudal is tic regimes 

for centuries and its rulers had absolute power over the people and 

its economic resources. Traditionally, the existence of the crown 

or the royal house served as a symbol of national unity and indepen- 

dence, and the king was the only source of secular and spiritual 
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power, dispenser of justice and dispenser of offices and material 

wealth such as land (Markakis and Beyene, 1967). During the period 

of regional consolidations towards the end of the nineteenth century, 

a large contingent of people from the central region migrated to the 

southern, southwestern and eastern regions. The nobility, appointed 

by the kings as leaders of the campaigns, took over the lion's share 

of the settled agricultural lands in these regions and created 

serfdom and hierarchy of multiple landlord-tenant relationships. Thus, 

land became the major source of wealth and political power for the 

royal house, the nobility and the local chiefs. Until landlordism and 

tenancy was abolished by the Proclamation of March 4, 1975, tenancy in 

these regions ran as high as 75 percent, with crop sharing arrangements 

of up to 75 percent to the landlord. 

For centuries, the church, as the only organized rural 

institution in the central highland regions, united the peasant 

communities to one another and to the state. The large mass of local 

clergymen, especially in the rural areas, depended upon labor and 

wealth of the peasantry for their livelihood because of their status 

as spiritual leaders of the community. Fasting and prayers are strictly 

followed by the rural communities. Out of the 365 days in the year 

there are about 150 holidays to be observed as commemorative days in 

honors of saints, holymen, rulers, etc. 

Probably due to the religious background, the peasant believes 

that any inquiry outside of what he is acquainted with, is probing into 

the province of God or some supernatural power, thus it is sinful. 
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This state of mind is slowly fading away from the rural areas as 

better contacts with the growth centers are established through 

markets, education and communication. 

The influence of modernization and the modest spread of modern 

educational system over the past three decades has brought about the 

establishment of manufacturing and small scale industries, expansion 

of transport and communication facilities and growth in construction 

and building activities. 

The Ethiopian economy is essentially based on a traditional 

rural economy in which agriculture provides over 50 percent of the 

gross domestic product and employs about 85 percent of the total 

population. Out of an estimated area of 11 million hectares of land 

under cultivation, a little over 5 percent are mechanized while the 

rest are under peasant holdings cultivated with the traditional oxen 

plow. 

During the last two decades, efforts were made to formulate and 

implement national development plans with priorities given to sectors 

with higher potential for contribution to the growth of the countries 

economy. The main objectives during the planning period might be 

summarized as: (1) the maximum feasible growth of the economy and 

the real standard of living of the population, and (2) a gradual 

improvement in the distribution of real incomes. 

The lack of adequate and systematic statistical data on economic 

trends hinders realistic estimates of the performance of the economy 
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during any of the development planning periods. However, data available 

from unpublished sources indicated that the actual growth rate of 

GDP in the early years of the plan (1968-1971) period fell short of 

the target and increases in GDP per capita was well below the target. 

The unsatisfactory level of growth of the agricultural output 

deteriorated with the spread of drought over much of the country 

since 1973 and by 1975 some three million of the rural inhabitants 

are suffering from food shortages. 

It is estimated that only about 20 percent of the rural population 

were covered with basic health services at the end of the plan period. 

An inequitable distribution of expenditures existed between urban and 

rural areas and among provinces. In the educational field, primary 

school-age children enrollment in 1974 was, on the average, about 

21 percent. Again, the participation rates in large towns by far 

exceeded the national average. 

Since the military took over the government in September, 1974, 

fundamental changes are being introduced in the political, social 

and economic aspects of the country. Tenancy and private ownership 

of lands have been abolished and replaced by usufructuary rights up 

to ten hectares of farm land for any individual who wishes to make a 

living by working on the land. Peasants in rural areas are being 

organized at the grassroot level through the formation of peasant 

associations. The formations of peasant associations were assisted by 

students and teachers and members of the armed forces, who have become 

instrumental in awakening the peasantry in the rural communities to 
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a higher political consciousness and to the economic opportunities that 

can be gained through cooperative efforts and self-reliance. 

The basic transformation occurring in the agrarian structure of 

the country is expected to produce an immediate and strong impact on 

the non-agricultural sector, particularly on processing industries and 

establishments that service agriculture with improved agricultural inputs, 

as the rural communities enter the monetary economy. The fostering 

linkages, both forward and backward, should result in the creation of 

employment opportunities in both rural and urban areas which should, 

in turn, increase the effective demand for products of both the 

agricultural and the non-agricultural sectors. 

Aside from the anticipated effects on increased output and 

employment, the transformations in the socio-economic structure are 

envisaged, as a primary aim, to narrow the gap in income disparities 

within and between the rural and urban communities as a basis for 

balanced and sustained economic growth and development. 

C. Analysis of Small Scale Farming System 

The types of organization of agricultural activities in less 

developed countries are designated by terms such as peasant agricul- 

ture, small scale agriculture, small holders, traditional subsistence 

agriculture and in most cases these terms are used interchangeably. 

The term peasant farming is the most common usage and the characteristic 

embodied in peasantry being the common attribute in this type of 

farm organization. 
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The Ethiopian peasantry, in general, fits in Foster's definition 

of peasant communities. The term small scale farming is adapted for 

this study to designate the type of farm organization. The terms 

farming system has also specific reference in this study. Here farming 

is taken to mean those activities involving both crops and livestock 

production and systems in the context used here refers to that portion 

of the real world which is relatively specific in terms of having 

distinct boundaries as defined by the objectives of the study. Thus 

small scale farming system refers to a specific class of larger 

agricultural systems. 

1. Methodology Used in the Collection of Primary Data 

This study covers only a small part of the larger farm management 

investigation undertaken as a cooperative effort between the Institute 

of Argicultural Research (IAR) and three other governmental agencies: 

the Extension and Project Implementation Department (EPID), the 

National Coffee Board (NCB) and the Chilalo Awraja Development Unit 

(CADU). Each participating agency was responsible for the selection 

of study areas, financial aspects including the hiring of full time 

enumerator for each selected area. IAR undertook the responsibility 

of designing the data collection forms, training of enumerators. 

Peasant communities represent the rural extension of large class 
structured, economically complex, pre-industrial civilization in which 
trade and commerce, and craft specialization are well developed, in which 
money is commonly used and market disposition is the focal for part 
of the producer's effort (Foster, 1965). 
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supervision of field work in collaboration with the staff of the 

participating agencies, compilation and analysis of the field data. 

Initially, the areas selected as Enumeration Areas (EA's) for 

the farm management studies were the following: 

IAR:  Holleta, Bako, Nazareth, Kersa, Quiha, F. Selam 

EPID: Adi Ugri, Asgori, Bichena, Asendabo 

NBC:  Agaro, Guyi (Gimbi), Yirgalem 

CADU: Robi, Gubessa, Lemu 

Six of the EA's are located in the three major aggregate agro- 

ecological regions as presented in the section above: 

(1) The Central part of the Ethiopian Highlands - represented 

by the farming communities in Holetta and Asgori EA's; 

(2) the Southwestern part of the Ethiopian Highlands represented 

by Guyi - (Gimbi) and Agaro EA's; and 

(3) the Eastern Highlands represented by Lemu and Gubessa EA's. 

This study initially focuses on the analysis of farm organization 

and behavior on those areas of the Central Highlands of region (1). 

In a country like Ethiopia where no population census has ever been 

conducted, it is nearly impossible to get any accurate frame to select 

farmers for the purpose of farm level surveys using the statistical 

method of random choice. However, an attempt was made to select a 

statistically random sample of farm household heads using the following 

procedure: First, the survey areas were delineated using aerial 

photographs of approximately 1:25,000 scale that were available for 

11 of the 16 areas. The coverage for each area was 80 to 100 square 
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kilometers. The principal considerations for the delineation of the 

areas were (1) accessibility; (2) relative homogeneity of the cropping 

patterns and (3) settlement patterns of the farming community. These 

factors were taken into consideration so as to facilitate the traveling 

of the enumerators who were interviewing the selected farmers during 

the whole cropping season; second, local chiefs were contacted through 

the local area extension worker and, for each area, a list of heads of 

all households living in the delineated areas were prepared. Finally, 

35 farmers were selected using a simple random sampling procedure. 

Twenty-five of the selected farm households were included in the survey 

initially as a sample size in each EA, the remaining ten households 

served as a replacement reserve for early dropouts. 

2. Questionnaire Design and Data Collection 

Field work started in April 1974 in most of the areas indicated 

above after about one week of training sessions given to the enumerators. 

A Farm Record Book, prepared for the purpose, was used to record farm 

data. The Record Book consisted of three parts: (1) the inventory 

(stock data) and its evaluations to be recorded at the beginning of the 

crop season. This part includes data on farm household members, farm 

1 

The general  level of training of the enumerators ranges from 
those who completed grade eleven to holders of agricultural  school 
diplomas.    The monthly salary ranges from Eth.  $100.00 to $350.00 
and each enumerator was provided with a bicycle or a mule for transport, 
depending on the area. 
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resources, farm products in store, farm capital, farm livestock and 

household consumption; (2) the recovery of past (1973/74) production 

activities and (3) the flow data that covered the crop season 1974-75 

that included detailed records of inputs and outputs and household 

expenditures as reported by farmers/farm family on a weekly basis. 

Specific data included farm family labor hours expended on specific 

operations on farm; labor hours spent off the farm, oxen pair hours 

spent, material inputs, crop livestock outputs, general expenses on 

consumption and other items, general farm income and sales and 

inventory changes. Data collection on prices that prevail in the 

local markets of the EA's has been attempted with some success. 

Scattered weather data are available covering varying periods of time 

for areas nearby agricultural experiment stations and other locations 

where public development projects are under way. 

3. Reliability of Data and Difficulties Encountered in Measurement 

At the initial stages, the purpose of the survey, the method of 

collecting the data needed and the expected (although indirect) benefits 

were explained to the cooperating farmers before the start of the survey. 

Out of the 16 Enumeration Areas included at the start of the project, 

four areas were discountinued due to difficulties with enumerators and 

the cooperating farmers. More reliable data based on farming systems 

were obtained from eight of the EA's during the whole crop season of 

1974/75. Thus, out of a total number of 309 farmers at the start of 

the project, 208 farmers cooperated until the end of the crop season. 
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Although initially 167 of the cooperating farmers were selected for 

this study, primary focus will be on the analysis of the farm organi- 

zation of 46 households in Holetta and Asgori enumeration areas that 

are typical of the large mass of peasant communities settled in the 

Central Highland plateau covering a large proportion of cultivated 

area of the country. 

In the process of collecting micro data, the major problems, 

apart from the administering of the survey, were the problems of 

measurements of farm inputs and outputs. The rural residents in 

Ethiopia are predominantly illiterate so that many types of units of 

measurements are unfamiliar to them. However, farmers, through 

generations of usage have established local standard units for land, 

labor inputs, and seeds in their agricultural operations. Land units 

are measured in terms of timad among the peasant agriculturalists of 

the Central part of the Ethiopian Highlands and Eastern Highlands where 

traditional oxen plough culture has been practiced for generations. 

The timad (also known as gezem in Gojjam, kert in Shoa, Arussi, fechasa 

in Kaffa) is defined, according to farmers, as an area that can be 

plowed with a pair of oxen in one day. The unit, obviously, is 

dependent on factors such as the constitution and condition of the 

animals, type and condition of the soil, climate, the customary working 

hours during specific seasons and topography of the land. Thus, this 

unit of measurement can vary greatly from area to area.  It has been 

found that a timad varies from an average of one-fourth of a hectare in 

one location to an average of one-tenth of a hectare in another location. 
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Apart from the complete lack of cadestral surveys and the absence of 

recent aerial photographs, land measurement was made difficult by the 

suspicious nature of peasant agriculturalists and refusal to get their 

land measured using tapes. In most of the studies and as far as 

possible, farm size were determined by pacing around two or three 

fields and the average area thus calculated. The measurement and 

reporting of total size of holdings was complicated by wide use of 

community area for animal grazing, wood land. Therefore, land which 

was left fallow during the entire year, grazing land, or land used for 

purposes other than for growing crops are not considered distinctly in 

this study. 

Labor inputs are reported in terms of man-hour in this study 

although the use of man-days as a measure of labor input could be 

used as an alternative unit. Peasant farmers in Ethiopia seem to have 

a fair concept of time, with some margin of error, the farmers' 

timing can be consistently geared to the clock hours of the day 

although they do not own watches in most cases. Within the household 

every member above the age of six participates in one form or the 

other in the agricultural activities. Generally younger boys and 

sometimes girls are given the task of herding sheep, goats and small 

herds of cattle. Young boys help during ploughing until about the 

age of 14, the age they are expected to handle the plough and manage 

a pair of oxen as effectively as an adult. Women participate in 

agricultural operations, particularly in activities such as weeding 

and harvesting of crops; otherwise the large proportion of time of 
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the female members is spent on household activities such as cleaning 

animal stalls, fetching water and firewood and food preparation. 

Division of labor within the household is organized in such a way that 

activities assigned to individual members are assumed to be conducted 

in a relatively efficient manner. Thus, no weighing of work load is 

necessary among the household members. Local mutual groupings are 

found in almost every small peasant community (known as jege, debo) 

that engage in labor exchanges to meet critical labor demand. Seasonally 

hired labor is an insignificant source of labor input in the survey 

areas. 

Seeds used for planting are measured by containers (kuna) which 

are woven baskets. These types of containers are converted to units 

such as kilograms. 

Problems were encountered when attempts were made to estimate 

crop output directly by taking sample plots from fields under various 

crops using the crop cutting method. Thus crop outputs were estimated 

indirectly by asking and witnessing the amount of crop obtained in 

local measurement then converted to the standard unit of kilogram. 

Marketing farm products for sale is done by the farmer himself or 

his wife. Due to larger quantities taken by the farmer to market, the 

product is transported in standard local containers. However, an 

extensive amount of marketing activities is conducted by the rural 

wives who sell small quantities of the production for the purpose of 

purchasing some essential commodities like salt, kerosene, oil, sugar, 

etc., for home consumption. 
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The multi-visit interviews conducted once or twice a week during 

the crop season provided fairly accurate data on purchased items for 

house consumption. However, incomes from sources other than crop 

production were not successfully documented. Such sources of income 

include petty trading by farmers during off season in crops, hops; the 

female members trading activities, irregularly engagement in sale of 

prepared food and drinks (such as tell a and katicalla). Thus, total 

farm income as presented in this study is likely to be under reported. 

D. Farm Labor Force Composition and Utilization 

The farm labor force of the individual household is composed of 

household members and in some cases permanently hired workers. All 

of the sampled farmers were married and their age ranged between 21 

years old and 73 years. The mean age of the head was 43 years. Younger 

farmers in the sample who were 35 years or younger accounted for 30 

percent. On the average, the family consisted of 6 persons. The average 

age and sex distribuiton of the family members are shown in Table IV-2. 

About 40 percent of the households had one or two permanent 

laborers. Payments to laborers included cash, use of a piece of land 

and/or in kind. Cash payment averaged Eth. $87.00 annually for each 

laborer. In all cases, boarding and lodging and sometimes clothing 

were provided by the household. Seasonally hired labor, although 

available, was infrequently utilized. Among farm households, the 

most common way to meet labor demand was the cooperative labor exchange 

associations. 
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Table IV-2. Age and Sex Distribution of Farm Family Members 
of the Two Enumeration Areas 

Household Members Asgori Holleta Combined 

No. of Observat :ions 23 23 46 

Average Age of Head 44 42 43 

Males 

Under 10 years 1.13 .87 1.00 

10-15 years .78 .61 .70 

16-60 years 1.43 1.52 1.48 

Over 60 years * * * 

Females 

Under 10 years 1.35 .87 1.11 

10-15 years .57 .48 .52 

16-60 years 1.22 1.48 1.35 

Over 60 years * * * 

Total Family 6.16 

indicates less than .25 
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Nearly all farmers in the two enumeration areas reported that they 

were brought up on the farms they were operating. Twenty-six percent 

of the heads of households were literate which was considerably higher 

than the national average. Primary schools are available within five 

kilometers of the study area and about 50 percent of the school age 

household members attended schools. 

The utilization of farm family labor depends, for the most part, 

on the cropping pattern and the size of cultivated areas. The most 

important crops in the two enumeration areas are teff and wheat, barley 

followed by pulses such as chickpeas, broad beans, lentils, peas. 

Table IV-3 shows the land use in terms of average net cropped area under 

major crops and the percentage distribution of farmers growing such 

crops. The average cropped area under teff in Asgori was almost double 

that of in Holleta. On the other hand the cultivated area under barley, 

grown by nearly all farmers in Holleta area, was much larger than the 

size of area devoted to barley in Asgori and was planted by less than 

10 percent of the farmers at the time of the survey. Among the types of 

pulses grown in the two areas, chickpeas dominated in Asgori and broad 

beans dominated in Holetta. Nearly one-third of the farmers reported 

linseed production in Holleta areas. 

Teff was one of the major crops grown in the AEs since it was 

considered by farmers as an important source of cash income. The aver- 

age area under teff was 2.15 hectares. 

Major stages identified as a sequence of operations involved in 

the production activities of various farms were:  (1)- Land preparation 
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and planting stage; (2) Weeding stage; (3) Cutting and harvesting stage 

and (4) Threshing and transporting stage. 

Table IV-3. Average Net Cropped Area Under Major Crops in Asgori 
and Roll eta Enumeration Areas (ha) 

Asgori Hoi 1 eta Combined 

Percent of        Percent of        Percent of 
Crops   Farmers  Area(ha)  Farmers  Area(ha)  Farmers  Area(ha) 

Producing Producing Producing 

Teff 100 2.84 100 1.47 100 2.15 
Wheat 95 .85 65 .91 93 .88 
Barley 8 .17 91 .62 54 .40 
Pulses 95 1.11 91 .36 93 1.00 
Oil Crops 17 .50 29 .52 -- __ 

TOTAL* 4.80 4.38 4.59 

* Total area includes crop grown by over 25 percent of the farmers. 

Land preparation involving a series of ploughings extended from 

May to September for teff production and required an average of 76 

man hours and an equivalent amount of oxen-pair hours. Nearly all 

farmers planted teff in July in Hoi 1 eta area and in August in Asgori area. 

During planting, teff seed was broadcasted and then lightly covered by 

tramping on the planted field with animals. The average seed rate 

was 38.4 kg/ha. Fertilizers were applied at planting. About 25 per- 

cent of the farmers reported that they applied fertilizers. Only 33 

percent of the total teff hectarage was fertilized on an average area 

of 3.04 hectare per farmer applying fertilizer. The average fertilizer 

rates were 75 kg dimmonium phosphate (DAP) and 40 kg of Urea per hectare. 
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Weeding of teff was done by hand in the-months of September and 

October by nearly all farmers. Family and community labor devoted to 

weeding amounted to an average of 103.8 man-hour per hectare. 

Teff was ready for harvest in November in the area. However, 

harvesting was done between November and January. The sickle was the 

only equipment used for cutting the straw, and the availability of 

labor determined the length of time the crop remained in the field. 

The average time taken for cutting the teff crop was 170.5 man-hours 

per hectare. 

After cutting the crop, the straw would be collected to form 

heaps and the preparation for threshing/winnowing would involve clear- 

ing a mud plastered floor. Threshing was done by letting animals 

tramp over straws that were spread out on a specially prepared plas- 

tered floor. The amount of threshing achieved during a given period 

would depend upon the availability of cattle owned by farmers them- 

selves or from the community on an exchange basis. Winnowing was also 

done at the time of threshing. Using wooden fork-like tools farmers 

would separate the grain from the straw by exposing it to the wind. 

Threshing, winnowing and transporting, done intermittently in January 

through March (1974/75 crop season), required an average of 35.8 man- 

hours per hectare. 

Based on the total output reported by farmers, yield estimates 

were calculated on both fertilized and unfertilized teff fields. 

Yields from fertilized fields averaged 472 kg per hectare and from 

unfertilized fields, the average yield was 445 kg per hectare, average 
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reported yields from unfertilized fields from Holleta and Asgori EAs 

were 443.5 kg and 449.6 kg per hectare respectively. Yields obtained 

from unfertilized fields seem consistent with some results reported in 

earlier surveys in Holleta area (Friedrich et al., 1973). A recently 

conducted market survey in Holetta area also indicated the average un- 

fertilized yield for teff amounted to 420 kg per hectare (Dixon and 

Misgina, p. 6). The reported yields of teff on fertilized fields 

indicated no significant increase over yields from unfertilzied fields. 

This was probably due to the low level of fertilizers applied and also 

due to the inherent characteristics of the seed itself that tended to 

restrict responsiveness to fertilizer application. At present, new 

breeding techniques are being developed at the Debra Zeit Agricultural 

Experiment Station to study the physiology and yield components of teff 

so as to breed and select teff plants that could be more efficient in 

utilizing nutrients, that would lodge less and that could become more 

adaptable to mechanization (Berhe, 1976). Farmers reported in this 

survey, and in others, that the amount of straw from fertilized teff 

fields was much higher than from the unfertilized. This observation 

was confirmed by the experiment conducted at Debre Zeit Agricultural 

Experiment Station. Due to limited grazing land for animals in the 

Central Highlands Region, straw from teff and other crops were reported 

to be major supplemental animal feed. Study on the effect of fertili- 

zation of teff has concluded that teff crop should be regarded as a 

food cereal and fodder crop since teff straw had nutrient contents, up 

to 1.4 percent N or 8.3 percent crude protein (Hesselback and Westphal, 

1976) thus making teff straw a highly desirable animal feed. 
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After harvest the crop is stored inside the house or in storage 

bins built inside or nearby the house. The amount of teff taken to 

market for sale depends upon the price of teff at a given period of 

time, the family's need for purchases of other consumer items, and 

expenditure on equipment or investment items for the farm. The price 

of teff in the survey area ranged between $22.00 per quintal at the 

time right after harvest to $26.70 per quintal at the time of planting 

in Asgori and between $25.00 and $30.00 per quintal respectively in 

Holleta. Thus the annual average price for mixed teff crop considered 

in this study was $23.80 per quintal in Asgori and $29.26 per quintal 

in Holetta area. 

Wheat is the second most important crop grown in the Central 

Highlands Regions and in particular in the study areas. In the 1974/75 

crop season, 95 percent of the sampled farmers in Asgori and 65 

percent in Holetta reported the cultivation of wheat on an average 

area of 0.85 ha and 0.91 ha respectively. Like teff, wheat is a 

source of cash income and a major food item of the farm family. 

Land preparation was done by family labor as well as community 

labor over the months extending from May to September involving a 

series of plowings and planting. About 75 percent of the farmers 

complete land preparation and planting in June in Holleta while in As- 

gori area planting of wheat was done in August by a majority of farmers. 

At planting, seed was broadcast by hand and covered by light 

plowing. The average seed rate was 105.7 kg/ha. Fertilizers were 

applied by less than 10 percent of the farmers on wheat fields covering 
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Land preparation including planting took about 20 man-hours of 

family labor and a corresponding amount of oxen pair hours in the months 

of May and June. Seeds were broadcast and the average seed rate was 

113 kg per hectare. No fertilizers were applied by farmers. 

Harvesting of barley took place mainly in October and November 

followed by threshing and transporting during the following months. 

The average yield reported was about 700 kg per hectare. More details 

of the operations are given in Table III-4. 

Barley commanded a much lower market price compared to wheat and 

teff. An annual average price was $16.50 per quintal, about one-third 

less than the price of per quintal of wheat. Consequently most of 

the barley is used for home consumption in the form of bread or for 

the preparation of local (homemade) beverages. 

All legumenous crops grown in the study area are termed as pulses. 

This category of pulses include such crops as broad beans, peas, 

lentiles, vetches and chickpeas. The importance of pulses in the 

Holetta and Asgori areas as nutrient restorative crops seemed to be 

appreciated by the farmers since these crops were preceded by teff and 

wheat in the crop rotation. Fields that would otherwise remain fallow 

were under these crops. As mentioned earlier among the pulses, broad 

beans dominated in Holetta area and chickpeas dominated in Asgori both 

crops serving as precursor crops. 

In the 1974-75 crop season, pulses were grown by 95 percent of the 

surveyed farms on an average area of 1.0 hectare. Land preparation and 
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subsequent planting were carried out from June to September, whereby 

planting was done mainly in July in Holetta and in September in Asgori. 

On the average the operation took 74.6 man-hours and the equivalent 

oxen pair hours per hectare. The seed rates on the average were 88 kg 

per hectare. None of the farmers reported weeding of pulse crops and 

no fertilizers were applied. Harvesting and threshing was done by hand. 

After the crop was cut it was let to dry in the field for a few days. 

Then the wives and other female members of the family conducted the 

threshing by beating the dried leaves and pods with sticks, thus 

separating the grains from the straw. 

The average reported yield for pulses as an aggregate category was 

414 kg per hectare. Pulses enjoy comparable prices per quintal to the 

small grains. The annual average price for horse beans was $23.50 

per quintal in Holetta market while for chickpeas, the annual average 

price was $21.00 per quintal in Asgori markets. Pulses such as lentils 

enjoy a favorable market price of $38.75 per quintal on the average 

although few fanners in the area grew this crop successfully. Vetch 

was found to be the lowest priced among the pulses with the annual average 

sales price of $14.70 per quintal. 

A summary of the labor and oxen power requirements for the four 

major crop enterprises and for each of the stages of production is 

presented in Table IV-4. The highest labor input, in terms of man- 

hours per hectare, was devoted to the harvesting of the teff crop. In 

addition to the data on seed rates for each of the crops. Table IV-4 

also shows the average amount of fertilizer applied to teff and wheat 



Table IV-4. Average labor, oxen power and seeds used for major crop enterprises in the Enumeration Areas, (hrs/ha) 

WHEAT BARLEY TEFF PULSES WHEAT TEFF PULSES 

Holetta Asgori Holetta Holetta Asgori Holetta Asgori Combined Combined Combined 

Yield (kg/ha) 494.50 367.20 696.74 443.56 446.75 405.10 423.77 426.12 445.00 414.00 

Planting/plowing 
(hrs/ha) 

48.79 116.99 19.92 29.21 107.45 53.07 104.84 75.55 56.02 74.59 

Weeding (hrs/ha) 26.38 5.43 19.84 135.92 79.38 1.62 0 11.97 103.87 0 

Harv. Cutting 
(hrs/ha) 133.31 52.17 121.51 254.32 114.31 99.51 86.31 83.40 170.50 92.68 

Thresh/Transport 
(hrs/ha) 

14.91 27.50 17.88 28.59 44.88 2.02 36.88 20.25 35.82 8.63 

Animal Power 
(hrs/ha) 

64.56 80.73 18.39 58.57 112.66 49.46 109.42 72.19 81.23 73.57 

Seed Rate (kg/ha) 148.47 62.97 113.55 48.25 30.69 104.21 74.49 96.69 33.48 88.11 

Fertilize (kg/ha) 0 2.82 0 0 6.61 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of 
Observations (15) (22) (22) (23) (23) (21) (22) (36) (46) (43) 
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fields. Only about one-third of the total hectarges under teff 

fields was fertilized, thus, the average over all farms amounted to 

an application rate of 7 kilograms per hectare. 

Since labor is the most important factor of production in peasant 

agriculture (Spencer, 1976), a more detailed profile of household 

labor, in terms of functional distribution and seasonal distribution, 

is presented in Table IV-5. The functional distribution constituted 

the amount of labor hours expended on crop production, livestock pro- 

duction, general farm activities and off-farm activities. The sea- 

sonal distribution of labor are shown on a monthly basis with the ex- 

ception of the months of April and May where records were incomplete. 

For farm activities referring to crop production the peak period 

for labor demand were in the months of July and August during planting, 

and in the months of December and January, during harvesting. The 

proportion of labor allocated for crop production activities did not 

exceed 40 percent of the total farm labor allocations except during the 

periods of planting. On the other hand, labor allocated for livestock 

production on the average constituted over 50 percent of the total 

labor allocation. Cattle herding from early morning to the evening on 

a daily basis by a member of the farm household accounted for the bulk 

of labor hours spent on livestock production. Labor hours spent on mar- 

keting and social function accounted for the major portions of the 

remaining labor time allocated for general farm and off-farm activities. 

These activities, on the average, amounted to less than 20 percent of 

the total labor allocation. 



Table IV-5. Seasonal Labor Distribution by Type of Activities (hours) 

Crop Production Livestock Produc :tion General Farm Activities Off-Fa rm Activities 

Month Teff Wheat Barley Pulses Total Percent Herd Other Total Percent Market Total Percent Social Total Percent Grand 
Total 

Jan 120 38 42 63 263 37 333 31 364 51 12 19 3 26 71 10 717 

Feb 71 31 1 35 138 26 287 24 311 58 11 25 5 16 53 11 532 

Mar 62 7 3 1 73 14 297 22 319 62 11 46 9 21 73 14 511 

Apr — — — — — — 48 1 49 — 3 5 — 12 16 -- 65 

May 15 7 — 6 28 8 268 5 273 74 15 23 6 33 47 13 371 

June 79 37 44 28 188 35 300 2 302 56 13 20 4 20 34 6 544 

July 165 49 19 42 275 57 162 1 163 34 8 18 4 17 30 6 486 

Aug 150 47 53 13 263 55 166 2 169 35 8 16 3 12 33 7 480 

Sept 146 22 2 80 250 48 214 17 231 44 8 15 3 9 28 5 524 

Oct 117 5 14 18 154 28 295 30 325 60 16 22 4 20 43 8 544 

Nov 114 9 60 42 225 36 301 28 329 53 11 14 2 15 50 8 618 

Pec 187 38 12 19 256 38 320 33 353 52 11 14 2 15 58 9 681 
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E. Farm Capital Utilization 

The stocks of farm capital were grouped under major categories 

such as (1) dwelling units that included all building structures; (2) 

farm tools; (3) draft animals; (4) livestock and (5) farm land. 

Thirty-seven percent of the sampled farm families lived in dwel- 

ling units built with mud walls and tin roofs while the rest had 

dwelling units made of circular mud walls and thatched roofs. The 

average span of life reported for the thatched ruff tukuls was 15 

years. These tukuls were constructed, in most cases, by the household 

with the help of neighbors from materials (wood and straw, plasters mud) 

found on the farm. On the other hand, the tin roofed dwellings, usually 

two rooms, were constructed by hired local carpenters and family labor. 

The average life span for such dwellings was estimated to be 20 years 

and the estimated cost of the average was about Eth. $500.00 per unit. 

In addition to the dwelling units, farmers constructed cattle sheds 

and storage bins from available local materials. The estimated value 

for cattle shed and for local storage bins were reported to be on the 

average, Eth $60.00 and $18.00 respectively. 

Farm implements included the traditional type of oxen plow-set 

and assorted small tools such as hoes, sickles, axes etc. On the 

average, each farm owned one set costing Eth. $15.00 in Holleta area 

and two sets each costing Eth. $9.00 in the Asgori area. The average 

value of other tools owned by a farm family was estimated to be Eth. 

$26.00. 
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Draft animals were employed for farm operations such as land 

preparation, threshing, on farm transportation and off farm trans- 

portation of both goods and people. In the survey areas, oxen were used 

exclusively for plowing, planting and threshing activities, while 

transportation activities were carried out using mules, horses and 

donkeys. On the average, each farm family owned 2.8 draft oxen valued 

at nearly Eth. $140.00 each. Sixty percent of the sampled fanners 

owned one or more donkeys and one-fourth reported one or more horses 

or mules available for transportation purposes. 

The other types of livestock reported were cows and young cattle, 

sheep/goats and a few poultry. On the average, the number of cattle, 

sheep and poultry were 3.6, 2.2 and 2.0 respectively. 

For the purpose of comparison and aggregation the level of farm 

capital stock must be given values. However, the assignment of monetary 

values of the capital items was difficult. Certain major items such 

as buildings and storage bins were self-constructed and the valuation 

of livestock was dependent upon the condition of the animals during the 

dry or wet seasons. Nevertheless, estimates of the number and value of 

major capital items are shown in Table IV-6. The valuation of land 

asset is excluded from the total capital stock on farm since the 

purchase, rent or sale of farm land was precluded in the provisions of 

the Land Reform Proclamation of March 1975. 

In addition to the evaluation of the fixed assets of the farm, 

the annual user costs of capital items were calculated as shown on the 

table. The discount rate for all capital items was assumed to be 15 
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Table IV-S. Number and value of major capital items on an 
Average farm in Holleta-Asgori Enumeration Areas. 

Percentage  Average Average Estimated Estimated Annual 
of Owners  number   unit Life Exp.  User 

per farm Value $  Value $   Years  Cost $ 

Farm Land 

Buildings & 
Storage 

100 1.00 427.00 427.00 15 73.00 

Farm Tools 100 — — 27.00 3 20.50 

Plow-sets 100 1.80 11.00 19.80 3 

Draft Oxen 100 2.80 140.00 392.00 6 103.60 

Donkeys 52 0.75 28.50 21.40 3 

Mule/Horses 26 0.40 142.50 57.00 6 26.40 

Cows 85 1.60 114.00 182.50 - 

Young Cattle 70 1.80 53.60 96.50 - 

Sheep/goats 52 2.00 19.40 36.80 - 

Poultry 50 1.40 1.80 2.50 - 

TOTAL 1262.50 223.50 

follows: 
*The formula used for calculating the annual user cost is given as 

rV 
R =- 

l-(l+r) 
-n 

where n is estimated life expectancy in years; r is the estimated discount 
rate composed of the time rate of preference and the associated risk per- 
ceived by owner of capital; V is the original acquisition cost and R is the 
constant capital service cost or imputed rental value. 
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percent. Although somewhat arbitrary, it seemed a realistic figure. 

The highest annual service cost was calculated for draft oxen followed 

by the service cost calculated for buildings and storages. 

The working capital requirements included expenditures on purchased 

material inputs and on operating and maintenance costs. In addition 

costs are incurred as payments made for permanent hired labor, land rent 

and taxes. Operating and maintenance costs are difficult to quantify, 

especially for draft animals. Thus, it was assumed that these costs 

amounted to 20 percent of the annual service cost of capital. The seed 

and fertilizer costs on an average farm amounted to Eth. $19.00 and 

Eth. $4.00 respectively. In addition to the cost of hired labor and 

excluding land rents and taxes (for which data were not available) the 

total cash and non-cash expenditures are calculated to be $433 annually. 

Although little cash was reported in the farm business, the working flow 

of capital included output in stores and other supplies. The value of 

grain products in storage per farm at the end of the survey period was 

reported to be Eth. $292.50 

F. Farm Household Consumption and Expenditure 

As indicated above, farm produced commodities are in large part 

retained for consumption rather than for sale. However, in order to 

meet some financial obligations, farm products were sold at the local 

market. Food items consumed in the households are grouped as follows: 

small grains, pulses, other food items, and animal products. Non-food 

items that required household expenditure included fuel, clothings and 
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other household goods. The average monthly consumption of food items 

is shown in the table below: 

Table IV-7. Average Values of Monthly Consumption of Food Items 

Average Monthly Consumption 
jt and Expenditure by Farm Size 

Medium (30)     Large (6) 
$ $ 

Teff 15.50 18.30 

Wheat/Barley 8.00 12.00 

Pulses 5.00 10.35 

Animal Products 5.90 5.20 

Other Food Items 5.20 8.90 

Total Food 39.60        54.75 

Coffee & Stimulant     4.00        4.40 

Kerosene 2.00        2.00 

On the average of all farms, teff accounted for the largest 

amount of consumption in terms of value. Very little cash expenditures 

were made on small grains and pulses. However, the amount consumed 

were valued at the farm-gate prices in order to compare the items with 

purchased goods. A model on household consumption along with the 

analysis of the effect of major determinants is presented in Chapter III. 
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V. PROCEDURES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

A. Selection of a Programming Language 

In this study, the purpose of developing a simulation model is 

primarily for the description of the economic behavior of the peasant 

household over time. Taking the theoretical and conceptual framework as 

a guide, the system simulation model is relatively freely constructed. 

Since the basic scope of the model is numerical, digital computer simu- 

lation is employed. For digital simulation the two primary choices are 

either to use the general high level languages, such as FORTRAN, PLI, 

ALGOL, etc., or the special purpose simulation languages. The selection 

of a particular programming language depends on several factors of 

which (1) availability of the language; (2) working knowledge and pre- 

vious experience; and (3) the level of complexity of the particular 

problem are critical. 

The general purpose programming languages, such as FORTRAN, are 

available widely on most computer facilities and thus could be considered 

as a major advantage over the special prupose simulation languages. 

However, the relative ease in step by step modeling and the minimal 

programming requirements makes the choice of the special purpose simu- 

lation languages more attractive. 

The special purpose simulation languages are grouped into three 

types: (1) discrete types, programs designed for discrete simulation 

models; (2) continuous types, programs designed for simulation models 
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with components that change continuously over time; and (3) the combined 

continuous discrete types which combine and integrate the special fea- 

tures of the discrete and continuous types. The combined continuous 

and discrete type languages are more comprehensive and of general appli- 

cability. In a state-of-the-art review on software for combined system 

simulation, Oren identified eighteen languages or packages with such 

capabilities (1977). Among these languages he pointed out that GASP IV - 

General Activity Simulation Program IV is the most widely distributed 

combined simulation language. 

For a model that consists of a high level of interactive equations, 

time advances, and program codes for data storage and retrieval and 

output reporting, the special purpose programming language becomes the 

preferred choice. The system simulation model considered in this study 

comprises both the continuous components and the discrete components.' 

Thus, the GASP IV Simulation language is chosen on the basis of relative 

familiarity with the language and because of its special features for 

handling the continuous/discrete systems to provide a combined simulation 

(Wortman, 1977). 

B. The GASP IV Simulation Language 

The primary advantages of GASP IV are outlined by the author 

(Pritsker, 1974) as follows: 

1. It is FORTRAN based thus requiring no separate compiling 

system; 

2. It is modular - in that different sub-programs can be in- 

corporated to perform different functions. 
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3. It is easy to learn; 

4. It is easy to modify and extend. 

The fundamentals of GASP IV in developing a simulation model are 

expressed in terms of the time dimension and the state-space dimension. 

The time dimension requires the system model to decompose into the 

(1) definition of events and (2) the potential changes to the system 

when an event occurs. The causal mechanisms by which events can occur 

are specified by the user. In the state-space dimension, the system 

model is decomposed into its entities which are described by attributes. 

GASP IV assigns values to the attributes of the entities and also as- 

signs labels to the entities. The attributes are further classified as 

discrete or continuous. The value of a discrete attribute remains con- 

stant between event times. The value of a continuous attribute, referred 

to as state variables, may change between event times according to pre- 

scribed dynamic behavior. Corresponding to the discrete attributes are 

the associated time events which are defined as those events (eg. changes 

in inputs, outputs parameters) which take place at a projected point in 

time. These time events may be deterministic or stocastic. Corresponding 

to the state variables are the associated state events which are defined 

as those events (change in parameters, inputs, outputs, etc.) which are 

initiated or terminated by the levels of state variables themselves. 

These events are usually initiated if a state variable crosses (in 

either direction) a given critical level or a state variable. 

1. Initialization of the System's Inputs of the Major Components. 

For the purpose of the simulation program, the discussion on the problem 

of the system to be simulated can be summarized as follows. The 
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principal purpose of the proposed simulation model was to describe the 

potential economic growth of a typical peasant household unit. The 

farm household unit has the goal to improve its standard of living. This 

goal is measured in terms of (1) increased acquisition of the means of 

production, particularly land (2) a persistently rising but also ade- 

quately distributed food supply for the household, over a given season; 

(3) generation of enough liquidity (cash) to be able to purchase material 

inputs from the market; and (4) increased expenditure on non-farm pro- 

duced items, particularly non-durables. 

The model household is assumed to spend its human and material 

resources on both farm and non-farm activities. However, the simulation 

model takes into account only those activities of the household per- 

taining to crop production. It is assumed that the total available 

labor units at the disposal of the family could not exceed 6000 hours 

per year. The available family labor is assumed to include permanently 

employed labor and the distribution over time among the crop enterprises 

is assumed to be in fixed proportions. The cropping pattern and the ; 

sizes of fields under each of the four crops considered in the simulation 

are dictated by comparisons of productivities and returns from crop 

enterprises. 

In the case of initialization of the production components, the 

input parameters to the simulation model are the result of statistical 

outputs from the regression analyses of the Cobb-Douglas production 

model.  The coefficients representing the elasticities of production 

The REGRESSION subprogram of the SPSS was employed to estimate the 
coefficients and to derive statistics of the production function. 
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are presented in Table V-l. The coefficients of multiple determination 

indicate that about two-thirds of the variation in teff and wheat crop 

output was explained by the selected independent variables, while about 

50 percent of the variation in the outputs of barley and pulses were 

explained by these variables. The estimated partial elasticity coef- 

ficients for land are highest among the other resources for all crops, 

ranging between 0.61 for barley and 0.33 for wheat. The elasticity 

coefficients for land are the only ones that are found to be statis- 

tically different from zero at the five percent significant level. In 

addition, estimates of elasticity of production coefficients are inclu- 

ded in Table V-l with values representing the upper limits of the 95 

percent confidence interval for the coefficients of labor and capital 

resources and the lower limits of the 95 percent confidence interval for 

the coefficients of land inputs and the constant terms. 

Based on the estimates of the two elasticities of production 

coefficients of each of the resources, their value of marginal pro- 

ductivities are calculated and presented in Table V-2. For all three 

aggregate resources considered those employed on the teff enterprise 

seem to result in higher overall level of productivity, although the 

value of marginal productivity of land is highest for the wheat enter- 

prise, labor the barley enterprises and capital for the teff enterprise. 

The consumption sub-sector enters the system model by way of an 

aggregate consumption function. It is hypothesized that the demand for 

household expenditure depends primarily on income. The ELES model was 

applied to identify the parameters that were outlined in Chapter III. 
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Table V-1. Estimated Elasticity Coefficients, related statistics for 
the C-D Production Function 

Elasticity 
Coefficients 

Teff Wheat Barley Pulses 

Labor 

UCIL* 

0.17202 
(0.15810) 
0.49120 

0.06221 
(0.11784) 
0.30197 

0.13662 
(9.15340) 
0.46027 

0.03437 
(0.12340) 
0.23414 

Flow of Capital 

UCIL* 

0.02396 
(0.04641) 
0.11763 

0.0043 
(0.10449) 
0.2169 

-0.24464 
(0.14240) 
0.056162 

-0.13427 
(0.15660) 
0.13253 

Land 

LCIL* 

0.75606 
(0.15830) 
0.43653 

0.8837 
(0.10977) 
0.66036 

0.61804 
(0.18410) 
0.22153 

0.33502 
(0.16330) 
0.50362 

Constant 

LCIL* 

5.35118 
(0.72924) 
3.87946 

5.73196 
(0.36120) 
5.04707 

6.70541 
(0.70790) 
5.21167 

6.35419 
(0.53190) 
5.2795 

Sample Size 

S
e 

46 
0.664 
0.3579 

37 
0.678 
0.448 

21 
0.519 
0.432 

43 
0.517 
0.546 

*UCIL are the elasticity coefficients at the Upper 95 percent 
Confidence Interval Limit and LCIL are the elasticity coefficients at 
the Lower Limit 95 percent Confidence Interval. The values in bra- 
ckets are the standard error of estimates of the coefficients. 
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Table V-2. Value of marginal productivities based on two estimates 
of elasticity coefficients 

Value of Marginal 
Product* Teff Wheat Barley Pulses 

Labor ($/m-hr) 0.08 0.03 0.18 0.04 
0.23 0.19 0.58 0.38 

Capital Costs 0.008 0.007 -0.11 -0.07 
($/$) 0.04 0.08 +0.02 0.07 
Land ($/ha) 1.50 9.10 6.88 9.29 

0.81 7.36 2.39 5.73 

*The value of marginal productivities are calculated at the geo- 
metric means of the inputs and outputs and are based on the two esti- 
mates of the elasticity of coefficients presented in Table V-l above. 
The dimensions are indicated in the brackets. 

Estimates of the parameters for the consumption function were cal- 

culated in order to determine the household demand for the three aggre- 

gate categories of consumption, presented in Table V-3. The three 

functional forms shown in the table were considered. In addition to 

income as the independent variable, such variables as the age of the 

family head and the size of family were included (not shown) but with 

apparently no significant increase in the coefficient of determination. 

As shown in the table, the coefficient of determinations resulting from 

the statistical analysis for each of the functional forms are found 

to be very low. Particular efforts did not bring about any improvement 

in the fit of the Linear Expenditure System model (ELES) specially when 

compared to studies made by Hume and others using such model under both 

urban and rural environment in less developed countries (Lluch, Powell and 

Williams, 1977; Howe, 1977). This situation let to further investigation 



Table V-3. Estimated coefficients of the consumer demand represented by three functional forms. 

ELES r Log-Log Inverse / Transcendental /' 

Coefficients 
of 

GRAIN OFOOD CLSH GRAIN OFOOD CLSH • GRAIN OFOOD CLSH 

Constant 

Income 

Income 

R2 

7.1481 10.9185 8.6438 -0.6973 3.8286 7.0421 4.2048 .8647 -2.1825 

0.1958 0.06539 0.04658 0.8807 -02067 -0.9543 .01713 -.00449 -.0286 

23.2687 -20.0002 -47.6065 -.4735 .50239 1.5332 

.19 .04 .02 .17 .09 .08 .18 .08 .08 

The functional forms of the above estimated parameters are: 

2 L GRAIN = CONST + B1*MINC 

OFOOD = CONST + B1*MINC 

CLSH = CONST + B1*MINC 

1 l_        LN (GRAIN) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC) + B2 MINC 

LN(OFOOD) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC)+ B2 j^r 

LN(CLSH) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC) + B2 jcj^ 

/*•   LN(GRAIN) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC) + B2*MINC 

LN(OFOOD) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC) + B2*MINC 

LN(CLSH) = LN(CONST) + B1*LN(MINC) + B2*MINC 

where: 
MINC is the monthly cash and non-cash income at the disposal of the household 
GRAIN is the monthly non-cash expenditure on-food items 
OFOOD is the monthly cash expenditure on other food items not available on farm 
CLSH is the imputed monthly cash expenditure on clothinq and other household items 
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of the consumption function using the transcendental and log-log 

structural forms. The average value of coefficients of determination 

resulting from these functional forms were not significant. Thus, the 

consumption function as described by the linear ELES model is used to 

represent the household demand subsector in the simulation model. 

The model of the farming system, as presented in Chapter III, is 

described by five components and each component specified by a set of 

equations involving variables. These variables, essential to the repre- 

sentation of the system, are given initial values at the start of 

the simulation time. The variable names in terms of GASP IV, the 

definitions and initial conditions included in the simulation model are 

shown in Appendix Table Al. 

2. Descriptions of Subprograms Employed and Procedures for Data 

Collection. The simulation program written in GASP IV Simulation Lan- 

guage consists of two parts, GASP IV provided sub-programs and user 

written sub-programs. The user written part includes sub-programs for 

the purpose of time advance, status update and initialization of the 

system simulation. The FORTRAN listings of the written subprograms 

are presented in Appendix Table A. For status updating, the equations 

describing the state variables (cultivated area under each crop) and the 

derivative equations describing the stages of production growth are 

coded in subroutine STATE. The possible conditions that may cause the 

state events to occur are presented in subroutine SCOND and three condi- 

tions are specified: (1) the beginning of the weeding stage for ..a 

given crop when the growth of plant reaches two-fifths of the level of 
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output after planting; (2) the beginning of harvesting period whereby 

a given crop has grown up to a level of output as computed in sub- 

routine PRODUCE: (3) the next scheduling of the plowing and planting 

period when the harvest is completed and when no immediate activity 

initiated for the production activity of a particular crop. The con- 

sequences of such occurrences of state-events determine the path on 

how the state variables, i.e., the land areas are incremented and the 

direction of the derivative equations or changes occur over time during 

the production processes. 

The farming system is also modeled to include four time events. 

These events, listed by the code assigned to them are: (1) the quantity 

demanded for and supply of food for the household along with any sur- 

pluses and sales that may exist, DMAND; (2) the bi-annual income and 

expenditure transaction of the household, INCOME; (3) Cash expenditures 

and surpluses available for agricultural investment, FNANCE: and (4) 

The production activities coded in.subroutine PRODUCE integrate the 

resources of land and labor to determine the level of outputs from 

individual crop enterprises. When a schedule time-event occurs, sub- 

routine EVNTS assigns codes and transfer control to the particular 

event. 

The GASP IV part consists of subprograms that perform the following 

functions: time advance and status update, initialization, data storage 

and retrieval, conditions for specifying state events, monitoring of 

system simulation, error reporting, data collection and reporting, random 

deviate generation and miscellaneous support programs (Pritsher, 1974). 
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After all the necessary declarations are performed and the input 

and output devices defined, the main program PFARM calls subroutine GASP 

to control the execution of the simulation by calling on user-written 

and other GASP IV provided subroutines at the appropriate time and 

system status. The process of initialization is conducted by calling 

the system provided subroutine DATIN which in turn calls on subroutine 

INTLC. 

For information storage and retrieval two files are created: 

file 1 is used as event file. The event file is defined by two attri- 

butes, attributes 1 and 2 for the time of event and the event code 

respectively. In addition, attributes 3 and 4, respectively representing 

the type of crop and the consumption demand for food, are filed in : 

file 1. File 2 is used to store deficit quantities of food that may be 

alleviated at a later time as the food supply of the household increases ■ 

subroutine INCOME. Subroutines COLCT and TIMST provide mechanisms for 

collection and reporting statistics on variables such as sales, dis- 

posable income and food supply situation. The subroutine SSAVE calls 

the system provided subroutine GPLOT for storing table and plot informa- 

tion and the standard summary report provides the desired information on 

tabular or graphical format at the completion of the simulation run. 

Intermediate results are also provided if desired from any of the user 

written subroutine at the end of a time step. Thus, data are collected 

on level of disposable income and demand and supply situation in sub- 

routine DMAND and data on cash income, gross income, costs incurred are 

obtained from subroutine INCOME on bi-annual basis. 
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C. Results and Discussions on the Farming System Simulation Model 

The specific values and scenarios considered under a given situation 

or environment determine the types of results of the system simulation 

model of this micro level farm economy. In this study, numerous 

simulation runs were made to track the behavior of the variables of 

interest. However, to facilitate the discussions and analysis of the 

results, the variables and relationships that have larger impact on 

the system's model are grouped into two catagories. One group refers 

to the three hypotheses outlined in Chapter II: (1) the proportion of 

supply of food to the household; (2) the cost of development per unit' 

area; and (3) the fraction of investment committed to crop production. 

These relationships are presented along with other information in Table 

V-5. The second group that has great influence on the system's model 

consists of the marginal productivities land and capital. As discussed 

in the previous section of this Chapter, the values of the marginal 

productivities are estimated at three levels and the model is tested 

for its behavior based on these levels of marginal productivities. 

Table V-4 shows the summary data of the behavior of the state 

variables resulting from the four situations described as follows: 

A.1. The parameters describing the scenario relationships are held 

constant. 

2. The total available land area is restricted to 15 hectares. 

3. The marginal value productivities are those calculated on 

the basis of estimated elasticities of production from the 

given production functions. 
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B.l. The scenarios and land area restrictions that are same as in 

Situation A. 

2. The marginal value productivities of capital are increased for 

all crops to a level between the zero and the upper limit of 

the 95 percent confidence interval. The marginal value pro- 

ductivities of land for each of the crops remain at the same 

level as in Situation A. 

C.l. The scenarios relationships and land restrictions are the 

same as those given in Situation A. 

2. The marginal productivities of capital are increased to the 

upper limit of the 95 percent confidence interval and the 

marginal productivities, at the lower limit of the confidence 

interval. 

D.l. The same as in Situation A 

2. The system was simulated as a continuous system rather than a 

combined continuous/discrete system. 

Other sensitivity tests were made to determine the effects of 

various levels of marginal productivities. However, only the results 

of each of the situations are summarized in Table V-4 for selected 

period of time. Complete tabulation of the results are presented in 

Appendix Table B. 

The results presented in this Chapter show the dynamic relationship 

between the variables and the components from the deterministic system 

simulation model. The results in Table V-4 show that under Situation A 

and over a period of five years only about half of the total available 
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land area is put under cultivation. The cultivated land area under 

wheat almost doubled but with very little increase in cultivated 

areas under barley and pulses. Under Situation B, the area under 

teff increased from 2.15 hectares to 4.38 hectares over a period of 

four years with some decline during the fifth year. The area under 

wheat doubled over the period with a peak in the fourth year. Under 

Situation Bthe total cultivated area at the end of the simulation period 

reached 10.5 hectares, about one-third short of the total available 

land. 

The allocation and growth of the land areas for each of the crops 

under Situation C was different as compared to the Situations A and B. 

The size of cultivated land areas under teff, wheat and pulses increased 

substantially while the land area under barley decreased below the 

initial level after reaching a peak in the second year. Under Situation 

C total land area under cultivation approached the limitation of 15 

hectares during the fourth year of production. 

Under Situation D (not shown) land area under teff crop increased 

gradually from 2.15 hectares to 3.0 hectares. The land area under 

other crops remain constant over the period of the simulation. 

In relation the cultivated areas or state variables, the level of 

investment is another important state variable presented in column six 

in Table V-4. Under Situation A and C, the level of investment fluc- 

tuated up and down over the period of five years. However, it appeared 

that the trend indicated was an upward trend under these situations. 

Under Situation B the level of agricultural investment tended to reach 
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Table V-4. The Status of State Variables at Selected Points in Time 

Time (YR) Teff 
FIELD 

Wheat 
SIZE (HA) 
Barley Pulses 

Agricultural 
Investment 

Situation A 
0.0 2.154 1.20 1.20 1.20 50.00 
1.0 2.54 1.50 1.21 1.23 10.97 
2.0 2.71 1.678 1.24 1.25 83.10 
3.0 2.71 1.52 1.25 1.25 60.40 
4.0 3.44 2.24 1.25 1.32 252.00 
5.0 3.67 2.19 1.25 1.34 123.60 

Situation B 
0.0 2.155 1.200 1.200 1.200 50.00 
1.0 2.79 1.36 1.24 1.27 -17.54 
2.0 3.22 2.15 1.27 1.30 90.61 
3.0 3.766 1.82 1.31 1.35 82.85 
4.0 4.88 2.79 1.39 1.43 62.76 
5.0 4.72 2.51 1.36 1.43 - 6.81 

Situation C 
0.0 2.155 1.20 1.20 1.20 50.00 
1.0 2.43 3.46 1.26 2.22 -74.50 
2.0 3.82 5.50 1.41 3.33 158.50 
3.0 3.82 5.05 0.566 3.85 245.00 
4.0 4.23 5.36 0.403 4.50 192.00 
5.0 4.23 5.86 0.403 4.50 383.20 

a peak in the second year and then showed declining trend until the end 

of the simulation period. 

Table V-5 shows the pattern of income and consumption expenditures 

at selected points in time. Income consists of the physical output 

and the cash and non-cash incomes. The level of output is represented 

by units of wheat equivalent (WTEQ). The WTEQ is calculated taking 
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the realtive price of wheat equal to 1.0, then weighing the other crops 

on the basis of initial prices of the crops so as to develop the index of 

relative prices. Then WTEQ is the sum of all the quantities of crops 

produced on the farm multiplied by the price indices. Due to fluctuations 

in the level of output over time and the delay processes involved in 

accounting for income from a given level of output, fluctuations are 

observed among all the variables in each of the assumed situations. 

The income component fluctuated more drastically in Situation C as 

compared to the other two situations. 

The statistics presented in Table V-6 indicates the magnitudes of 

fluctuations or the degree of variabilities of the levels of disposable 

income (DIN) and the levels of total agricultural investment (TAI). 

Under Situations A and B the average disposable income for a six-month 

period amounted to about Eth $360.00 with reported value of standard 

deviation of about Eth $250.00. On the other hand, under 

Situation C, the average level of disposable income for a six-month 

period amounted to Eth $462.50 but with the value of the standard 

deviation that was nearly twice as high as under Situations A and B. 

Table V-6 also shows that the average level of agricultural 

investment was higher under Situation C but with standard deviation of 

about twice as high as those reported under Situation A and B. 

To summarize the results of the system simulation. Tables V-4 and 

V-5 present the characteristics of the continuous variables and the 

discrete variables respectively over a period of five years. The 

variables described in the two tables are linked by the investment 
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Table V-6. Statistics on Disposable Income (DIN) and on Investment 
Allocated to Agriculture (TAI) reported at the end of the 
Simulated Period (5 years) 

c-^ +•-„  M ,   Standard Minimum Maximum  Number of 
bituations Mean Deviation  Value  Value  observations 

Disposable 
Income 

A 359.9 254.6 130.7 842.3 
B 363.4 251.6 116.3 841.4 
C 462.5 505.5 -179.3 1616.0 

10 
10 
10 

Agricultural 
Investment 

A -45.8 342.6 -715.7 364.7 __ 

B -136.6 390.8 -1028.0 330.8 — 

C 53.7 737.8 -1313.0 1703.0 — 

component. The farming system model presented in this thesis was 

simulated using stochastically determined inputs resulting from max- 

imum likelihood estimates of the production function and consumption 

function parameters. In addition, other parameters without distributional 

specifications were used in the model specification. Each of the simula- 

tion runs were sampled under the specific catagories of Situation A, B, 

C each of which reflected an experimental environment. Based on these 

experiments, the behavior of the important state variables and components 

are described. 

The experimental nature of the simulation model includes such 

modeling steps as (1) validation of the model and (2) experimental 

verification or redesign. Although the initial conditions affect or 

bias the experimental results of the simulation run, such a model as 
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presented in this study may not be validated directly since there are 

no data collected over several years to depict the real world situation. 

However, given the existing technical relationships in both production 

and consumption, the experimental run under Situation A seems to 

reflect the situation that may exist under the peasant farming system. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION OF THE STUDY 

The primary objectives of this dissertation were to describe the 

micro-economic organization of a farming system under peasant agricul- 

ture and to identify the mechanisms by which production and consumption 

activities integrated in the peasant household. 

In this study a dynamic system simulation was employed as a primary 

tool of analysis to describe the interaction of the system's components 

and to evaluate the behavior of key variables and the consequences of 

decisions taken to influence the operations of the simulation model over 

a period of five years. In addition, the production function and con- 

sumption function analysis were used to derive crucial parameters and 

inputs or initial conditions of the components of the simulation model. 

This study was concerned with a farming system, that consisted of 

primarily dry land small grain production, in a region representing the 

Central Highlands of Ethiopia. Specifically, the study area was located 

at Holleta-Asgori villages. The farming system in this area has the 

following characteristics: utilization of oxen power for land preparation; 

traditional seeds for planting; hand weeding and harvesting; animal 

transportation within farm and to market; farm produced and processed 

food for household consumption. 

The scope of the analysis and the results presented in this study 

are limited when the complexity of the farming system is realized by the 

number of questions raised and the amount of simplifying assumptions 

considered. From the analytical point of view, first, the size of the 
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sample of farms used in the study was quite small and as a result, the 

precision of the estimated coefficients might be compromised; second the 

problem of quantifying the variables under subsistence farming setting 

might tend to introduce bias in the estimation of the coefficients. 

After pointing out these possible limitations on the results of 

the study, major conclusions of the study are focused on the following 

questions: 

1. Was it possible to identify from the results of the study the 

mechanisms by which production and consumption integrate in the present 

household? 

By and large, the response to the above question could be positive 

in the light of the following two conditions. 

(a) Under Situation A, the standard run, the system simulation model, 

representing the real world situation, exhibited much less instability as 

could be observed from the results of the data on consumption and income 

reported in Chapter V. This situation, however, provided the system with 

limited growth potential in terms of cultivated area and level of output. 

But, it was found consistent with the stated goal of risk-aversion and 

the behavior towards stability suggested the existence of mechanisms for 

integration between production and consumption activities. 

(b) The results obtained also seemed to support the hypothesis 

stated in the body of the thesis about the relationship between the ratio 

of supply of and demand for food and the proportion of investment allocated 

to agricultural activities., It is also hypothesized that the level of 

investment directly influenced the size of land holdings and the level 
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of output. Thus, the production and the consumption activities appeared 

to be integrated through the investment mechanism which related supply 

of and demand for food and the level of farm outputs. 

2. Was it possible, from the results of the study, to determine 

the particular barriers to improved performance of the farming system? 

The results of this study might not provide any direct and definitive 

conclusion with regard to this question. Primarily, the improvement 

of the performance of the system implied improvement in achieving the 

stated objectives and goals of the farm household and the community at 

large. Thus, improved performance of the farming system would depend 

on the decisions made by the farm household and on the decisions made by 

the local or regional community and the public agencies represented at 

various levels of government. 

In this study, the productivities of farm resources and in particular 

labor and capital used on the farm were found to be very low and this 

situation appeared to be the primary drawback to improved performance 

of the farming system. Related to this, the lack of new supply of pro- 

ductive resources at the disnosal of the farm household would seem to be 

the other barrier to improved performance. In the peasant agricultural 

environment, the farm household is the supplier and the demander of the 

required resources. These include the supply of own seeds of mixed 

genetic capability for planting, supply of farm power, both human and 

animal power for farm operations, supply of major portions of farm 

equipment. This extreme situation of self sufficiency within a household 

tended to create a situation whereby resources would be devoid of 

specialized production and exchange and improvement over time. 
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In order to increase the productivities of resources so as to 

increase and improve the performance levels, the functions of production 

of critical farm resources should be taken over by firms specialized 

in the production and the distribution of agricultural inputs so as to 

enable the farm household to concentrate on the agricultural production 

activities. In addition, the farm household should have access to the 

supply of improved varieties of seed for planting, improved breeds of 

animals, improved farm tools and equipment so as to enable the household 

to increase production and to generate enough income for consumption, 

saving and investment purposes. 

Although this study did not show, and it was not intended to show, 

the specific ways and means by which increased productivities of re- 

sources may come about, the results of Situation B and C have demonstrated 

the profound impact of increasing levels of the marginal productivities of 

capital and labor on levels of output, disposable income and consumption 

demand for food. 

3. How is it possible to deal with the problem of instability 

resulting from increased growth of farm size as shown under Situation B 

and C? 

Among other possibilities, one conclusion to be drawn would be that 

under such conditions one of the cost components resulting from fast 

growth process would be primarily the instability in income and con- 

sumption experienced by the household, especially in the first few years. 

Under peasant conditions where the subsistence level and survival are 

at critical level, it is hypothesized that the price of instability would 
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be too high to bear and the risk aversion behavior of the household 

would tend to dominate. At this juncture, the role played by public 

agencies particularly involved in agricultural research, extension, 

marketing and credit activities would become critical and should assume 

the responsibility to share the risks faced by the peasant household and 

to provide compensation for the losses incurred. 

The implication of this thesis, from the discussions of the 

results and from the major concluding points raised above, is that a 

lot needs to be investigated about the various components and their inter- 

relationships before we can assume elaborate understanding of the working 

mechanisms and organizations of the small scale farming system. 

This study was not designed to evaluate the role of the cooperative 

farming community and the role of public agencies and their effects on 

farm firm growth and behavior and response, the next logical extension 

of the study would be to consider the ways in which the decisions and 

strategies of these groups interact. In particular, the level of resolu- 

tion and our understanding of the environment of the small scale agri- 

culture could increase by incorporating the contributions of public 

agencies involved in the creation and discrimination of new techniques 

of production as added components to the system simulation model. 

The system simulation model presented in this study was found to 

be a very useful tool to examine the dynamic relationships and behaviors 

of selected variables. It should be pointed out that not all aspects of 

simulation modeling are developed or investigated in this study; thus 

the simulation model has limitations in terms of being subject to 

extensive validation and verification except on the basic of appeal 

to experience for the representation of the real system by the model. 
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Table Al   Definition of variables associated with the simulation and 
the state of their initial conditions. 

Variables Definition Initial Value 

PROD (I), 1=14,17  The levels of output of crops:   Computed 
teff, wheat, barley, pulses (Kg) 

A (I), 1=14,17 

LABFR (I), 1=14,17 

MPLD (I), 1=14,17 

MPAI (I), 1=14,17 

MPLB (I), 1=14,17 

Bl (F), 1=14,17 

B2 (I), 1=14,17 

B3 (I), 1=14,17 

LDR (I), 1=14,17 

XBUS (I), 1=14,17 

PGR1 

PGR2 

PGR3 

The constant value of the C-D 
production function 

Labor inputs allocated for 
plowing and planting (hrs) 

Value of Marginal  productivity 
of land ($/hrs) 

Value of Marginal   productivity 
of capital   ($/$) 

Value of Marginal  productivity 
of labor ($/hr) 

Elasticity coefficients for 
labor 

Elasticity coefficent for 
capital 

Elasticity coefficient for 
land 

The rate of change land 
development 

Indicator for the four stages 
in the crop growth process 

The assumed rate of growth 
of crops immediately after 
planting stage 

The assumed rate of growth of 
crops during weeding stage 

The assumed rate of growth at 
the time of harvesting 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

Comnuted 

.17, .06, .14, 

.03 

.07,.01,.001, 

.001 

.76,.88,.61 , 

.84 

Computed 

1.0 plowing/planting 
2.0 weeding 
3.0 harvesting 
4.0 no activity 

1.5351 

1.4391 

1.2876 
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Initial  Value 

CIM 

CIN 

DIN 

WAGE 

CCAP 

FIN 

TAX 

PR 

SURP 

DCPH  (I),   1=14/17 

ALIN 

WTEQ 

INV 

SALE 

HHFC 

CONSDF 

CONSDO 

CONSDC 

Imputed costs of farm inputs 
including farm labor ($/half yr) 

Cash income of the household 
($/half yr) 

Disoosable income of the house- 
hold ($/half yr) 

Labor wage rate ($/hr) 

Estimated cost of capital 
items ($/yr) 

Total farm income ($/half yr) 

Assumed rate of taxation on 
land ($/half yr) 

Amount of credit outstanding 
($/yr) 

Surplus or deficit amount of 
farm income to be used for 
investment ($/yr) 

Estimated cost of land devel- 
opment and maintenance ($/half/ 
season) 

Averaging time required for the 
integrating agricultural invest- 
ment 

Wheat Equivalent 

The level of stored products (Kg) 

Quantities of farm crops for 
sale (Kg) 

Amount of farm products allo- 
cated for household consumption 
(supply) (Kg) 

Consumption demand for home 
produced food ($/m) 

Consumption demand for food 
items purchased from the market 
($/m) 

Consumption demand for non- 
food items ($/m) 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

0.15 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 

6.0 

Computed 

200.0 

0.0 

75.0 

Computed 

Computed 

Computed 
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Initial Value 

ALPHAF 

ALPHAO 

ALPHAC 

FEL 

DEL 

CEL 

TAI 

PAL 

TAVLAB 

OTHER 

CREDIT 

PPUN 

RPOT 

RPOW 

RPOB 

RPOP 

BORDER 

CREDITI 

Value of the constant of the    16.36 
consumption demand for home 
produced food 

Value of constant of the con-   11.52 
sumption demand for food items 
pruchased from the market 

Value of constant of the con-   9.76 
sumption demand for non food 
i terns 

Coefficient of income for con-   .16 
sumption function representing 
food produced on farm 

Coefficient of income for con-   .06 
sumption function representing 
purchased food items 

Coefficent of income for con-   .04 
sumption function representing 
non food items 

Total agricultural investment   120.00 
($) 

Potentially available land area  Computed 
(ha) 

Total household labor available  6000.0 
(hrs) 

Income estimated to generate    400.00 
from other sources ($/year) 

Amount of credit obtained ($/yr) Comouted 

Price per unit of wheat ($/Kg) 0.22 

Relative price of teff 1.17 

Relative price of wheat 1.00 

Relative price of barley 0.66 

Relative price of Pulses 1.00 

Amounts of consumer demand for  0.0 
food that are unsatisfied 
(units) 

Initial amount of credit       50.0 
obtained ($) 
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 Variables Definition Initial Value 

PURL Purchase level at which supply   50.0 
of food is below the demand (Kg) 

XL Production cycle adjuster      8.0 

FORV A constant value for computing   .45 
the fraction of total invest- 
ment 

FAAI Fraction of total investment    Computed 
allocated to agriculture 

USERC User cost of canital($/yr)     125.00 

THR Constant value for computing    30.0 
costs of land development 
and maintenance 

SEEDRT (I), 1=14,17 The level of seed rate used for  40.0,110.0,100.0 
each ofthe crops, teff, wheat,   70.0 
barley, pulses (Kg] 
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TIME 

.9750-:t-ui 

.1350E + ;^- 

.195aE»-iJ2 

.Iia0£*u2 

.110aE*u2 

.1125£*u2 

.1125c*e2 

.i2aac*u2 

.12a0£4-b2 

.1275^*-G2 

.1275£*u2 

.135Q.;£«-o2 

.1350£<-02 

.mLin::*j2 

.li»75£»-«2 

.l!«75£«-u2 

. ISTOcf C2- 

.15aC£«-u2 

.I575c*-J2 

.1575e»-C2 
,1650c> J2 
■ 1650£t-u2 
.1^0a£*-o2 
.1700-1 «-d2 

■.r7?5c>i:2"- 
.1725?«-02 
.17e3£*u2 
.1763£«-C2 
.1761c«-C2 
. ia'J0£ + i;-2 
.1300£»L2 
.lS75£«-C-2 
. lS75?*-02■■ 
.1950c+G2 
.1950£«-ii2 
.2030£«-1J2 
.2000£+u2 
.2I375£ + J2 
.2075£»ij2 
.2ia0£*u2 

--;.213-trcVC?-- 
.2175£+o2 
.2175£*-ij2 
.225C£*J2 
.2250£»G2 

AlTEFF 

.2155c*0 

.2155£«-C 
• 239oc«- Z 
. 2396c. *ii 
.2396£*C 
.2396L*C 
.2396E«-C 
.2396£+0 
.2396£<-Q 
.23 96E*C 
.""2TT6t>':j 
.2396£«-a 
.2396£t-0 
.2396£* C 
.2396E+U 
.2396£t-C 
.2396£+ U 
•2396E*C 
.2396"£+C 
.2396E«-C 
.2396£«-C 
.2396c«-0 
.2J96E«-C 
.2396E+G 
.2!+07£<-C 
.2U07e*G 
.2'»2 3EK0 
.2i»23E*C 
.2425£+G 
.2(f25E*Q 
.2i»28tfG 
.2'»26£+u 
• 2'+5'»c + G 

.2^81E+: 

.2,+ dlL«-a 

. 2 a 3 0 £ ♦■ 0 

.25Q0E+G 

.25ia£+G 

.251GE+G 

.25'»aE*a 

-.255"7c*C 
.2567£tG 
.25 9%£+C 
.259i»£«-G 
.2613t*C 
.2bl3£.vi 
.26 flScvO 
.2508£+0 
.26"0Ci*D 
.26a0t*0 
.26H5C«-0 
.251+EE+-0 
.26v»5£t0 
. 26^5£*0 
.26i»5£*-0 
.2DH5E«-G 
.26's»?t+'tr 
.26'.5£»-0 
• 26't5t*3 
.26-fSE*G 
.26-+5£»0 
.26't5£«-0 
.26'»5£*a 
.26it5t>0 
.25^5E»C- 
.2&H5E*G 
^^'♦SE + C 
.26^5c*0 
.26^5£»-G 
• Z6<*5c.*-0 
.26i»5£»0 
t io^Bt + G 
12SV5EFC 
• 2D'♦5£^G 
.26i»5t*G 
.2&'«5E*'Q 

ALWHT 

12 C3£«-G1 
I'aOEflil 
"1 * rot* 31 
1->26E+01 
I'tZ'iEtai 
1-,26£*01 
li*26£t-31 
l*26s+'ul 
l'»26c«-01 
l'+26£»Gl 

■r426i£t-iH— 

1^26£+J1 
l-»2&£*-Gl 
l-k26£*31 
1<26£*G1 
1<»26E*I)1 
I't.eoc^G 1 
1'426£«-J1 
l""4 2ccK0T" 
l'»26£*iil 
li»26£*ul 
l^ZSEt-Ol 
1+J5£»G1 
l^cbc-^Cl 
1432£«-C1 
1*32£*-G1 
i^tiE'vcri"' 
i -»>. 11 ♦ o i 
1,4><2£«-Q1 
14H2£*U1 
l-fiUE^Ol 
li* t^£+Gl 
145->c«-ai 
i>5.3£*Gl 
r^7jr*-c-i - 
1^73£*ai 
.lt3i+t«-Jl 
l43-»c*31 
l+d^c+Gl 
l^d^E^Ol 
15 3 It*01 
15Glc«-31 
ISlTT+TTl-- 
1515&*ul 
15 29£«-G1 
1529£«-G1 
1539£*G1 
1539£-t-Ql 
13c7£<-ai 
15:7£*31 

1533c*01 
1536£*-31 
1556£«-01 
1556£+01 
1556E+G1 
I556c*91 
1356E*-31 

15=6£*Q1 
1556E*0l 
i53&e+01 
l356c+01 
l5 66t*31 
15e6£*31 
1556£*31 
l3'56£*3T- 
1556^+01 
155 6E*3 1 
1356£»-Q1 
1556£»31 
1556E+G1 
1556£«-01 
l356£+01 

1536;+G1 
1556c ♦• 0 1 
1556£vul 
1556c+01 

AL80.L 

.1203E+3 

.1200£»0 
"'."121ZE*"0 
.1212£*-a 
.1212£*J 
.1212£*3 
.1212£*0 
.1212E+0 
. 1212E»a 
. 1212£«-0 

"". 12"12£"v3 
.1212£+ii 
.1212£«-a 
.1212£*3 
.1212£f0 
.1212£«-3 
. 1212£*"J 
.1212E>3 
.121?£*3 
,1212E*a 
. 1212£*-3 
.1212£tfl 
• 1212£«-J 
.1212£«-3 
.1212£*0 
.I212£*j 

"V12r2£f3 
. 1212E*'J 
.1212S*J 
.1212£<-3 
.1212£«-0 
. l2l2£+3 
. 1212£»-3 
. 1212£«-3 

-."I2T2t>3 
. 1212-EH 
.1212£*0 
. i212£«-:) 
.1212£*3 
. I212£«-'j 
.i212£»3 
. 1212£»-3 

"Y12'i2E*j 
. 1212£<-J 
. 1212£«-3 
.1212Z«-3 
. 1212£*0 
.1212E*-3 
. 1212c<-0 
.1212£*J 

— 1'?1ZE>3 
.1212£fJ 
.1212EO 
.1212E+J 
.1213E*0 
.1213c*0 
. 1213E«-3 
. 1213E + 0 

-ri-2T2£* 0- 
. l212£«-3 
. 1212£«-3 
.1212£*3 
.1212£*a 
. 121l£»-3 
.1211£«-3 
.1213£*0 

-.l-213-£i-0 
. 12 !<♦£«■ a 
. i21i»e*Q 
.121-.£*-0 
. 121i*£*fl 
.1215c*3 
. 1215£*G 
.1215c*0 

--i-l-21-5-£>1J- 
. 1219E+3 
. 1219£*J 
.122U£*3 
.12 2^£*J 

1" 

PULSE 

.1200t 

.123G£ 
"".T22"0e" 

.1220£ 

.i22Ct 

.1220F 

.122CE 

.l22Gc 

.122Gt 

.1223; 
""."122CC 
.122uc 
.i22iJ£ 
.1220£ 
.i22Gc 
.122DE 
.122uc 
.122Cc 

'". i22-cr 
.i223fc 
.1220£ 
.122Gt 
.122Ct 
.1220E 
.122l£ 
.1221h 

-.'1222E 
.1222£ 
.1223E 
.1223E 
.1223E 
.1223E 
.1225c 
. 1225c 
~1227t 
.1227t 
.1229c 
.1229E 
.12301 
.12 3G£ 
.1233E 
.i233E 

".123-Ec 
.1235E 
.1237E 
.1237c 
.1239c 
.12396 
.1239c 
.1239c 

-. 12-3 8 c 
.123aE 
.1242E 
.12^2E 
.12<*2E 
.12'.2E 
.12i»2fc 
.12't2£ 

-';ir4 2-c 
.12'»2£ 
.l2i»2c 
.12'*2£ 
.i2't2E 
.12'*2E 
.12^2E 
.I2't2t 
.rZHZf 
.iz^za 
.12I*2L 
.12'+2c 
.12'*2£ 
.i2<*2£ 
,12'*2£ 
.12^2£ 

-V12!*-2-c 
.12<.2E 
.12<»2£ 
.I2'*2u 
• 12'r2c 

0 1 
Cl 
31" 
Jl 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
Jl 
31- 
31 
J1 
31 
Cl 
01 
01 
31 
n-i— 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
ul" 
31 
31 
01 
31 
01 
31 
31 
01" 
31 
31 
01 
31 
01 
01 
31 
Jl' 
01 
31 
Cl 
31 
31 
31 
31 
3T 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
01 
31 
Ttr 
Gl 
01 
31 
01 
31 
31 
31 
ai- 
01 
01 
31 
01 
31 
Cl 
01 
OT~ 
31 
01 
31 
01 

IMESTT 

.533CE*32 

.5303£*32 

.657UE*02" 

. 7Q3<»E*32 

.730i»£*32. 

.5833E*32 

.5333E*02 

.5652E*C2 

.56S2E*02 

.5652£*32 
"'i5^7ii£*0 2 

-. 5'»7*£*02 
.'♦'»33E*02 
.-.'♦d3E*02 
.36Q8£*02 
.3638£*02 
.2336E*32 
.2836£*32 

'-.2TS5E*C2- 
.2155£*32 
.1553£*02 
.1553£*a2 
.1323£*C2 
.1023E*u2 
.73^3£*01 
.70H3C*3 1 

"_.T99rc>ai- 
.7991£*3 1 

'.3i3at*Ji 
.3133£*J1 
.3231£»31 
.3231£*'j 1 
.9 0 3UE + G i 
. 933't£*3 1 

" -V9792c*ffl 
.97S2£*0l 
.1022'E*32 
.1322£*02 
.10i.2£*02 
. 10-r2£*o2 
.lG97c*02 
. 1097£->02 

•—.•ll!»SE*02- 
.Ii43£*32 
.1138£*JH 
.1138£*32 
. 121i»£*02 
.121'tE*02 

-.&'t'»6£*0 1 
-. 6'*'46£*3 1 

■--.r2fi»£*r2- 
.5QO0£*G 2 
.2696£*32 
.2696£*02 
. b63<»£*01 
.6fc3<,£*31 

-.557it£*31 
-. 357(»£*01 

--;ii-3ic*-a2-- 
-.llil£*02 
-.19^7£*02 
-.19<»7£*02 
-.19'.7i*02 
-. 271<t£*32 

.5330£*32 

.2696£*02 
- .2696£*0 2- 

. D63<»£*G1 

.6634£*31 
-.557'»£*t,l 
-. 557<»£*01 
.15di.£*02 
.153i»6*02 
.22+0i+32 

--. 22<f0e*U2- 
.<4353c*32 
.'♦053c*02 
.5652E+02 
.5652E*02 



£0+3Zr62' 

^n4^9££^• 

f 0 + 2*'♦'S?' 

s:t*^Bt>f.^^• 
£D•»5PC1T^• 

-£ ^3 9012* - 
E0+76D02' 

EQ♦3't^6T• 

£0♦?6^PT• 
E0-»?62PT * 
EP*;0fc2T * 

£c + ^Tzg■:• 
£n+3T/9T• 
EC43PDM • 
rp + ptr+iT* 

E0+3CTTT• 
E0+33PCT* 

.rO-taZDDTV. 

^0+3S6f9, 

?0■•39?^9, 

ZP*3£H??* 
t 0 + 30*'r9 ' 

sn-»3/re.s • 
?n-»,3/£es' 
^p♦?6c•/&, 

^p•^3ec/:£, 

2P+3sess• 
2D+3S9SS" 
^a•^3'tX£S• 
?D'«3T-If S* 
2 r + ^rrios* 
i"5 + 39<iPf- 
1 C-t3ti:?T*- 
£0-»3e^?T •- 
rp■^3^^£':,- 

... £a-*30J«!T •- 
£0 + 30T«iT •- 

2P-f30nDS • 

£5♦3ZC>9T•- 

.-..Z0+.3♦IC66•- 

?V*^Sl^ib?•- 
^o*?^1b^•- 
zo+rocos' 

?5+3*I♦'^^• 
^c + 3♦!^lr?• 

. ^3■^2.EtS9• 
^^^3PTS9• 
£r + 3960T • 
£0 + 39b!U * 
ro-tsgrot • 
£D-t3e£Dl * 

„.2C+.3-CI.£8!-. 
2P*30T£e* 

20*390/2 • 

2C*?n3r/ • 
2P + 3ET99 • 

Tt + ^feTEf 
Tp+aeTfT* 
TC-»36TET • 
Tn*36T£T' 
TP + 36TET 
TP-f^eiET* 
..TC.«3&J£J.,.._ 
TP + 36•tET• 
TC+abTET' 
TC43P0£T' 
TP-f^ft DET* 
Tr-»?-t62f 
TC+3T62T 

- tt4:35X21 •— 
Tr+3992T' 
ir' + ?99ZT 
TCOCSZT' 
TP+SgSZT' 
TP43TSZT' 
TP+PTSZT* 
TP + ^e+iZT* 

.-tC.*.3.8.t2.T?.— 
■cp•»3e•^^T• 
T0■^39♦I^T• 
TO + ^g+iZT- 
TD+'S+iZT* 
Tn + ^P^Zf 
T043?«i2f 
TP + aptiZT* 

...■tD4?9i2f— 
Tf+SP^ZT' 
TP + 39<7ZT« 
TP + JS+'ZI' 
TC•♦3P*T^T• 
TP+^P^ZT* 
TP+SP^ZT' 
*G + = 9t7ZT 

. Tr.4^e♦l^.T•._ 
TP-tPP^ZT* 
TP+^S^ZT' 
T D + ae^-ZT' 
TP+'PtiZf 
Tf+^e^ZT' 
TP-t^P^ZT' 
Tt+3Pt)?T * 
XD-tae^zi'-.. 
Tr + 3B*i?'t • 
tr + se^ZT 

TP + ^e*;Zf 
TP+^P^ZT* 
Tn + ?9*)Zf 
Tr■^3P•^^T, 

TD + Bg'iZ'I.'-. 
Tr4?9«;?V 
TP-HP+iZT' 

TP + ?P*;ZT ' 
\t*?9*:ZT 
•tP438«!2T 
TD + ^g^iZT* 

- ID4a9tlZ-f  
T^• + 3?♦;^T• 
Tn + 38«,ZT' 
TD43P«72t' 
TD4?8«>?T • 
TP + ?9«iZT 
-rP + BP^ZT* 
TP439<7ZT 

_T&43.8,7.^-1.•..- 
Tp43e*i2T 
TC♦?9^^T• 
TP+^P^ZT* 
TC+aP^ZT* 

Tr^e^z-r 
T0♦?9♦I^T• 

.XC*3.B*i2i:  
TP+'P^ZT* 
TP*32*iZT 
T0+-3Z«JZT' 
TC+^ZtjZT' 
Tr•4^^^^T• 
tp+azizf 
TP43Z«,ZT' 

P+3ESZt * 
C^SfSZT* 
0 + ?ESZt • 
D+3ESZT • 
0+3E52T' 
P43ESZT • 
0+3E&ZT' 
C..4.i£.£2-T. •_ 
P-»3ESZT' 
C+3ESZT 
P4?£&?t • 
C+rESZT* 
C+SESZT* 
T+BESZT' 
P+SfSZT' 
t.*3£ SZ-T-" 
P+rESZT • 
D-»?£SZT • 
C-»3EbZT' 
P+PfSZT 
P+3ESZ1 ' 
P+SESZT' 
P43ESZT* 

.C.4 3iS2-I?- 
CUSESZT' 
r+SESZT* 
r*3ESZT ■ 
C43ESZT' 
r4?ESZT • 
P + 3ESZT • 
L-»3£SZT * 
l.*3z.iZi r. 
P+SE&ZT* 
P+2ESZT• 
P + 3ESZT ' 
P+PESZT * 
C.+3FSZf 
P+3ESZT' 
P+JE&ZT* 
t>*2S.iZZ.'-- 
r-»3T£Z1 * 
P-»3TiZT • 
t-»?7».ZT * 
D4rZ«jZT • 
C43/+iZT • 

1)43£1ZT • 
0+3T*i2.T. V 

P-»3/EZT* 
[.-►3/EZT • 
D+3*'*ZT" 
P4^«*JZT * 
C+?»-«7ZT • 
C +?*)1ZT • 
C4.B*ia2T r. 
O+J^ZT * 
C + ^^i^ZT * 
0+3*7 •iZT* 
C+?«i*)?T * 
P+P^ZT * 
0-»Bt.*-ZT ' 
r'4-*T«jZT • 
.043*i*i.2I •-. 
P+P^^ZT * 

0+?*>*iZT ' 
P♦?♦'*■^T• 
P+P^^iZT * 
P+?*?*!ZT 
Ci+^^r+'ZT • 
C4 2t,-.*:2J •- 
P43*7*i2T ' 

P+S'i^ZT • 
P*?4:*lZT • 
P+'^tZT • 
P+P^itZT* 

.C*36i:2-T^. 
t+SfEZT* 
r*?*iEZ"t • 
r43*;EZT* 
p43T£Zf 
C' + PTEZf 
P4382ZT • 
C43PZZT* 

^r:•^3'tSTZ• 
TD+BTSTZ* 
TP+BEetZ* 
tC+SEfcCZ* 
TCUSPOOZ* 
TO+SBaCZ* 
TP+SDEPZ* 

 .1^.4 301.0 2 •- 
TD+STebT* 
Tr+3TbfT* 
T0436EbT« 
TC4Pbff.T* 
X<)■^3Z9iT• 
TO + P-ZgET* 
TC+SeP/T* 

. .jta+ssE^.i*.. 
TP ♦~n£/T* 
TP+PPf/T* 
TD4?PE/T' 
■^0 + 3?£/T• 
Tp+pge^f 

Tn4^fc9of• 
 X.n*3b£ZZ.!-. 

TP+SbTCT* 
■;p436T9T' 
TC+SfiZST* 
T04^s^sT• 
•tP+PSJST* 
TC+PSZST* 
TO+PfeZST" 

TP+PSSST' 
Tt+PSZET* 
"tP+aSZST' 
TP+PSZST* 
Tr.43£ZST t r,+ -3C7 cj • 
TP+35ZST' 

—.Ti + B-SECJ^ 

TP+PSZST* 
TC-+3SZfiT ' 
TMPSZST • 
TC+PSBCT* 
TP-J-CJCT* 
TP-«^fJ ST ' 

......t-D42.S2i.Tl.. 
TP+'SZ^T• 
TP+PCZST' 
TP+BSZCT* 
TG+PSZST 
TD4??ZfT* 
TB+sSZCT* 
TP+SSZST' 

.—I.C.+3S2ST,_ 
TP+^SZfT* 
Tn+aszsT* 
TC+PSZST' 
TP429P?T • 
TCi+PgPST' 
TO-tPt^T* 
TP+SPb?!' 
 TE-4 3*!.92IV. 

TP+P^g/T* 
T043+!C-f T* 
T^-^?♦7D^.T, 

TC+SbOfT* 
TO+sbJeT' 
TO + afOfT 
TO+PPCET* 

 Jt a4ZE3 E T * . 
IP 43 8Pf T • 
Tn 4^t-p 9 T* 
T04P6rfT• 
T^PEiif 
TP+PE^/T* 
TP43EZ/T« 
TP4?E^ZT• 

 .T 0-438X.9 T.*.. 
TD4P6^9T, 

T?43ki')9T* 
TD43ZT9T' 
TP+SZTgT* 
TC14?Z5£T • 
TD43Ztf,T * 

D■t3^♦!♦1E• 
O + aj^tiE • 
D + SE^E" 
043£*!*-r * 
n + aE^'jE' 
n + PE*-*!!' 
O+^E'iE' 
.3 43.£.*;*!.£•. 
043E*;*)E* 
!)43£:4i4,j;« 
P4 3♦'E£E• 
043*i£££ * 
P+POZTE* 
n+PP/TE' 
P+TcnoE* 
JiaSOCEV- 
0 4 390 62* 
?4 390bZ' 
D43SZ8Z* 
O+PSZSZ* 
D43£♦72^• 
J + PE^l/Z* 
O^ZT/Z* 
J432TX2* 
04P2T/Z* 
n432T/2* 
O'+SZTiZ* 
5 43ZT/Z* 
D432T/Z* 
0+3ZT/Z' 
D+SZT/Z* 
0 4.32 TXZ * 
S+JZIIZ' 
D+PZT/Z* 
D43^T/^, 

D43^T/^• 
D•t3ZT/^• 
043^T/Z• 
n43ZT/Z• 
0 432^X2*- 
P+32T/Z* 
P+PZT/S* 
D4^zT/^• 
24■q5•J2,• 
0432W?' 
n+^ZTZZ* 
0432T/Z* 
J43ZTXZ'. 
O+SZT/Z* 
P43ZT/Z* 
0432T/c* 
04^^Tz^• 
a43^Ti;^• 
OfSZT/Z* 
04-2T/2* 

La+.az.T^z.'. 
P+PZTZZ* 
n43ZT/Z* 
a+PZT/z* 
D43ZT/Z" 
043ZT/Z* 
D43ZT/Z* 
0432T/?* 
D 43Z.TX2 * 
0 4 321/2* 
P432T/Z* 
04B21/2* 
04321/2* 
04P2T/Z* 
l+PZT/Z* 
0432T/2* 
0 432.TZ2V- 
D432T/2* 
C432T/Z* 
043ZT/2* 
1432T/2* 
C432T/2 * 
P43ZT/Z* 
043ZT/2* 
0 432.1X2*. 
D43ZT/Z* 
043S*'9Z* 
P4P5*t9Z* 
043S♦!9^• 
o-fss^gz* 
343S*i9Z* 

Tn4354'9Z* 

2P43&/S*-* 
204-£/t«,« 
Z^+POCS^* 
2r'4?DP&*)* 
2P4i£/*-+!* 

ZP4P6£^*i* 
.2a43SE*7*:' 
2P43QP*!*-* 
ZP4T0P*7*'* 
^P43PSE*', 

2r'■^3P£E♦'• 
^p + 3£/?♦•, 

ZP43S/Z*-* 
Z-'-taOGZ*!* 
.2I43PC2*!'. 
ZP+PigT*^* 
2P>PE91*!* 
ZP+PIEI** 
ZP-'PIEI-' 
Zr-42001*-* 
ZP4P0M*'* 
Zr43tEfn* 
Z.E + 38.8.0*>? 
ZP+PPSC*!* 
2P + 30SC*'* 
ZP+iS/bE* 
^r' + P£/fcE• 
Zf4Pu06E• 
zp+pooer* 
Z^ + PS/ii'* 
-204.2S/EE* 
Z*43rrE£* 
Z^BCOSE* 
ZP+POS/E* 
2'' + ?0£/E* 
^P+P£/9E• 
2P+PS/9E* 
2r+?0 0 9E* 
.2P+2CC9E* 
2', + 2E95£* 
^^4?E9£E• 
Zn+PBflE* 
?n43tf»iE' 
ZP + PBf ♦:£' 
z',4poci,r» 
2P+P0£*)E* 

.2.n.4P£/££* 
2P+P£/f£' 
ZP+IOCEE* 
ZP+BCPEE' 
Zn4?9E2E* 
^P4?PE^E• 
Z^+PSZZE* 
2i43£ZZE* 

..204POC2E* 
2i*iOCZ£* 
2r+3CSir* 
2n4?0S1£* 
Z^POOOf * 
2n+3D00E* 
2,'4PSZfcZ* 
ZntSSZbZ* 

.2P4305E2* 
204X0592* 
2-+3&//2* 
ZC+PS/ZZ* 
zc+xcr/z* 
Z'l + PPO/Z* 
Zr43c/92» 
Z^+pc/gZ* 

. 20+P8E3.2*_ 
ZP43tE92* 
20+30092* 
2^+^0092* 
ZP+P0S5Z* 
204B0£S2* 
2n43£/«;Z* 
2043£/4;Z* 
.ZO+PCOIZ*.. 
2P4?0C*!2* 
214IE9E2* 
2P43E9EZ* 
2P43S2E2* 
2P+?£2EZ* 
2fi+P0PE2* 
2C43[;:E2* 

63 L 
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.i+650t* ii2 . J'.'.Jt* •01 . 220d£*-Ul . liSit + lH L          .lJ19t»'Jl . ZiJi/'t + U i 
,W65 0£»-02 .3'*'»3t< ► Cl .22C3£»-01 .i253£+ai L        .I3l9c+0l .2527E+03 
.'♦700e«-i<2 .3<»i»3E -01 .22'4&e+Cl .1253£+0. .1319E+J1 .2525£+03 
.'♦mnfca .3^3£< Cl .22i»6£*Cl .l2;3£+0 .1H9E + 01 .2525E+03 
.H775t*u2 .3i»if3t« •01 .22 i6£+01 .1253E+0 .1319c+ai .2521E+03 
.^TTSE^Z .3<t<f3E« 01 .22^6£»01 .1253£+0 L     -.1319£+01 .2521E+03 
."♦SOOtf J2 .3i.<»3£< •01 .22'*6£*ai .1253£+J: L        .I319£+ai .2520E+03 
.i»a0flt«-Q2 ■Cl 

•ul— 
.22ii6£*01 

-•22 ver* iri~ 
.12 53£+ai L         .1319E+J1 .2520E+03 

- - .i,'8T5c«-fl2 '.XZSlc'fT. TiTrg c +"^1— —Y2517E"*(rr 
.i»S75£f J2 .3i.'.3£) •Cl .22<4bEf 01 . I253c+J. L        .1319E+01 .2517E+a3 
.i»95att-a2 .3<»<»3E< •Cl .22^6£f01 .   . 1253£ + 31 .1319E+01 .2515£+03 
.495aE«-Q2 .3'»'.3L< •Cl .22^6£*01 .1253E+Q3 .1319t+Jl .2515E+03 
.5330e»02 .3'4i»3£ ►Cl .22!«6£«-01 .1253£+aJ L        .1319E+01 .2513E+03 
.5000t«-L2 .3<t<»3i< • 01 .22*6E*-01 .1253.£+aJ L         .1319c+ai .2513E+03 
.5039£»j2 .s^ffac ► Cl .22^6£«-ai .1253E+0] L        .1319E+01 .1927E+03 
.5C138t«-J2 .3<*<»3E< 

• 3'5't Jc< 
►01 
►"01 

.22t»6£<-01 
-T2ZT6r<fDr 

.1253£+a L         .13196+01 .1927E+03 
.3l$QZ*'C2 L       ■."•1319E+01 " "";i029E + ur 
.51daEtJ2 .3m3£< 01 .22IOE*01 .1257£+a L        .i3l9c+01 .1029E+03 
.5175£«-U2 .3^i*3E< •01 .22'46£*-01 . 1259E + 0 L         .1319c+Ji .6676E + 01. 
.5175-: ♦JZ .Z^ii.< ► Cl .22+&c+ai .12;9£+01 L         .1319£+J1 .6676E+dl 
.5250£f02 .Z^ZL ►01 .22'+6t*01 .1256£+a L        .1319£+01 -.7320E+02 
.5250e«-u2 .3<.*3£< ►01 ^'ifoii-Ol .1256E+0 L-       .1319c+01 -.792QE+02 
.5325£*u2 .ZkkZEi •Cl .22'*6£*01 . l256£+0 .1319£+01 -.1531E+03 
.5325£fu2 .3<»<.3t ►01 .22^6£<-Jl • i2 56c + 0 L         .1319E+01 -.1531E+03 

- ■-.5375; ♦ 02— -Y3H2f3r< 'Zr— "7 22^6E>"ri~ —Tr256£+0'i r    vm-gEfo-i- ---.'l"93Ti + 0"3- 
.53752fU2 .3<»it3E< ►01 .22^b£«-(Jl .1256E+0 .1319c+01 -.1981E+03 
.5'»Q0£*u2 .3if<»3£« 01. .2223£+01 ..1256£ + 0J L .     .1319E+01 -.2192£+fl3 
.p'tOOSVuZ ^"♦'♦Sc ► Cl .222i£*ai .1256E+0 L        .13196+01 .5000E+J2 
.5<»36£fj2 .3'*43c< •Cl .2229£*01 .i25o£+01 L        .13196+31 .3609E+01 
.5<«33Ef 02 .3't43c< •01 .2229£<-01 . 1256c*0 3 L         .1319E+01 .3609E+01 
.5i»3a£«-02 .3^^3E< •01 .22 ;9£*01 . l256£+d1 L         .1319t+ai .36Q9£+01 
.5>«75t«-U2 .3443E) •01 .2229£*01 . 1256E + 0 I        .1319c+0l -.3997E+02 

-■■•.5V751HJ2-- •.■3VH3r ► GT " -izzzirnnr  .•lZ56E>!rJ L         . 131-9 £+ 0-1"- ---.■.'59971 + 32- 
.5550;*u2 .3'.%3E< •01 .2199£«-01 .i25b£+aj L         .1J19£+01 -.li9^£+03 
• 5353£ »u2 .3*43E< ► 01 .21J9£+dl- .125&E.+ 0J L    .   .13i9£+Jl -.119w£ + iJ3 
.56QG£*u2 .3^^3E^ •Cl .2163tf01 . l256£+a L        .1319C+31 -.1670£+03 
.56aCSfu2 .3i»43E< ► 01 .2ie3c»01 . I256c + a] L         .1319E+01 -.l&7i!£ + C3 
.563aE«-u2 .3<»<»3EH ► 01 ^l-tSe+Ol- .1256£+0 L        .1319t+01 -.i'»2o£ + fl3 
.5533r>o2 .3**»3E< ►01 .21-.5£»01 .1256£+a L        .1319E+01 -.l426£+03 
.3700£t02 .3^W3E< ►01 .2116£*C1 .1256E+J L         .1319c+01 -. 1050£ + a3 

 ;573-nr*u2-- ■"■■.3V^3r nrr— ' .•2Tr5cf 7l~ — V12 56c*0- r   Tr3T9E'+'ai"" —.-5O0OE + O2- 
.5775e«-u2 .a^+'+SE ► Cl .21335*01 .1256£+Q1 L         .1319C+01 .7199E+02 
.5775=:«-a2 .3'+H3E< -01 ..2i3 3"£*01 . 12 5 a£+ 3. L   .   .1319t+01 .7199E+02 
.5350£*1j2 . 3 51 01 < ►Cl .213dE*31 .125&E+J1 .1325E+01 .9139£+a2 
.5e50£*'J2 .3510c* 01 .213ac+31 .1256£+ai L         .132=c+01 .91J9E+02 
.sesat+uz .35<»a£< ► 01 .21536+01 . ;236£+j L        .1329t+01 .■10Q2E + 03 
.Sd38EtJ2 .35'+8t< •01 .2153E*31 .1256£+a I        .1329E+31 . 1302£ + 03 
.5925c*02 .3537£< •ei .2153£*-01 .1256E+01 L        .1333ii + 0l .1035£+03 

  .5925Efu2-"- ".•358 7c"t •ci  -.-TliJH+Or' — 71"25oc*-7] C       '. 1-T33T+31" -•;-n)«ss+03 " 
.5975£4-02 • 36'* ".t ► 01 .2ir7£+01 .1256£+a .1339E+J1 .ii3BE»a3 
.5975Efu2 .Zathc* •01 .-217 7Et]l ..1256E + 0 L        .1339E+01 .1133E+03 
.60001-1-^2 .3673E< ►01 .219C£+C1 .1256£+01 .13'-.2i£ + 01 .1236£+03 
.600a£*-02 .3673£< Cl .2190c*0l. . 1256E+J L        .i3<»2E+t)l .1236E+Q3 

•lINI.iUH .2155t( 'Cl .12 3 0£+01 .1200E+0] L         .120O£+01 -.2192E+03 
 I^.I'l^M. .J^73£< ►Cl .22it6£+01 .1259E+0] L        .13'»2fc + ai .25'«'t£ + 03 
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TIrtS 

0. 
0. 

-"TisinjFFirr"' 
.2000£«-Ul 
.20da£fCi 
.2375£«-(Jl 
.2375t:*ul 
.2375£*al 
.ZbA&Z + iil 
.268aS»ul 

"".'253sr»-"Cl" 
.303flt*Ji 
.3aaoc«-oi 
.3750E*Ul 
.375aE*Gl 
.u500£*ul 
.^500Ef01 
.5 25-l£*0i 

.6000t*jl 

.60Q0£+ul 

.6?50£«-ol 

.6753t*bl 

.7500£f til 

.75CQt«-t:i 
• ■jooa^ + ui 
."30T3Z»-ul" 
.d375E*t,l 
.a375c:+ci 
.d&cja£<-ul 
.3638£«-Cl 
.9000£+ul 
.3300£«-wl 
.■9753£*ul 

.1350£*-C2 

.1(J50£*L2 

.1100£«-L2 

.liaC£*G2 

.1125i*«2 
.1125£»C2 
.1163E<-w2 

•-.I163c>G?" 
.1200£«-u2 
.12U0£»-u2 
.1275£+u2 
.1275£*u2 

.1350e*02 

.l400E»-J2 
— •. r4 0"0£*1J"2- 

■ 15Q3£»-02 
.1575£«-o2 
.1575£*w2 
.165C£ + ti2 
.1653£»-C2 
.1725t*o2 

—;i725r*-ur- 
.17&3£*o2 
.1763E*u2 
.130C£«-^2 
.18aQ£»u2 
.133dE«-l<2 
. 1 3 3 3 £ * i 2 
.1338t»J2 

-. 1913£»-J2 ■" 
.1913^+K2 
.193Q£«-02 
.I95fl£*u2 
.2'30!!E+u2 
.2300£*-C2 
.237SE*ii2 
.2'375£*u2 

—.2rafT£>re-- 
,21Q0E«-u2 
•2175£*L2 
.2175£*-U2 
.2250£«-L2 
.2250£VO2 
.232S£+i;2 
.2325£t.u2 

ALTEFF 

.2155E+C1 

.2155£»C1 
-."?79^EV0X~ 
.279<»t*01 
.27 9<»i + 01 
.279«»E*01 
.279i.£*-Cl 
. 27 9if£+-01 
.279'»H*C1 
.279(»£»C1 

"V27'9t-£V0r- 
.279t,£»Cl 
..279i»c*Cl. 
.279'*tfCl 
.279<»£«-Cl 
.279'»t«---,l 
.279't£*01 
.27 9i»fc»01 

" ".27-9^t*"0r"- 
.27 9ite*01 
.279i»£+ai 
.279U£«-C1 
.279<»E»-Jl 
.279«»£*-Cl 
.279<»c:t-Cl 
.23l7E«-01 

-.-23T7E*rJr— 
.282U£fCl 
.2b20i*ul. 
.231C£*01 
.281 Of ••01 
.2789E+01 
.27^9E»-01 
.27?9t+Cl 

~.-27 39'S»tri— 
.2739£»01 
.2739£*'Jl 
.2789E+C1 
.2799£«-Ci 
.2789£«-Ql 
.2739cf01 
.2789£t-Cl 

-vz7'39eftrr- 
.2739!:*C1 
.27 39E»n. 
.2739E+01 
.2789E»-ai 
.2739E«-Gi 
.2789£*01 
.2739c»01 

-.273 9T-K-n— 
.2799£t-01 
.2739£+Cl 
.2789cK]l 
.2739E«-C1 
.2739£«'C1 
.2739e+ei 
.2739c+01 

■T27r9r»--GT— 
.27 89£«-Cl 
.2739£*31 
.2875E«-0l 
.2875£f01 
.2937E»-lil 
. 29 3 7 £ * 0 1 
. 2937c.f Jl 

~.3a-£cE«-'GT~~ 
. 30b6£*-Cl 
.3132£*01 
.3132E*C1 
.3221£f01 
.3221t*fcl - 
.3221£*-C1 
.3221c*Gl 

~;zzzis*xrz— 
.3221c*Cl 
.322lhKl 
.3221fc*01 
.3221£*-ul 
.3221EK1 
.3221£«-G1 
.3221t«-01 

1LWHT AL3RL PULSE 

.1230£*01 

.1230E+01 

.13dJ£+Jl 

.13 jQ£*ul 

.13aG£«-01 

. 1330E + 31 
• HO'lt'+ai- 
. liSJ£*fll 
.ISOOEt-'Jl 

.13C0£«-01 
•laoodfOl 
.liOuivfll 
.13]0c*C'l 
.ld<J0£*01 
.190JE+01 
.13 LG£+01 

-.r3"irO£>TI~ 
.li03£«-31 
.13 CJC*-01 
. 1 i 0 J £ * d 1 
.13JQE«-01 
. 18 0 0E + 01 
.1 jJ3£«-ai 
.lilJEt'n 

~131CE-tTl— 
. Hll£*ul 
.13 !lc»:i 
.1307£*ai 
.1337£«-01 
.1798E+01 
.1793i»Jl 
.l3^S£*-ul 

"T13V8-E^3T- 
.Id72£«-Gl 
.1372£*-L'l 
.137=£*G1 
.l375Et-.il 
.1375E+01 
.137Sc*31 
.1368£+01 

"'.•T353£*tll— 
.ISSoi+Ol 
..13 56i* Jl 
.19u3c*01 
.1903£«-G1 
.19£5c*tJl 
.1925£«-G1 
.1929E+01 

—i-3'29^»-trr— 
.l943Et-0l 
.19t3£ful 
.197^t+01 
.197-.E4-31 
.197^£*ai •■• 
.197^£»31 
.1 37^£«-01 

.197i.£ + 31 

.19 ?'♦£♦ 01 

.I97i»c«-ai 

.i97it«-01 

.197<.£ + t31 

.1971.E+U1 

.197^£»-ai 
•rt97?s*in— 
.137^£*-ai 
.i97«t£*01 
.197i.£tul 
.igTitcf 01 
. 19?t-c*01 
.197i*£*31 
.l97<+E + dl 

-vi-rr-*i*-irr- 
.197^£*J1 
.137!»£«-3l 
.i97+£»Gl 
.197-»e»-Gl 
.197'»£*-01 
.2063£»-31 
.23b3£4-Jl 

.12 0U£*a 
i2aa£«-o 

-ri2 33£»T 
. 1233£t-0 
.12.33£f0 
.1233EO 
. 1233£*3 
.i233£+3 
. 1233£«-G 
.l233E«-0 

~.T"2-T3£«-T: 
.1233£*0 
. 12 33c>1 
. 1233E«-a 
.1233£+a 
.l233£*-0 
.1233E4-0 
.1233£*J 

—.'173-3 evir: 
.1233£f0 
.1233£«-Q 
.1233£«-0 
.l233E«-a 
.1233E+a 
.1233£f-3 
. 1233£«-J 

.i233£*J 

.123 3c*i 

.1233E+i 

.12 3 3E«-a 

.1232£«-'J 

. 1232£«-3 

.1239£*0 
--.-T2 3-9^0-: 

.l239£+a 
. .1239E>a 
,1239£V0 
.I239£»a 
.l239£«-0 
. 1239£«-t) 
.1239E*J 

—ri737-£ta- 
.1239£+a 
.1239£«-g 
.1239£*a 
. 1239E«-J 
. 1239£«-0 
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.5550E+'J2 .<.725E*-C1 .2722E*Ci .i367E*01 .1431E*01 -.1335E+03 

"- .SS-JGE+'JS■- -.!*r25E-f-c-r- --.-^7^2c>-al ~iil-TSTEUr" .-mJitvu-r- ■»vt8 8se*a3—■ 
,5600c*- «2 .^725tful .2&-t6£*-ai .i367£*ai .l<»31E*0i -.255&EH'3 
.3600£*u2 .^725t+ei .25-+6c*Gl .1367E«-ai .1431E»-J1 -.2536£*-03 
.5675£ + (J2 .^725c+01 .25 26£«-iH . 1367£*-ai . 1^31£<-]1 -.23c7Et-a3 
.5675-;4->,2 .'♦725E+01 .25 ;6E*J1 .i367E+Jl .I'+Jlt + Ol -.23&7i«-i.3 
.5700£+c2 .',725E*01 .2^36E-t-oi .1367£*Q1 - .1>*21£*J1 -.2309E+03 
.5700£»a2 .^725e«-01 .2-*36Ef Jl . i367E«-Gl .n2ic»ai .5320E+J2 
.5775E»02 .H.725E*Gi .2507£«-ai .i367£«-31 .1'«25C*J1 .33Q^£*-G2 

 .5775E>ir - - .-'-»T25c*Tr- ■■.zsTrtrcr- -vr3o7Enir" - .-r^zre-rirr —■.T3V<*E*m— 
.5850E*-2 .U7^5c^Cl .2519£*-ul . 1367E«-01 .1428S+01 .13J6£*C2 
.SSSOEfflZ. .'♦725£*G1 .2519£«-G1 . i367£«-ai. .lH28E*ai. .130&i«-C2   . 
.5925£«-i,2 .'♦725EVC1 .2519£*ai . ;3&7E»-0l ti+29E»dl .43Sl-*«2i 
.5925£+&2 .•♦725E+C1 .2519£*01 .1367£+'H .lii29c<-ai .i»a51.£*Gl 
.600]£*&2 .<.725f.*tU .25X7£>G1 .1367E+G1 .i't29£«-ai -.6839E+Q1 
.cO'aOE + v.2 .'t725E*i;i .25l7E*ai .1367E*0l .li*29E*ai -.66C9£*ul 

'"        MTNTIUM "rzrssE'+cr TtZXQZFuV " •rzoat+OT " .r2jO"E>"ffi '-. 37'^2"'£+'J 3— 
MAXIMUM .i.396c»-Ct .2739E+01 .1393E^01 .1H31C«-Q1 .2<»'»9£*i3 3 



Table A4.    Status of State Variables - Situation C. 
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TIHc 

0. 
■■m  

.150 IE 

.175Td 

.1750". 

.2000: 

.2.375i 

.2375E 
—rTTtrtH 

.3 no OF. 

.3375i 

.33755 

.mass 

.■'♦123E 

.tt500E 

.<t500£ 
- v5 25tj;- 

.525a£ 

.562?£ 
• 562SZ 
.eaoj^ 
•oOOCi 
.67-3JE 
. 6 7 5 0 £ 

—-. 7-5-.m 
.75 0 'it 
. 9 J 3 2 i 

.*25()£ 

.325a£ 

.3375i 

.;3375c 
— -.-'9iO-'Jc 

.90301 

.9750=; 

.975a'£ 

.10=C£ 

.1J50£ 

.loasf. 

.1J19£ 
—ittii-?-: 

.1163": 

.H63£ 

.IZJOi 

.12C0£ 

.127;£ 

.i275£ 

.1350£ 
 .-1-330E- 

.l^OOd 

.14 0 0; 

.1425 

.l<*25c: 

.15 3 0 

.isaoc 

.1575c 
—.-rsv-s* 

.1550£ 

.1530';. 

.1700£ 

.17D0£ 

.1763£ 
—nrrME- 

.i7ai£ 

.17^1£ 

.17U£ 

.1300c 
»1JI3J.£ 
.1375i. 
.1375" 

—-vtg-s-ot 
.19 5 Or: 
.2000?. 
.2O0O£ 
,2Q25£ 
.2025£ 

til 

t-bl 
V>,1 
♦ Ol 
♦ ol 
♦ ijl 
K-tJT— 
♦■01 
f L! 
♦ol 
<-ul 
♦ 01 
+ ol 
♦Ul 

■♦-ul- ' 
♦ Jl 
♦ Ll 
♦•jl 
♦ ul 
♦ jl 
♦wl 
♦ul 
(■n-l— 
♦ 01 
♦ ul 
♦ Jl 
♦ul 
♦ tl 
♦ Jl 
♦ wl 
♦ in-- 
♦ •-i 
♦ .: 
♦ ti 
♦ u2 
♦L2 
•■4 2 
♦ .; 

♦ u2 
♦-.2 
♦ u2 
♦ L2 
♦ u2 
♦ 02 
♦ wH 
i-ue-- 
♦ 02 
♦ 02 
♦ C2 
♦ u2 
♦ -2 
♦ 12 
♦u2 
-^r2— 
♦ 02 
♦ ■J2 
♦ 02 
♦ u2 

2 
♦ i? 
♦ 02 

♦ u2 
♦ U2 
♦ J2 
♦ u2 
♦ u2 
♦ J2 
♦ J2 
f ui.— 
♦ 02 
♦ u2 
♦ 02 
♦ -2 
♦ u2 

ACT£FF 

.2155E^01 
--;2tS5T:i-ei— 
.2291£+C1 
.231-»e. + 01 
.23 l-*ctCl 
.2338t.^Gl 
.2333^^01 
.2372£^G1 
.2372£^L1 

■--.•2«-2f»-tM~ 
.2422t^01 
.24H5£^C1 
.2*4i3t ♦ C 1 
.2-.34£ + Cl 
. 2434c ♦<,! 
. 24 34-*-01 
.24o4ct Cl 

--.-2tr3ii-i»tn- - 
.2434E*01 
.2'.3 4c. ♦ Gl 
.2434ct 01 
.2434c♦Ol 
^-►S^c^Ol 
.t43«S*Gl 
.243uif01 

-.24 3bL*i.l—• 
. 243'.t. ♦ j 1 
• i'+i-rt''': 1 
. 24 3 4c'♦ Cl 
.24 :4 c♦u: 
.i-*3-.£t-il 
.2t 34£ »Q1 
. 24 3 4ctCl 

--. 2-43-4t:-t'vl--- 
.2434£*!.l 
. i-'t-Z* I 1 
.2 + 34<:tv.l 
.24:i4c^ul 
.243'*t ♦ ul 
.24 34 :_•• ul 
. 2434£ * Ci 

-i2s»-J-*tr*o-l-- 
. 2i.auE.fCl 
.2434£fCl 
.2434£fGl 
.2'»?4£f Cl 
.24 34£f 01 
,243Ucf-:i 
.244tcf01 

-,-24 3-tc'fC"t-~ 
.2434£f ul 
. 24 3>»t.f ol 
.243^£f01 
.24 34cf01 
.2f3-tfCl 
.24d4ifi;i 
.2434£+Cl 

"■;'2s-9-utrfS"t— 
.25 io£fCl 
.25 3ricf01 
.2652£f01 
.2652£t-Gl 
.2676c+01 
.2fc7b£fi;l 
.2312£f01 

-~.-28±2t.f-ri— 
.2357t^01 
.2357tf01 
.2S57£f01 
.290'»£f Ll 
.29a4£f01 
.3016£^H 
.3fll6t ♦Ol 

~73t"*'St ♦"?!— 
. 314 3t: ♦ Ci 
.3234t♦Ll 
.3234cfLl 
.3280£f01 
. 328 0c.f 01 

I200£f01 

2 346 6+ 01 
31 17 £ ♦ 0 1 
3147if01 
3+5 3 6 + 0 1 
J + rJ-i+Oi 
3-»5o£+01 
3 • S 3 £ ♦ 0 i 
3-*3 3-£+-i3-l—■ 
J453^f0i 
3-t53£ + Jl 
345 36 + 01 
3-o3£ + Cl 
3453c+Cl 
34 5 3£+J1 
3 ■+ ; 3 £ ♦ 0 i 
3-4-r3r+-Ji— 
3f5 8:+Cl 
3-.53£*0 1 
345 3£ + u 1 
3-»53£ + Ul 
34 6S£+01 
3f5 3£+J1 
34;i£f.H 
-3*5-3£ + 0l—■ 
J4;3£+01 
3453;+01 
3*5o£+ J1 
3 * 5 3 £ ♦ 0 1 
3 + 5-idtZl 
3+5 3^+ H 
3*53£+01 

-dH5-5c+-j-t— 
3-.=3£ + 01 
3 + : 3 5 + 0 1 
3+5 3c + 0 1 
3+53£+ Jl 
3+53£f0-i . 
3-.53£ + Jl 
J+5 3£+ u1 
3-ur-5-3-r+-a-l— 
3+J3£+0l 

. 1200£+J 
-.-123-dT:f-0 
.l2,?7£ + 0 
.1297c+J 
. l29r£ + 0 
.1297£+0 
.1297c*J 
.l2=7£+0 
.i2=7£+a 

-.-tc9-7-£-+0 
.12971+0 
.1297£+ 0 
.1297£+0 
. 1297L+J 
. i297£f.J 
. 1297£+0 
. 1297£+0 

•■T-i2-97t+-}-: 
. 1297£+.] 
.1297£+J 
.12971+ ) 
. 12 97£f.J 
.1297£f 0 
. l297£+0 
.i297£+ J 

• i-i 2-9-7-♦-.t 
. 12 97£+0 
. 1297£»0 
. 1297-:+ 0 
.1297£+0 
. ;2 97£f0 
..297":+) 
. l2 97-> 0 

-.-1-2 3-0 £+-0- 
. i230£ + -: 
.12 92£*0 
.12926+0 
. 12io£+0 
♦1236£k0 
.12 7*£*0 
.1276,6+0 

-.-l-^7b-r+--J 
. 12 76£ + 0 
. 12 76£ + 0 
.12 56c + 0 
. 12566+0 
.l256-£ + 0 
.i256£+0 
. l256£+0 

-•rt 2-5-tr£-*-0- 
. 125b£+0 
. IZSet + J 
.12561+0 
.1256£+0 
*..1256-£ + 0 
. 125fc£ + 0 
.12366+0 

-.-t256£-+-01- 
. l256£+0 
. 12566 + 0 
.i256£+0 
.12 5 66+0 
.12 56£+u 
.l256£+0 
.li56£+0 

-rl-2-56ei~0- 
.l25o£+0 
. l256£+0 
.12556+0 
.125o£+] 
.-i 2 5 6 £ * 0 
.12566+0 
.12566+0 

—. 12 5-er£"+-0- 
. 12 5 6 £ * 0 
. l256£+0 
. 12566*0 
.i256£+0 
. 125o£f.O 

1- -- 

. 1 2 3 0 £ + 0 1 
-. i-2-0-O-t-*C-1- 

. 221i£ + 01 

.22lH£t01 

.221->c+0l 

.2214t+Jl 

.22146+01 

.2214£f01 

.22iH£+:i 
-r2-21<f£+T3l-- 
.2214C+J1 
.2214C*01 
.i2l4c+01 
.221i£+Gl 
.22i4cf01 
.22l4c+01 
.2214^*31 

•-.-2-2-l-«»c*0-t-- 
.2214c*Jl 
.221^c+0l 
.22l4Efol 
.2214E+01 
.2214C+J1 
.2214 6*01 
.22140*01 
-,2-2-14-c-*yl- 
.22146*01 
.22266+ 0 i 
.2226c + -jl 
.222H6 + .J1 
.2224c+01 
. 2 2 2 u c ♦ 0 1 
.222^L+.1 
*-2 2-2 4t;+01-- 
. 2 2 2 41 ♦ 0 1 
.22246+C1 
.222 4-: +01 
.2224c*Jl 
.2 22 4£+31 
.22246+01 
.2224,^ jl 

•.-2 2-2-4-t:+-;i- 
.222-;+01 
.2224C+J1 
.22246+01 
.22246+01 
.2224£+:i 
.2224i;+01 
.222-£+':i 

-»- 2-2-2 vc-f-O-l-- 
.22246+01 
.2224c+01 
.222H£+01 
.222'-£ +01 
.2224E + J1 . 
.22246+01 
. 2224^*01 

-.-2-2-2 <T £-*-01r- 
.2224£+01 
.2224c*-l 
.222^6 + 01 
.2224c*01 
.22776*01 
.2277tfJl 
.25946+01 

v2594-^+-0-l- 
.c7G0c+01 
. £70Qc + 01 
.2 700_ + .Jl 
.28116+01 
.2311C + 01- 
.30 556*01 
.3055c*0l 

-. -3-33 -3-e-f Ot- 
..53336 + 01 
. 3333i: + 01 
.33336+01 
.3 33Jc+01 
.33336+01 

.3aC0£+0 2 
-v5ir3',jr*-a 2 - 

■ 65 70£ * 02 
.6791£*02 
.6791£*02 
.7J04£»02 
. 7 0 0 4.£ * u 2 
.63396*02 
.63.39E*0 2 

• -.ir4-4 5£-*-j2-- 
• 5 + *5£*J 2 
.492't£*02 
.'♦9246 + 02 
.3976£*C2 
.39766+0 2 
. 35>»4£ + 0 2 
.35s-t*02 

--.2-'*5 7-£+-g-2~- 
.2 757E + 0 2 
.23996+02 
.63996+02 
.2063£+02 
.20£3£f02 
.14:lc+C2 
.l+5l£+u2 

-. 'ilOOc. + Ol■■- 
.51 J0£ + v 1 
. £ .15 :' z. f u 1 
. sS-jjE + J.-l 

-.5253£*0l 
-.52£3hfijl 
-. 10 64-6 + 0 2 
-.10c-.£+0 2 
—. 3-5SiH-£-*-ttt 

. 50 COE+C 2 

.i232£ + o.2 

.12326+02 
-.19996*0 2 
-.1999.6 + 0 2 
-.3+326+02 
-,3^92£i-.0 2 
—. -Jf^ii-f-L'H- - 
-.6212 6 + J £ 
-.6 2126*0 2 
-.7 + .'(9£f J2 

.500 0£+02 

.12326+02 

.12326+02 
-. 19=9£ + 02 
-fl-H9£+-j-2 - 
-. 39c9£*0c 
-.3969£*u2 
-.2412E+02 
-.24l2i+02 
. 13J3£ + 02 
. 13336*02 
.5632£*G2 

--.-56-d2£+0-6- 
.9031£*J2 
.90316*02 
.10 55S + 0 3 
.1J';5£ + LO 
.1104£+a3 
.il04c*03 
.13336+03 

--. t3-33£-+T}o— 
. 13976 + 03 
.13976+03 
.13976+C3 
. 1'*^9£ + ;J3 
. 1459E + 03 
■ 16 696*0 3 
.16 39i*u 2 

-sl393£*ij-3 
. 1393£*o 2 
.£0156+03 
.20156+03 
.19796+33 
.1979t+o3 
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AY 

.£133E*t2 

. 2100£<-u2 

.2i75£«-u2 

.2175i*u2 

.22;3e«->,2 
i2250c+iJ2 

.22d!J=.fu2 

.23a:i«-j2 

.23JC£t-u2 

.2?61E* J2 

.2365->u2 

.23U;«-L2 

.23(i:£f u2 

.Z*7~.z.>- *2 

.ZS52-.*-\.Z 

.2550G*iJ2 

. 2 6 3 3 £ •■ u 2 

.2603c*u2 
— «-?5-£->-U-2— 
.2625£t-L-C 
,2663£»-:2 
.2663£«-u2 
.270 ]£t-'j2 
. 2 710c ♦■u2 
.2775£Vb2 
.2775i«-C2 

~2-3-5i3E »■ i; 2- 
.255QE>U2 
.2925i«-.u2 
.29253*u2 
.3 3UaE«-u2 
.3Q30i+u2 
.30 75c *uZ 
.3C7?r*J2 

.3130'i+-2 

.3Z<)i-.*-iZ 

. J23G£>O2 

.3225c»-C2 

.32 25£t-«jc 

.3263£*b2 

.32e3S*02 
V 3 i T3-e-»a-'2~ 
.3330£«-u2 
.33 7?£+u2 
.3375£*u2 
.3i»13£«->-2 
.3itl3£«- „Z 
.3i45QEt-i<2 
.3!»5at + u2 

-'.-3'5 25E«-J-2-' 
.3525£+02 
. 36a0£'t-u2 
.3600c<-u2 
.3575E*J2 
.3675t>i2- 
.3750£fu2 
.375U£*u2 

-r3-8'3-'3-i»-J'2—- 
.39a3£<-^2 
.3125£+u2 
.332 = £+v,2 
.33031+J2 
.3363-E«-u2 
• 39Q3£*-u2 
.3900l£+u2 

—3-9-7 5e*Tr2— 
.3975E«-G2 
.-.ai3£ + u2 
.i«013£«-u2 
.'»l]3l£+w2 
.i»031ct-u2 
.i«C5aE + 02 
.M050t+u2 

—'rt2Sr-^-u-2— 
. m.25£»-i>2 
.'423.3£f u2 
.'♦20Ji*l.2 
.'♦275£«-J2 
.i4275c>i.2   . 

.o<*i2_«-t.l 

. 3'»12E» jl 

.35 2Cc.*Cl 

.35 2 0c*- 01 

.362^c*-(.l 

.362'tc + Cl 
— .36-75cri--CT— 

.3675t>Cl 

.369lct-Cl 
• 3o 9lc»11 
. 37 73t nil 
.37 73r. K.l 
.3797t»-Ll 
. 3797cfCl 

■—r3t2Tn:>-rr- 
.332Cc+Cl 
.332Cc*Cl 
.3i20c*Cl 
.3120£«-C1 
.352 Oc»ul 
.3823i*Cl 
.332Cc«-Cl 

■-i.sn-zt t'-»-ei— 
.3'3 20;. + 01 
. 3 3 2 31 * ti 1 
.3320Et-Cl 
. 33 2 Jc*- :i 
.o32Cc«- 01 
.3320E*-:i 
.3920i*Cl 

t3bZQc*-£l 
.382 C£t-Cl 
. 3 i 2 0 £ <■ ■: 1 
. 33 2 L c *■ 0 1 
. 33 2 00 ol 
.36 2Cc + i:'l 

--.~38-2-£o-«-- 
.3d2CFtCl 
.382C£*L1 
.3d2Go^l 
.38 2CL*iii 

• .3d2Ut«-Cl 
.382Ct*cl 
, 382 Ot »01 

.332;ct-ul 

.3o2 Jt + Cl 

.332Cc*-ul 

.3320E+C1 

.3SZGZHI 

.3d23c*Cl 

.332Cc«- Cl 
-■;33-2iO-tr- 

.332L£+C1 

. 382 0t * 01 

.38 20£.-t-Cl 

.332flE*Cl 
■ .3320c*01 - 
.332 0i.* il 
.3a2Gc+ Cl 

—;.-38-2^-fK-l— 
.3823L+C1 
.332LEt-':i 
.38 2G£t-01 
.362L'c»-01 
. 38 2 lit •■i 1 
.38 2U£*l;l 
.3820c+01 

—i-3'*-2-3r+-e-lr— 
.332 Ctt-Cl 
.382Cc«-Cl 
.332CE+C1 
.33i,9c+Cl 
.38it9c«-Cl- 
.3378£*C1 
.3378ct-L'l 

—i-39-8t-c>-c-l— 
.3980Et-Cl 
.it070EKl 
.,07Cc*Cl 
. tl 3 >•<£«■;• 1 
.itlSuOil- 

35 3,-.£*ai 
5 5 0 ^i •■0 1 
55 CtE + 01 
s 5 0 H i ♦"3 1 
'55'Jti+ai 
S3 i<*c+ 31 

■STrs'cVOT.- 

5 5 ■}*£>• 31 
35 :■*■£«■ 31 
553 ■♦£♦01 

55 ■.tt+ul 
55 C4OOI 
'5 5T+-r»iJ-r- 
550!*£ + 01 
55 ;■♦£♦ 0 1 
550^0 0 1 
55 0-.£+':i 
3 5 Q-'+c * li 1 
553 -tOu 1 
35 C-^c + Jl 
■jyg-jj/'V-J-J— 
55 3«td*jl 
55 C'+i^O 1 
55 )H*>0 1 
35 0i»c+;i 
55 3-»£*- j 1 
55 J-£*Ji 
55 C ■♦ £ ♦ 0 1 

■syti-vE^O-l— 
55 3 ♦■£••01 
•350 ■♦->01 
S 5 • j « i ♦ i31 
55;t£*31 
55 0-*£ + C-l- 

53j-£ + C'l 

53 7'•£♦01 
'♦6t2£»31 
HO ♦CE«-0 1 
442oc+01 
■♦42 60 + 01 ■ 
^l^Tc+ul 
^l V7t + 01 

3 31 Jt + ul 
♦150E+J1 
♦15;£+31 
HiiSi^Ol 
•+3l5c+01 
v533£+:i 
•♦SOOif 3 1 
TS-TJ^ ♦ ei - 
-♦5C3E + 3 1 
5353£ + iJl 
5 3 5 3 £ ♦ 0 1 
5444E+U1 
-S'+titO-O 1 •- 
5 3 C4C + U 1 
3^6-t£ + 0l 

5 3 64OU 1 
5ii4£fJl 
5Jc-c+C1 
5364t ♦>!■ 1 
53 54.E+C1- 
5 3o4c+Gl 
586^£+C1 

5 3i:-»£ + J l 
33cu£ + u 1 
5 3 6">T £ ♦ C 1 
58oi,c + 0l 
53 c^c + O 1 
SSEfcf0 1 
53040L'1 

5 ^64£ + 0 1 
3*e*c*31 

533«E+C1 
5-1S4C+, 1 

.1256E+31 

. I2s6£«-Jl 

.1256.->01 

. 1256£ + fil 

.1256£» 01 

. :256£ + 01 
-rr2-9-3i:>-tt-- 

.12 94C+01 
,13 37E+J1 
. 1337£+J1 
.13 rCE + Ol 
.1370£+01 
. 13 i 3 £ ♦ 3 i 
. l333Et-31 

—.-THtjyrfOl 
. i 4 3 7 £ ♦ 3 1 
.l45Jcf31 
. :<.63E + 01 
.i5l2£+31 
.-1512E+01 
.15WE+31 
. i.5i»7E + 31 

—rt55-9ri-fin- 
. 1559E + 31 
. 1563E + 01 
.i563£+ 31 
• 15 6 3 £ ♦ 0 1 
.1563E+01 
.1537E+31 
.1537E+01 

—rfrt-tfTr+Tj-i- 
. lI+60£+ 31 
.I3u3c+3l 
. 1343E+31 
.ii93£+31 
.-ll-i^£ + fll 
. 11 WE Ml 
. 1HI?£»01 

-—i-0-*vt ♦-«.- 
. IOJHE + JI 
.o773c + 3 3 
.6773EMQ 
.6i95£+ 3 3 
.8195c+3G 
. 753SEM3 
.7535E+0d 

-.-o*7-8E-+-}y-- 
. o973EMG 
.6779E+3Q 
.6779£+J0 
. 66 3 9£i- 3 0 
.-6639-E+3li 
.64d3c+00 
.o483£+33 

—.-al-8-3? •-0 ih- 
. 61C3EMQ 
.5667E+30 
. 3667cM0 
• 5 •» 3 Q £ ♦ 3 'J 

-. 5'.fc3c+ J i3- 
.5237£Mi 
.5237E+3G 

—;r5<rt-2-£-+-3i3 
.5032EM3 
.5G37E+3Q 
. 5QC7£+u3 
. V^GHEMG 
► H'i.O^i + OS 
. 'to03£+ 3a 
.4O33E+0G 

—r f D-r?-6-,E+~3-fl- 
. ♦6 86E»--:c 
. 4633EMa 

-.-63-0E + 30 
• '♦604c+3fl 

- ..♦ou'^cMu 
.45 TSE + OQ 
. 4573EM3 

.".^fEM'J 
. 44G3£ + 0 I! 
.4433E+CG 
. 4o>.2E + 03 

- ..'♦342.£t-a£ 

.ld79£+03 
.1379E+J3 
. 179100 3 
. 1791E+G 3 
. 17l4£M3 
I7l4£+u3 

■ j j ~i j c 
.3333cTJi. 
. 3333031 
.3333!; +31 
.3353c*31 
. 3333E ♦ol 

-5 3-3-3oO'J-r- 
.333.iOCl 
.3333t+01 
.3333c+,l 
.  ^  •! ■» 7 S ♦ .1 -1 

.  i Oi.4C 'W « 

. 1599CM 3 

. 1599c + 03 
-.-15 85e*e-3- 
.1535£+G3 
.1532£fa3 
.i532E+03 
. i435EM 3 
.l435£»0J 
. 1456c + 33 
■ l456£ + u 3 

.3333c*01 

.5333c+3l 
,33 3 3c+Cl 

. 2 5 3 <* t ♦ J 1 • 
••-i-2'«-l-lfMl - 
.2-.i:oJl 
.250 7E+01 
.2637c •3i 
.275Cc+0l 
.273ic*Jl 
.2'91tE+Ji 
.29l4i+01 

-•-.-3-3-3-6-0-3^— 
. 333ec + 3i 
.33~0t+Jl 
•5o5uc*31 
.4153 c♦J 1 
.-4l53c> 31 .. 
. 4l33c +01 
. 4 15 3E ♦ Gl 

.♦15 

.-.153 

.-.153 

.4153 

..4 15 3 

.4153 

.^153 

.4153 

;4i53 
.4153 
.♦153 
.4153 
• 415 3 

.5333£t-32 
-.1101E+03 
-.1131£+D3 

—«-2 5l5r:-K"3- 
-.2513 00 3 
-.o,-62£ + 33 •.ir-z-im 
-.i.363£fu3 

. 5U0CcM2 
- . 11 J1 £ • G 3 
- . 1131E Hi 3 

—iZStS £ i".' 3" 
-.2515E+Q3 
-•33c3£+3 3 

■-.3353£f0.3 
-.33Q4C+33 

.3J^^E + J 3 

.2i»91£+u5 
,2»31ou 3 .£4 310U- 

.53 33c+u 2 

. 13 i2£Mo 

.' 1 £ 5 Z E ♦ •: 3 

.1347E+33 

. 13»7c+J 3 
1 cuc^1u ; 

tM-l- 
t+31 

ic+Ol 
0:1 
£♦31 
t + 01 
c + 3l 
c»ai 

• iij'juE + OS 
. 2227E + G3 
.2227E+33 
-21=7£M3 
2157E + 3 3 

.415 J 

.415 3 

.4153 

.•♦153 

.4153 

031 
oJl 
EUl 
c + 01 
£ + G1. 

. £ X - f CTJ O 
-♦-l-!J-J-7-£+-3-3- 
.1397£fu3 
.1667E+J3 
.1667E+G3 
. IttS^E + GJ 

. .1*€.<♦.£tO 3 
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A* 

.*»35 0i«-u2 

.'♦4!30£«-C2 

—.«t5 015. nr?- 

.■♦5 75.1+ i,2 

. n 5 7 5 £ Hi 2 

.it63l£*u2 

.■4c5 0£*u2 
'•va-?'25-r»--'a-2- 
.4725ifu2 
.i,f)Q0£fo2 

.tt,?38£«-U2 

.i»338£»-ii2 

.^S7=£+u2 

.'♦4 75£*t2 

.J4:331E«-^2 

.^g^Qt;* L2 

.<»95Q£f u2 

.3000£»-02 

.506 3£+u2 

.5a63£<-J2 
-i?l-0-i:->-J-2- 

.513Qt:».2 
,5175£«-u2 
.5t75t*J2 
.523i£4-u2 
.5231£»-u2 
.5 25 QE ♦•1.2 
.525a£*u2 

-v5275£>vC- 
.527;£t-t2 
. 5 3 :j 3 £ ♦ ii 2 
.5300c*MZ 

,5'»00£ + ^2 
.5<»-J3£n.Z 
.543l3£ + u2 

'-r555-01-ra2- 
.535 0£«-u2 
.5603£<-u2 
.56 j(J£-t-Oc 
.5700£«->.2 
.570 3-£»!i2 
.535a£i-L-2 
.5.?50£fi.2 

.5a75E*C,2 

M IN HUM 
1AXHUM 

.i.227L<-Cl 

.i.227£.*Cl 

.'♦2 2 7'£*t;i 
-.'♦22 7t"»--:i 
.<*227r.»Cl 
.<.Z27t*^l 

--.-oz-e-?"!.-' ♦ c: 
.422 7;: + Cl 
.4227SfJl 
."♦22 7E"-01 
.4227EtJl 
.•+2 2 7b*ol 
. ^227c*-ei 
.-227F.f1.l 

--.'"•2-2-7-r-fHj-r-" 
.f227ctCl 
.H227£t-Cl 
.v227c*Ci 
.^227t*Cl 
.i*227£«-Cl 
.H227E*:I 
.-.227£*C1 

--.«22-7fc+-;-l-- 
.-.227c:*Gl 
.a227E*Cl 
.■+227£*ul 
.-227E+C1 
.-22 7EfCl 
.1*227^+11 
.i,227c.«-Cl 

••.■s22 7t»-tt— 

.-,22rd*Cl 

.-227c: ♦•ill 

. -227E + C1 

.-»227fc»Gl 

.-227i:*01 

.-227L*C1 
■--.--■» n* 7-t'-*t-r-- 
.-f22 7Ef Cl 
.^227!£*!;i 
.U227E>C1 
. '*227c«-Cl 
.w227t»Ul 
.-227c*-;! 
.4227t*Gl 

'■; v2-2-7t-n;i— 
.v227£+i.l 
,i*227E + i:i 
.•*2 27£t-Gl 
,u227t»Gl 
.U227£fwl 
.-227ifCl 
.^227EfGl 

—.-v2-2-71r*-«— 
.-227£*Ci 
.i.227t + (;i 
.w227Lt-:i 

,2155t*Cl- 
.-227c*Cl 

33o'-c«'o 1 
,5ii6tc*-Q 1 

'53E^£+Ci 
. 5:36-fE*G 1 
,5S6Hr«^-r 
i5 ^o^c + u 1 
, 3 la-»£*a 1 
, Pi6-*£f01 
, P.IOHC^-O 1 
, 53otc + 'Jl 
516-t: + G 1 

. 5 i CH- ♦■0 i 
;-5^tr<r£-«Trt- 
, Sio'tE^Q 1 
, 3Jc'*c<-J 1 
.33e*E*ii 
• 586-tw*u 1 
. S-itj^t fcul 
. yJi'-c'-O 1 
,p1s-.£*Cl 

, 5i6H£ + C! i 
.5 36»c+0 1 
. 5 ioi»£t; 1 
• jio-i^^O 1 
. 5 J6'+c»-0 1 
■ Sdo-E^j1 
, 3it + c*31 
.'5')T3'H'£»T-t- 
.3 if^i+ai 
. 5 Ui»£t-u i 
, -Hk-tzt-c 1 
. :51c-.t>si 1 
, S-ii'.Et-'j i 

.Sio^E*j1 

. 5.4 6 H £ ♦ 0 1 
, 536tc<-C-l 
. ^.^o^t «■ J i 
J3J6HC'"JI 
I 5 5 6 ^i * u i 
. 5 j6i+£ + ,J 1 
. 33c-»t* Jl 
.-5-Jt)'f£ -♦■'J-t- 
.5-JS-E^ul 
.536H.E+J 1 
.53OHE»

,
O1 

, 5i6*t + ~J 1 
*5-J6<+£*y 1 ■■ 
.5a3-+£*cl 
.3 4o'*£«-Ci 
-.-5*cr-»-£-^-i- 

■ 5 3o-+c ♦O 1 
. 33 t:<tcfu 1 

': S6-t£ + 0l 

,..12uCc + il 
, 536*c»ai 

, i»2S5c»00 
ii,235E+ao 
, ^251E«-0fl 

*251E>- JJ 
, <*2U6.i*0 0 
,<t206E»"]0 

,-.l76c*0J 
,<T116£*00 

■♦lloEt-JO 
.C e8£<-J0 

,-nJ52£«-0 0 
.•»032E*0 j 

.035E+aO 
.•♦035£«-J0 
i -.J33E* JO 

.ii35c>J0 
,H035E*3U 
. -+0 33£*■ d u 

■+d 35'E«-'JC 
35-^HJ-a- 

. H 0 3 3 c ♦• 3 u 
,u3 3i+a0 

,1*3 35£*0 j 
HC 33£*-0 j 

,uCJ3£fja 
.u 3t.£fa0 
i+i;-35£*aa 

rtij-?-3-r*->-J- 
. -+0 3 5 E ♦ J C 

,u33£<-ad 
-Mj33E*0lJ 
.J3SE«-aO 

.■*a35E«-oa 
^u35£*ij>j 
■♦035E+CO 

;au-35rt-.iC'  
J 3 5 £ ► G a 
J35E+ JO 

.'♦J3S£*3u 
H u 3 5 E ♦ J G 
kC33£*0a 

ii»j35£*,Ju 
■ mi 35E+ 3 C 
rT}-it-3'y£"«"!)TJ"~ 
H035£f JC 

■:35£f)3 
3O5L.* 33 
3 35£+30 

,-.035£t-3a   ■ 
. -tu 33i* 30 

J35i»-'iC 

i-+u35£»-3a 
, <♦ 3 3 5 E •■ a a 
, ',0 35'c+aG 

,-TJ;3 5-£>U 3 
i3 6>-> :i 

-H53£*01 

!4l33£+Cl 
■»153£*3i 
■H33t ♦li 
•♦l33c»Jl 

* 2 3 2 i ♦ 3 1 
t-t3 B>: ♦31 

-Ihi it + 01 
-f 4u di. ♦31 
■.^57c*ai 
-.v,37c^31 
*4-3 V? t*T3'l  
t337t+31 
-.5U7£ + C1 
433 7£*ai 
•• 3 3 7 i. ♦ 0 1 
4337E+31 
45J7t+:i 
IT3>; 7C ♦Jl 
•4 33 7 zt-H-l— 
'*i37c*ul 
43J7C+31 
4 3 C 7 £ ♦ 3 1 
<*3'J7i:*01 
433 7t*0i 
t50 7u*ai 
4 31.. 7 £ + 3 1 

■a-ri-r-t+'i-l— 
43C7i»ul 
45 3 7t+ul 
^307c*)l 
-t337i+31 
•,537 £ + 31 
•4337£»3l 
-.5a7£«-ai 
•4-53 7r*-5-l— 
453 7£ + 31 
43U7t+:i 
45a7£+31 
■,3u7£>31 
45C-7tf31 
t'sZ 7c + 01 
4537c+3l 

4 5u7E+31 
45C7i»31 
4537E+31 
'♦5a7c*31 
4537t*3l. 
-f337L + Jl 
4 53 7t *<il 

-, 5 3 7 i + 3 1 
■r 5 3 71 ♦ 3 1 
-tSj/c-t-ai 

120£-*3-l . 
4537i*Jl 

.1235E+G3 

. 1235E + C-3 

.li78£+03 
-H7it*03 
.1325£*33 
. 1323E + 33 

-i-l-t37E-^0 3 — 
. l<+ij7E*03 
.1555E*-33 

' . l355£<-3 3 
.IbSSE + u 3 
.i655E+<.3 
.l336£»G3 
.16db£*33 

--.-i-8-06£-+Th3-- 
.IdGSE*J 3 
.1925c*03 
.1923E+33 
.i9d5£«-83 
*19a5£»iJ3 
. 2 3ii^£ + u 3 
.234H.i>33 

-.-2131.E+-3-3—■ 
. 2l3'+c + 3 5 
.2 lc3E*G 3 
. 2ic3£<-33 
.^^^3£♦•G3 
.ZZ'-'il-u'-i 
.2342 £ + 33 
.23'44£»".-3 

••» 2H-32£-+ir3  
.2432H*33 
.252l£*33 
. 2 52iH*C' 3 
.2bi3i+33 
..2&lCi*03. 
.264jE«-33 
.2b43E+03 

-.26£3r<-y.T - 
.26du£«-a3 
. 2723£«-u3 
.2723E*a3 
.237:)E + do 
. 2379E'-3.3 
.2 93 3j:»-i:i5 
.2,33?d*C-3 

-T-3-tt/-=-t-8'a— 
. 31i7£+:3 
.3136;♦3 3 
.3136E+33 
. 3 3 55£«-33 
.J335£»-33 
.359'4£*33 
.339'fE + a3 

-r-36-335+T)-3-- 
.3633£»33 
.3i32E+J3 
.3332E+33 

■.43e3£«-33 
.3332i+33 
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P- GGr H •*. 
;.:AL    IP 

D : * •:■. '-i s: o 

OOfMON / 
. NAPO,KNA 
i i T 7 C L T « 7 
CJ'irC:.* / 

. N ; ..CO » n I 
CZf^C-i   / 

., u (2:), 
>, ALOGv (2 
i,LA-:D3 t2 
;
C..:CNSQF 

' U » .-. r 3 T i . •', 

PFA^M( 
LO,HPH 
31 ,LA3 
■i N3£T 
S£T ( ZJ 

■^ r ,N.NA 
TFI'l ,7 
'iCOM2/ 

JC'J 11/ 
3 £ I 2 u) 
-) ,0..r 
J ) i L ^ 3 

' F. \ ^ ♦, i 
t C -j.N j j 
i ■» .■- A L. » 
-OP, TL. 
:7X,PU 

IN P U 7,0 
I, 1P-3, 
* ' ^ ?■! - (a a o o u» 
-0 1) 
-A7XI 3( 
7P-,-JNFI 
Tkl-U25 

OD (100 
£Q7,33( 

P " 0 J ( 2 
,35(2:]) 
( 2 0 ) , FI 
l(2y),L 

UfPUT, TAPt&-;=iNPUT, 7AP£51=C'U7 = ijr ) 
L0-;,_A3F.\ , ifvV , IN7 I, 1A0, LA- ,_« 3CC , .^ 3:i,_AcD, 

J , C O'Jo L, 
7 A 7 L A 3 . 
£M0,^0^ 
>- w , 7 3 ->, 
o£7U) . 

L , 
) , 
)   . 
1-3 
3). 
,i. 
AL 
A3 

07 

AI 
QS 

NN 
77 
00 
j) 
.»■» 

0( 
2( 

■■?, 

£7 

.J£ 
Q( 

(•: 
(2 

JO 

(1 

»/"J7 
13G 
7 
UL 
S'. ( 
■-) » 

■J» , 
) , L 
> ,^ 
PH( 

li.V 
A ' , 
y»u 
j) 

,Af A,MF£ CIO a) , ■!>_ 11 Li,) , •'!5TJP,;4C.-<C.T..^. 
) »iNN7^Y , NPKN7 ,PP4.-t-1 (5: , -) , 7\0W ,773£G 

) tOTFUL, 07NON,I3w-5,LFL>»G(5i:') , NFLMG, 
1J J) ,7TNr:«. 
uA3FP (2 J ) , "PtOt 2w) , MPli UC ) .MPL-3 (£-) 
<-__ (2d) , /v3JS( 2u) ,CJ;-.Of- (2L ) , VA.ui (2.- ) 
^3l2<-),L.Ai0O(2J),uA£Gl(2.),i.A5 02(2j) 
Aa3(20) tPG-u,i

3G*£,>j&:<.3,oiM,r:N ,o:i\,w 
c J) , ALIU , w 7£ Jf I N.J , DIN V , £„ L_ , "i'iFO , « I iN 
>-i.PhAc» ALPHAc»F£^»■ D_L ^CC- »iAc, 3AC, 7M 
I IOF^OIT ,A /7, 70RD, rr._y, P'-'UW,KPC7 ^.^O 
-S7t-^,pL.F7(2v) , W i i D ( 2 j ) , M A ^V ( 2 3 ) , 7 7 ( 
i c t C j T H -. , 3 : £ 0 -i 7 ( 2 ^) , 7 F IN , F « A I 

»f V GGP.Ax   pFA.vl    13    7H£   IAIN   P.-xOG-tA,-    AP£,-X£    ALL   7n;    NcGtSO^^Y    0= C*. AA L i lOMo 
£    ."I AOL    •VT.GH-JI HG   GASP   A NO   NUN-GMSP    'yA.:iIA-3_£3.     17    13   7 ■■!•_    CN_Y   P h J G ,*, A 'I 
AT   CALi_3   TH?!   JH3P   30 3A0U Tl.-,c,    7H£   zA'ZZ'JT I>J I   PKCG-1(-.M,    Tru    '"ALN 
CGxAl   AL3L    IN. 7IAL1Z2S    7Af<IA3L£3   7tiA7    A^2   A3iU^£0   70   P-.MAIN   CONi'A'U 

i-;::^N7 = 61 

T  7 I'll i 'I ALI 
ORO?   3£A3JN 

i--:   M7£ = -3£   R£LH:V£    PRIC£3   OF    ZR-3PS    ~ *7-/7? 

REAC'tNC-OR, Ui)    ;:,PiJW,R = 07,,.PO^,^RCi,RPCP,7L£A. 

37A-.7   Th>~.    il-IU.M 71 C.N   -VOti " 

C.-»L L   G A 3 P 
CALL   £rI7 

FORMAT(1jFd.4) 
£NO 
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DUTINfc   STATE 75*71        TS   TRACE FTN 

SU^OUTINE   iTATE 
REAL   MPL0,.1?AI,MPL3,L0R»LA9FR,INV,INVI,IAC,LA8,LA30C,LA3Dl,LA80a, 

 lWAa33-rtA-ol-,tAd2^L-A-3J         -_ 
COMMON /GCJrtl/ ATRI3(25) »JcVNT iHFA,,1Ft (100) tMLEdOO) t MSTOP. NCROR, N 

lNAPO,NNAPT,NNATR,NNFlL,NNQIlQ0),NNfRY,NPRNT,PPARM(50,<♦),TN0W,TT3£G 
2,TrCLR,T;F:N,TTRI3(25) .TTSET 
COilOr* /GCJiZ/ 00(10 0),OOL(100),0TFUL.0TNOH,ISCES,LFLAG(50»,NFLAG, 

lUNEQO.NNEQSiNNEQT.SSdiOt iSSLdOU) ,TTN£X 
CO 11 ON /UCO-ll/ P'.OOCaOl fA(20),i.A9Ffi(20) jMPL0< 2 0 ) iHPAI <2 01 ,MPL9 (20) 

ltSl(20),32(2Q)«a3(2QI,LOR(2Q> , Cc. (20), XSUS (20 ) , CPR0 3(2CJ) .VALUE (20) 
 ZrA-tO^if <-2'0-» tPfe-i|!(23>rF-IALO(2U)-»LA8(20)-rLA300(20 ) ,LA801 <20 ) ,LAa02 (20 )    - 

3ii.A3O3(20) >LAdl(20>,LA>32(2iJ) ,LAd3(20) , PGR1 ,PGR2,PGR3 ,CIM,CIN,OIN, W 
'♦AG£,CCAP,FIS,TAA,PR,SL:RP,OCPH(2J) .AwiN.WTEQ.INV.OINV.SALE.HHFCAIN 
5C..C0N3DF,C0NS0 0, CONSOC, ALPHA F, (■ LFMAO.ALP HACFEL.OEu . CEL ,1 AC. SAC, T A 
oI.Ari.CAI.PAL,TAVLAS.OTHER.lNVI.CRcOIT,AVT,TORD.TRtV,PPUW.RPOT,RPO 
7W,R?Od,RPOP,TutAO.aOROES.NVAR,ISTRM,PLPT«20),WEED(2 0),HARV(201 ,TT( 
320),CREOITI,PURL,T3R,XL,FORV,USERC,THR,SCEDRT(20) 

WRITE(NPRNT,201) 
■ -2ai-. ■ -F-oR-iA-r-K- *,*c(«eR— STA-TE*)  - —   

c 
C**»THIS 3U3ROUTINE IS CALLED 3Y GASF SC AS TO UPDATE THE STATE VARIABLES 
C 
c 
C**»CHECK   IF   THE   TOTAL   ALLOCATEO   CROf   LANO   IS   EXHAUSTED 
C 

PAL=15.-(Si(14)«-SS<15) fSSdo)+SS(17) ) 
 -tF-<<-SS-<-l-t-)-»-SS<-l-5-)*-SS-d-&)-»SS-U-?4->-»&^^15.-)   RETURN-    

C 
DO   105  J = i-»,17 
OCPH(J)=THK*1.33*»SStJ) 

c 
C»**CALCULAT£   THt   RHTE   AT   WHI3H   THE   CULTIVATEO   LANO   AREA   IS   INCREMENTED 
C FOR   EACH   CrsOP   3ASED   ON   ASSUMED   RcLATICNSHI FS   AMONG   VARIABLES   —JCPH, 
C MPLO. UA i 
C- 

LOa< J)=( ,1PL0U)»SS(1>*MPAI( J)*SS«J) )/OCPH( J) 
IF(.<-3U3(J) .L£. .0=)S.S( J)=SSL(J) 
IF (A 5S(XeuS(J)-1 .) .LE..05)   33 (J)=SSL(J) + 0TN0W*L0R(J) 
IF(A3S (X3US(J) -2.) .Li..0 5)    3S(J)=SSL(J) 
IF(A3S(X3US(J)-3 .).Li..05)SS(J) = 3SLU> 
IF(A3S(X3U3(J)-'*.I.L£..u5)5S(J)=3SL(JI 

10 5        CONTINUE 

DO   150   J = i<Ml7 
IF(TN0W-6.b)   131,131,132 

131 PLPT( J)='i££QRT ( J)*3S( J) ♦£XP( .'♦*TN01») 
GO   TO   I5j 

132 IF (TNOW-lb.O) 133,133,13'+ 
133 PLaT (J) = 5£iJRT(J)*SS(J)'EXP(.k*(TNOW-XL)) 

GO TO 15 0 
13v IF<TNOW-.2w0)-.l,$.5-*-13-5-,-i36      — —. 
135 PLPT(J) = S£cORr(J)♦SS(J)*EXP(.^(TN0k-2 . »XL)) 

GO TO 150 
136 IF(TNOW-32-.0)    137,137,13V 
13 7        PLPTtJ)=3££JRT(J)*S3(J)*EXP(.k'(TSOW-3.♦XL)) 

WRITE (NPr<NT,20 5) PLPT (14) , PLPT (15) ,PLPT (16) ,PLPT (17) 
GO   TO   15 a 

Ua        IF(TSOw-,0. 0)    139,139,1 + 0 
- 1 3 9 —  P-L-Pf (-J)-SE£ORT-< J >■*SS-(-JMEA-P-U-V-'-HNdi-WXL-)-)-   

GO   TO   150 
l + L IF{T.'tOW->+a.0)    l'tl,l'»l,lH2 
li»l        PLPT( J)=3£tDKr (J)»3S(J)*£XP(. H* (TNOw-5 . *XL )) 

GO   TO    iSii 
142        IF (TNOW-56.0)    1<»3, l+S, li»i» 
14 3       PLPT(J) = 5E£a<T( J)*3S(J) *EXP (.•** <TNCW-6 .*XL)) 

GO   TO   150 
-14-t - IF (-TNOW-6.4.-0-)--l-V-5-,.l<+.5,-1.5.0- 

»5   FLPT(J) = 5££0Rr(J)*SS(J)+EXP(.4»(TNOH-7 .♦XL)) 
15C   CONTINLE 
C   
C 
C**»UPDArE THE LEVEL OF INVESTMENT ALLOCATED TO PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES 
C 

00(1)=(TAI-S5(1)I/ALIN 

""" c«• »"UP 6 ATE ~T H E" P^o ou c TTO iT=R O C iS'SE S'TT'A" S^'QTENC E ~OF " S"T AGE S"  
c 

IFIX3US(14)-.U5)    121,121,122 
121 Fi.PTd4) sSEZOriT'SSd*) 



139 

jUTIN; 

SS(£)=PL?T(l4) 
Si(3) =FLPT(li4) 

 5-S-< <♦ »=-Ffc-oTf-l v>  
GO   TO   103 

122 IFU3US<l<«)-3.a)    lul,115,lu2 
Ul        00(2l=PGi?l»(PLFT(l^)-SS(2) ) 

09(3)=PGR2»(ji(2)-SS(3)) 
00(-») = fGP.3*(j3 (3)-SS<<«> ) 
SS( + )=SSu (4) *-jrNOW*(PLPT(lt)-00('t) ) 
rtP.ITt (NPRNT t2J5) SS(2),SS(3),SS('4) 

 GO   TO-i-9-3    • 
115        S3(2)=SSu(2) 

3S(3)=SSL(3) 
SS(4) = SSL C*) 
GO   TO   103 

1Q2        S3(2)=SSL(2)-PGril*3S(2)»0TN0W 
3S(3) =3SL (3)-PGii2»SS(3)*0T.N0W 
3SU> = 3SL U> -2.!l»PGR3»SS(^)»9TNOW 

 W^IT£ <NP*NT-, 20 6)-3S-(2) .rS-S-(-3->-r3-S-H»  
103        IF(.<3US(i5)-.J5)    123,123,12* 
123 OLPTdS) =Si:£0?iW*SS(15) 

SS(3)=PLPT(15) 
3S (OJ^FLPT(15) 
S5(?)=FLPT(15) 
GO   TO   1J3 

12«»        IF(<-3US( 151-3. 0)    lJ6,116,lil7 
16a--   OQ(5>-PG*i*(Pi.PT(l5l-SS<5>->-   

00(5)=FGK2*(33(5)-3S(6)) 
00 17) =i3G*3»(S5 (61-33(7) ) 
S3(7 1 = SSL (7) ♦■0TNOW»(PLFT(l5)-0C{7)) 
WKirE(NP\MT,2J7)SS(5),SS(6),S£(7) 
GO   TO   103 

lit        SS(5)=S3L(5) 
S3 (a)=3SL(b) 

  SS (-7 )-=33t (-7-)  
GO   TO   10 3 

137        33(5 )=SSi. <5»-PGiU*SS<51»OT.MOW 
3S(S)=3SL(6)-PGR2»SS(6)»0TN0H 
33(7)=SSL(7)-2.0*PGR3»33(7)♦OTNOW 
WRIT£(f<P!<NT,20 8) SS<5) ,SS(6) ,SS(7) 

C 
lud        IF(,<3U3(1D)-.05)    125,125,126 
12 5   PLPT < 16»-=-SccDa-&*-SS-H»-)- 

3S(i)=PLPT(16) 
SS(9)=FLPT(16) 
S3(1C)=PLPT(1&) 
GU   TO   111 

126        IF(<3Ua{i6)-3.0)    109,117,110 
109        00(3)=PGRl*(?LPT(16)-SS(3)) 

00(3)=PG*2»(33(3»-S3(9> ) 
.-.M-<-W->-=PM3-»-<-ii-*-9»-»*SS-U-U-W- 

SS(1J)=S3L(10) fOTNOW*(PL FT(16)-00(101 ) 
WRIT £(NP-5NT, 20 9) 33(3) ,SS(9) ,3S (10) 
GO   TO    Ul 

117 S3(^)=S3L(3) 
SSO). = SSW(9) .     .  .  .      
33(1 1;)=SSL(lu) 
GO   TO   111 

.ll-C- -   SS (4-»-^SoL($.>--PGiU-*3S-<-aMOT-NOW— 
33 0) = ;SL ( J)-PGR2»S3(9)*0TN0W 
S3(lC)=S3L(lQ)-2.0»oGR3»SS{10)»0rN0W 
WRirt(NP(?.NT, 21C)SS(3) ,33(9) , SS (10) 

C 
111 IF{X3US(17)-.a5)    127,12-',l2e 
127        PLPTd?) =S££JRP*SS(17) 

33(11) :PuPT(l7) 
    3S<12)-PLPT(17) —   

33(13) SPLPT(17> 
GO   TO   ll<t 

12S        IF(X3US(171-3.0)    112,113,113 
112 00(11)=PGR1»(PLPT(17)-33 til)) 

00(12)=PGR2*(SS(11)-SS(12)) 
00(13)=PGR3*(5S(12)-S3(13)) 
S3(13) =S3L(13)♦OTNOW* (PLFT(17)-CO (13)I 

 wft.I-r£-<-NPRN4-r-21-l->-S5-(.l-l->-^S-(-l^.)-,-S^-(.i3-|.  
GO   TO   il- 

118 33(11)=3SL(11) 
33(12)=33L(12) 
S3(13')=S3L(13) 
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GO   TO   114 
113        SS(ll)=5SL(ii)-PGRl*SS(ll)*0TNCW 

SS(12MSSL(12)-PG^2*SS(12)*ar.VCW  
SS (t3)=SSL(13) -PGP.3*2.CI*SS(13)*CTNOW 
WRir£(MPKNT,2l2)SS(ll),SS(l2),SS(13) 

11-        WTca=RFOT»SS(^) *RPCW*SS(7) *-RPOB»SS (10 ) ♦•RFOP*3S (131 
C 

Wr.I7£(NPRNT.2J2J 
2J2        FOR,iAT(X   #,*L£AV£   STATE?) 
205        F(UiAT(*   T1*»6F10.3) 
206 FORH4T(*--T-2*-»aFia-.->$>        — - 
2J7 FORIATC* W1*,8F15.3) 
2Gd FOR1AT(* W2*,dFlQ.3) 
2C9 FOR'IAK* 3l?,8Fl0,3) 
ill        FOx--tAT(*   ^^t,aFlQ^3) 
211 FO.'.IAK^   Pl*idFia.3) 
212 FOK'IATt*   P2*,dFlJ,3) 

RETURN 
•   E.MO ■■  -            

:AG£   US£0 3.21^   SECUNGS 

INE   SCCNO 73/73 Ti   TRACE 

suaouriNt SCONO 
REAL   «PL0,MtiAI,MPL3,L0R,i.AaFR,INV,lN^It IAC, ..A3 ,LA9D0 ,LA 301, LA 60 2, 

 lLA8Q3rLA-3-l-,i.Aa-2,LA-3-3  -: -    - - •■     - 
COM ION /GCOIl/ ATRI3(25) . JE'/NT , fFA, MFE (10 0 ) , .lit <1 0 0 ) , MS TO F» NCR OR, N 

1NAPO ,NNAPT,NNATR ♦NNFI L , N,MQ (l!j U ) , NNTR i , NPRNT .PPARM ( 50 t^t) »TNOK,TT3£G 
2,TTCLR,TTFINtTTRI3(25),7TScT 

CJrMCN /GC0^2/ JD(10a),OCL(lJC),CTFUl,OfMOW,!SEES,LFLAG(50)♦NFLAG, 
1NNQE0,NNEQ^,NN£QT,SS(1QQ).SSu(100),TTNEX 
COIiON /UCOfil/ PRO3(20) ♦A(2a) ,LA3FR(20) ,,,1P10(2Q) ,MPAI(2G) ,MP13(20) 

It 3 1(2-3) ,32(20) ♦33(20) ,-JR(20) tLcL (213) tXaUS (20) ,CPROB(2u) , VALUE (20) 
- -2,AL-OG-Y(2-j)-,P-lf-<-24-)-,FIAL3<2.»Tl''3(20)-,-t.A30O(2J),LAa01(2&)-,lA302 (2G)- 

3,LA3O3(2'J),u431(20),LA32(2li),LAa3(20 ), PGR1, PGR2 , PGR3 , CI/1, ClN tO IN , W 
^AGc,CCAP,FIN,TAXtPRtSliRP,OCPH (20) , A LIN , WTEQ, INtf » OINV , SALE , HHFC tAIN 
5C,CONS0F,CuNSGOtC0NS0C,ALPHAF,AlPHAQ,ALPHAC,FEL,GEL,CtL11 AC,SAC,TA 
61, ATI ♦CAI,PAL,TA',/lA3,OTHES, I N V I, G SEC IT , A */T,70RC, TR£V,PPUW ,RPGT ,RPO 
7W,xPO3,RP0P,Tw-AD,30RaER,N7AR,i5TRf,PLPT(23),WEt3(2 3),HARV{2a),77( 
820) ,CRE0I7I,PURt.,73R,XL,FOP.7,US£RC,7HR,5£E0R7 (20) 

C 
C***THIS-  SUBROUTINE- IS- GALuEO- -3-^'GA-SF-70   DETECT-  THE   OCCURANCE   OF   ONE   OR 
C        MORE   OF   THE   CONGITIONS   RESULTING   IN   S7A7£   EVEN7S,   7HE   S7A7E   EVENTS 
C SIGNIFY    THE   CONDITIONS   SET   FOR   WcEOING   AND   HARVESTING   ACTIVITIES 
C 

DO   13 5   J = 1^,17 
105        PLY ( J)=..*G<K»ROi3< J) 

CO    106   J=l,4 
LFLAG( J) =<\OS5 (3*J«-l,0,Q.atPLY(JH3),+l,10.) 

 -- lrLAG-<-J+^)-<RO-SS-<-3*J-«-l,^T-OrJ.rPROG(J>13-)-r>l,-i0-..) 
LFLAG( Jf 3)=<R0iS( 3*J<-l,0,u,0,C.0,-l,l0.) 

136   CONriNLE 
C 

RETURN 
r 

END 

RAG-E USED   .-2-f^-S-ECOi±aS    -    
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SU8R0 

It. A 303 
COMrtO 

1NAP0, 
ZiTTGL 

COfl'IO 
INNcaC 

COiHG 
1,31(2 
2TALGG 
3,LA3J 
*AGE,C 
5C,C0N 
61,ATI 
7W,RP0 
820) ,C 

UTIi^E   INT 
'IPLCHPA 

rLA31r-uA3 
N /GCJMi/ 
NNAPT,NNA 
R,TTFIN,T 
'i /GCoH2/ 
.NNEQS.NN 
H /UG011/ 
•J) ,32(2o ) 
Y.(-20-lrPLY 
3 (2G) ,LA3 
CAP,FIN,T 
3DF,CUNSC 
,CAI,PAL» 
3,RPOP, TL 
RE3ITI,PU 

LC 
I,HP 
2ri-A 

ATR 
TR,N 
TRI3 

0 0( 
EUT, 

PRO 
,33( 
(20) 
l(2j 
AX.P 
G,ca 
TA7_ 
EAO, 
RL. ,T 

L3,L 
33 
13(2 
NFIL 
(25) 
103) 
35(1 
Q(2C 
2'J) , 
.FIA 
),LA 
R, 30 
U3 0C 
A3,G 
30RC 
3R,X 

QR,LA3FK,INW,lNrfI,IAC,LAa,LA3OC,LA301.LAe0 2, 

5),J 
,NNQ 
,TT3 
,GCL 
00) , 
) ,A ( 
LGR( 
*.0(2 
32(2 
RP, J 
,A'_? 
TrlER 
ER,N 
L,PO 

EJNT 
(10G 
ET 
( 100 
35i. ( 
20) , 
20) , 
0) ,t 
0) ,L 
CPH ( 
HAF, 
, INV 
</AR, 
RV,L 

,MFA,«FE (l00),f1LE (ICO) , MSTGF, NCRCRtN 
) .NNTRY, NPRNT,PPARH(5 0,-») ,TNOW,TTocG 

),GTFU 
10J) ,T 
i.A3FR( 
CEw(2Q 
Ad(20) 
A33(20 
20) ,AL 
AL3HAC 
I,CRE0 
ISTRM, 
SERCT 

L.QTNOW,! 
TNtX 
20 »,KPLJ( 
),X3US(20 
,LA33O(20 
),PGR1,PG 
lN,wr£Q,I 
,AL?HAC,F 
IT.AtfT.TO 
PLPT{20», 
HR,SEEORr 

SEES,UFLAG(50).NFLAG, 

20),MPA 
),CPR03 
)-,LAa0.1 
R2,PGR3 
N \/, QIN V 
EL,0£L, 
RO.TREV 
WEEO(20 
(20) 

1(20) 
(20) , 
(20), 
,CIM, 
, SALc 
CEL.I 
,PPU^ 
l.HAR 

,MPL3 
VALUE 
4.A302 
CIN.O 
.HHFC 
ACSA 
,RPOT 
v(2a) 

(20) 
(20) 
(20) 
IN,W 
,MIN 
C,TA 
,RPO 
,TT( 

C 
r 

C 
C' 

l**THE    I^-IITIA,.   GO^GITIGNS   ANG   THE   INITIAL   EVENTS   FOR   THE   SIMULATION 
ARc   C30E0   IN   THIS   SU3RGUTINE   THROUGH   REAG   STATEMENTS   ANG   ARITHMETIC 
STATEMENTS 

♦*PAF.A:l£T 
REAJ ( 

12(17) 
W^IT 
12(17) 
REAG ( 
WRITE 
REA3( 
R.EAO( 
WRITE 
REAO( 
REA3( 

1LA-301 
WRITE 

1LA301 
REA3( 
1LA33 3 
REAJ( 
REAG( 
SEE3R 

 ScEOR 
SEiGR 
SEE3R 
X3U3 ( 
HHF: = 
TAI = 1 
CRE3I 
PGR1 = 
PGR2= 
PGR3 = 
0IN = 7 
SAC = 0 
T3R=<4 
CRE3I 
S3(l) 
PURL = 

  CCAP= 
CI^=0 
30ROE 
SALE= 
XL = 3. 
CAwL 

ER3 
NGROR,10 2)    31(1-,), 3 1(15),61(16),31(17),32 (14), 32 (15),32(16),8 

'T:E(NPRNT,2u2)31(l(+) ,3 1<i5),El(16>,31(17>,'32(l-*>,Bc(15),a2(16),8 

NGROR, 
(NPRNT 
NCRGR, 
NCRDR, 
(NPRNT 
NCRGR, 
NCRJR, 
(15) ,-'_ 
(NPRNT 
(15) ,u 
NCRGR, 
(15) ,u 
NCRGR, 
NCRGR, 
T (1^) = 
T(15)= 
T(16)= 
T (17) = 
1") =Xa 
•4 u « 
2n      i 

J • J 
T:50. 
1.5351 
lTv.39i- 
1.2476 
5. 
.0 

f1=25. 
= 50. 
50. ^ 

10 2 
,2u 
1J-2 
1J2 
,20 
102 
102 
A-3G 
,2u 
A 30 
1J2 
A3u 
102 
lw2 
•+u. 
110 
10 J 
70. 
US( 

),33(1 
),33(1 
),33 (1 
, A (15 ) 
,M(15) 
F,AL?H 
<1<*I ,.. 
A3Dl(-i 
(!•+) ,!. 
A331(l 
(1 ■■* ) , L 
A303(l 
,Si(3) 
,33(9) 

,63 

i A 
AC 

33(1^ 
33(1-+ 
3S(1^ 
A (1^) 
A(l-+) 
ALPHA 
LA3G0 

l(16),i. 
2)LA 300 
1(16),L 
) LA 302 
3 (16),L 
) SS(2) 
)    SS(*> 

• •O ■   • ■   

• o 

15)=X3US(16)=X3US(17)=1. 

5) 
5) 
5) 
,A (16 

(16 
,AL 

A30C( 
7^ 
Ad0C( 
7) 
A3C£( 
7) 
,5S (•, 
,SS (1 

(16),3 3(17),TAVLA3,OTHtR,0INV,INVI 
(lc),33(17),TAVLAe,0THER.0INV.lNVI 
(16),33(17),THR,FCRV,USERC,WAGE 
) ,A(17),ALIN,AVT,ATI.INV 
) ,A (17) ,ALIN,AVT.ATI.INV 
FHAC,FEL,GE^,CtL,TORO,TREV 
1£),LA900(16) ,LA3C0(17) ,uA301(l'+) , 

15) , LA EGG (16) ,LA 300 (17) ,i.A3Gl( It) , 

15),LA302(16) ,LA3C2(17),LA8U3(1H) , 

),33(5),SSto),SS(7) 
i),SS(11),33(12),SS(13> 

3=0. 0 
0.0 
0 
TI.iSTdNV ,T.NGW,i) 

C 
C***THE FILE STRUCTURE ANG THE INITIAL ENTRIES IN FILE 1 ARE 

ATRI3 (1) =C.~0" "  ~ 
ATRI3(2)=1.3 
ATRI3(3)=O.0 
ATRI3(i*> = (ALPHAF + FE1. + OIN)/.20 
CALL FILEM(l) 
ATRI3(1)=0.0 
ATRI3( J) =2.0 

 A-TR1343.) .=-a„.-0 --•   --  
ATRI3('*)=u.O 
CALw FILEM(l) 
OO 10 5 J = iit,17 
AT.RI3(l)=o.O 
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ATRI3 ( e)=5.0 
ATRI3(3)=FuOAT(J) 

• CAL- FILiH(l»-  •- 
105   CONTINUE 

142 

L 
RETURN 

102        FOrt.lAT (8FiJ. 5) 
202        FOR-lATt/   *,3Flu.5» 
C 

IAGE   USED .763   SECONDS 

[Nt   EVNTS 73/73    ■   TS   TRACE 

SU3R0UTINc   E\/NTS(IX) 
REAL    MPLD,MFA I, MPL3,LD*,LA3FR,IN V,IIW 11lACtLAd,LA 300,uA301»LA£02, 

1LA803 rLA8-lrLA32tLA-33   . ...      . 
COM ION /GCOM1/ ATRI3(25),JE\/NT,MFA,MFE(iaO)».v1LE(lCiJ) , MSTOPt NCRCR, N 

1NAPO,NNAPT,NNATR,NINFIL»NNQ( ICC ) .NNTRrtNPRNTtPPARM (5 0,^) ,rNOW,TT3£G 
2,TT:LR,TTFI;>|,TTRI3(25) ,TTS£T 

COM10N /GC0.12/ 00(100), OOL(iJO) , CTFUL ,OTNOW, ISEE3, LFLAG ( 5 0) ,NFLAG, 
iNNaiCtNNEQ^tNNtaT.SSdU J) , SSL < 10 w) , TTNtX 

COMMON /UCOM1/ PROD(20) ♦4(2i]),LA3FR(2J),MPLO(20)tMPAI(2U) ,MPL3(20> 
1,31(2'3 >t32l2u) ,33(2Q) ,wOF?(2G),CEL(20»,X3US(20) ,CPROB(20) , VALUC (20) 
2,-ALOGY (2o-)-,Ptir (20»rFIALO-(2J) ,L Ad ( 2(i»-^L A300 ( 20 )-,LA80l (20 ) ^L Aa02 (20) 
3,LAdL3(2i3),LA3 1(20ltLA3 2(2J),L*a3 (2 0 ) , PGR1, PGR2,PGR3,CIM ,C IN,0IN, W 
<+AG£,CCAP,FIN,TAX,P3,SljRP,0CPH (20) , ALIN ,WTEQ, IN 1 ,0 INV , SALE ,HHFC ,AIN 
5C, CON SCF.CONSOO, CONS OCALPHAF, ALPHAO , ALPHAC .Ft). ,OEL , CEL , I AC, SAC, TA 
6I,ATI,CAI,PAw,TA\/LA3,0THER,lNVI,CP.£uIT , AV/T , TORO, TREV , PPUW , RPOT ,R?0 
7W,RP03,RP0P, TLEAO, 3OR0£R,NI/AR , ISTRM, PL FT ( 20) ,W£LED (2 0 ) ,HARV ( 20 ) ,TT ( 
32 0 ) ,CREDITX,PURL ,T3R, X^ ,FOR\/, UiE^C , THrf , SEEORT (20) 

C 
C***SU3R0.;JTINE~G*SP~CALL.3.-THIS.  SUSRCUTINE   WHICH.  IN   TURN   TRANSFERS   CONTROL- 
U        TO   ONE   OF   THc   Ei/ENTS — T IrtE   EVENTS   OR   STATE   EVENTS 
C 

GO   TO (101,10 2,10 3,10<+, 106,103,13 9) , IX 
10 1 CALL   OMANO 

GO   TO    10^ 
132 CALL   INCOME 

GO   TO   10U 
- 1J-3—• C-A-Lw-FNANCc    ■■  - 

GO   TO   lJ-» 
136        CAu.   PROOUCE 

GO   TO    iQif 
133 J=MTRI£(3> 

X8U3(J)=v.O 
GO   TO   10 «■ 

lu9        J=ATRI3(3) 
- .-X-3U3-<-J)-=-1^0   

C 
10^,        DO   107   J=l,4 

If (.FLAG( J) ■.'_£.0 )   GO   TO   105 
X3US(J+13)=2.0 

135        IFli.FLAG( J + *).LE.0)   GC   TO   111 
X3US( J*-13)=3.0 

C**+   SCHEJULc   ENO   OF   HARVEST 
. ........   A-T^I3M)-=-T-NO.W+.3.^0  -    -. -     -  

ATr.I3(2)=6.0 
ATRI3(3) =FLOAT IJH3) 
CALL FILIM(l) 

111   IF(LFLAG(J+3).GE.0) GO TO 107 
X3US(J»13)=0.0 

C*** SCHcOULc BEGINNING OF PL. AND PT. 
ATRI3 ( :) = TNJm-6. 0 

  ATRt3-t2).=-7-0 —      -. . 
ATRI3(3)=FcOAT (J + 13) 
CAL-   FI.EM(l) 

107        CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

RAGE   USED .337   SECONDS 
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INE    CRCDUC£ 73/73 TS   TRACE 

SUi^OUTlNE   PRODUCE 
5=.Au    fPLO, '1PAI, 'iP-StLDRfi.ASFK ,INV,INtf I, IACt uAB , I.A3DCUL A301« LA 302 , 

1LA 603 t-LA-3ift.A32»LA33  
COMMON /GCJM1/ ATRI3(25),J£y/NT,MFA,MFi(i30)tML£(lC0) , MSTOP »NCRCR» N 

lNAPO,NNAPT,NNATR,NwFILfNNa(iOCi> ,NMRr , NPRNT,PPARM (50 , <♦! frN0WtTT3£G 
2,TT:uR,TTFIN,TTRI3(25)tTTSET 

COM'ION /GCJM2/ 03(iOJ) , JOLdQG ) » OTFLLt OTSOW, I StcS ,LFLAG (5 0 ) , hFLAG, 
INNEQD, M,LQ5»NN£Qr,S3(liJU) , SSL (103) » TTNEX 

COMMON /UCUMI/ PROO(20) ,A(2J) ,LA3F,T (2']) , MPLO ( 2 C) t MPAI (2 0) ,MPL9 (2C) 
1,31(2^),32(20) ,33(20),LJR(20>,C£-(20),X3US(20),C?R09(2 0),YALUE (2 0) 

 2-,-ALOGir-(2G)-fatr (20)rFIAt.t3(2Q»-rL>;3(-2G»,ii430O(20),LA8Oi(2u> ,L A 302 (20) 
3,uA 303 (2 a) ,LAo1(2 0),LA3 2(20),LA33(20) ,PGR1,PGR2,PGR3,CIM ,CIN ,0IN , W 
uAG£,CCAPfF:N,rAX,PR,SURP,OCPH(cC) ,ALlN,WT£Q,INV,OINtf,SALE,HHFCtAIN 
5C,CO,NSCF,CO^SJO,CON§3C, ALPHAF, ^LFHAQ, ALPHAC, FEL ♦OcL ,CcL , I AC, SAC, TA 
6I,ATi,CAI,PAL, TA\/LA3,0THFR,IN\/I .CREDIT , AVT ,TOKO,TREV, PPUW , RPOT ,RPO 
7W,,<POB ,RPOP, rLcA0.30RC£R,N\/AR, iiTFM, PLPT (20 ) , W££0(20> ,HARV(2G) ,TT( 
32 J) , CREDIT I, PURL , T3R, XL ,FOR i/ ,US£RC, THR , SEEORT (2 0) 

C 

C***THI5   SU3RJUTIN£   COMPUTES   THE   LEVtL   CF   OUTPUT   FOR   GIVEN   LEVELS   OF 
C        RESOURCES 
C 

CO   102   J=l-.,i7 
LA3FR(J)=LA3uO(J)*SS(J) 
LA31( J )=wA30l( J)*3S( J) 
LAa2<J ) = wA302(J)*SS(J) 
LAd3( J)-uA333<-J)*SS(J)-  
LA3( J)=LM3FRU) ♦■L A 31 ( J ) +LA 3 2 ( J ) ♦..A33 (J ) 
VAtUc( v) =ALOG( A( J) ) 
C?R33(J)=AL0G(LA3FR(J))»91(J) 
FIALJ( J) =AL3G(S5( J) ) +33(J) 
ALOGf ( J) =-/ALUE (J )+CPRC3 ( J) <-FIALO( J) 
PR03( J) = £AP(AUOGY(J) ) 
IF<SS(1) .Lc.O.)    SS(1)=50. 

C***C-4LCULAT 6   MARGINAL PR30UC TIJITIE S OF  LAND, CAPITAL, ANO LA30R IN-" ■ 
C   UNITS OF OOLLARi/HA., OCLLARS/OCLLAR, DCLLARS/MAN-MOUR RESPECTIVELr 
C 

MPL3(J)=3 3(J)*(ALOGY(J)/ALOG(SS(J)))*PcUW 
MPAI(J)=32(J)MAL0GY ( J)/A^JG(SS (1) > ) 'PPUW 
MPL3(J)=31 (J)*(ALOGr(J)/AU06(LA3FR(J>) )*PPUW 

C 
C***FOR- -E/ALUATIGN- PURPOSES- THE PROOLCTICN. LEVELS ARE CCMPUTtO EVERY QUA- 
C   RTER FOR EACH CRCP MMO ARE STOREC IN FI^E 1 
C 
102   CONTINUE 

00 105 J = H,,17 
ATRI3( n=TNJW«-3. 0 
ATRI3(2)=5.0 
ATRI E(3)=FuOAT (J) 

1G5 CONTINUE ■     - -   —- ■  -• 
CALL FILEMd) 

C 
WRITE (NPRNT, 201) (PROO( J) ,J = i*, i7) , (LA 3 (J ) , J=l<+, 17 ) 

201        FORMAT{*   *,3Flu.3) 
RETU.RN 
£NU 

RAGE--US-EO - •    - - .-5-OG-SECON-OS--      - ■ 
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SU3ROU1INE   OMANO 
K£AU   fP^C^PAl, MPL3,L0it,wA3FR,lNV,INVI, I AC ,L A a .LABOO ,LAd01, LA £02 , 

-     -•     lLA-303TUA-31rLM32,LA-33   - -   
COHMJN /GCO-'ll/ ATRI3(25) ,J£ VNT ♦MFfl^MFr (1G0 ) , HLt (10 Q ) , MSTOP, NCRCR, N 

1NAP0,NNAPT,NNATR»NINFIL» NNQdQC ) tNNTR Y , NPRNT, PPARM (5 0, W) ,TN0WtTT3tG 
2,rT3l.R ,TT FIN, TTRI 3(25) , TTS^T 

C0M10N /GC0^2/ OO(IOQ),O0L(lOoJ,QTFUL,OTNOW,ISitS,LFLAG(50) , NFLAG, 
lNNQ£0,NN£Qi,NNcQT,3S(10 0),SSL(IOC),TTN£X 
CO^iON /UCJ-U/ PRQ0(2(J) ,A(20) ,LAgFR(2j )t>lPL0(2CI) , MPAI (2C ) , MPL3 (20 ) 

1,31(20),32(2Q),83(2Q),LOR(2J),C£_(2J),;<3LS(20) ,CPROB(2C) , VALUE (20) 
 2,-At'3G-y-(2o^r»L-Y-(-2*>rF-I-ALO-<.20) ,-L AS ( 2C)-t LA300 ( 2C() »LA801 (2fl) ^LA302 (2a) 

3,LA3O3{2 0),LA31(2Q),LA32(2G),LAa3(20) , PGR1 ,PGR2 ,PGR3, CIM,C-IN,D IN, W 
^AGi,CCAP,F:N,TAX,PR,SURP,DCPH(2o) ,AUIN,WTEQ,INV,OINV,SAL£,HHFC,AIN 
5C,CJNSJF,CUNSUG,CONSOC, ALPMAF,ALFHAO »ALPHAC,F£L,OEL,CEL,I AC,SAC,TA 
6I,ATI,CAItPAL,TA»/l.A3,CrHtR,INVI,CR£3IT,A\/T,T0RC,Tk£V,PPUW,RP0T,RP0 
7W,RP03,RPGP, rLEAO,30RC£R,NVAR,ISTRH,PwFT(2Q),W£EO(20),HARV(20) ,TT( 
32 0) wREOIT i, PUkL,T3R,XL,FOR\/,UScRC,THR,5£E0RT (20) 
IFdNV.LT.w.J)    INV=i].Q 

C*+*CALGUwAT£ SUPPLY OF FOOO FOR THE HOUSEHGLO 
r 

INi/ = lN\/-SAC 
SAC=(l.-.JUu025*INV)-»INV 
IF(SAC.LT .u.u)    SAG = 0.0 
HriFC :SHC<-HHFC 
CAL»   TI.iST(HHFC,TNOW, 1) 

G>**CHUG-ULAT-C   THCOEMANO   FOK-F-CGJ   3AS£0 -ON- ESTIMATEO   PARAMETERS-OF   A 
G        GONSU1PTION   FUNCTION 
C 

CONSOF = ALPriAF*-FEL*OIN 
A\/T=A7T«'GONSOF 
ATRI3(«t>=Cji4SiiF/.22 

C*+»SGH£0ULE.  THE   NEXT   OErtANO   ACTIVITIES 

ATRia(-iM-TNOW«-l^S —    
ATRI3(2)=1.0 
CMLW   FILEMd) 

C***T£ST   TO    i££   iF   OEMAMQ   FOK   FOOO   IS   MET   FROM   EXISTING   SUPPLY.    IF   NOT 
C        COMPUT£   EXCESS   Or   SUPPLY   07£R   Ot«ANO,TH£N   CALCULATE   QUANTITIES   SCLO 
C        COMDUTE   THE   DEFICIT   AND   STORE   ITS   VALUE   IN   FIL£   2 
C 

IF(HriFC-ATR13(H) ) 101,10 2,102 
■ -■  3GR-O£-r=-3ORO£R+l.-0     -  - 

131 ATRI3( it)=ATRI3 (i*)-HHFC 
HHFC=0.0 
CAL,-   FILtM(2) 
GO   TO   10** 

132 HHFC=riHFC-ATRI3(U) 
C 

SAL£ = . i5*HHFC 
A-71-A-T 1 + SA-i.E  
HHFC=HHF';-SAuE 
CALL   CCLGT(SAL£,2) 

C 
U^        WRITE (NPRNT, 201) ALPHAF , FSi. , GIN ,CONSGF, SALt ,HHFC ,INV, SAC 
201        FORMAT (#   *,3F10.3) 

C 
RETURN 

[■N-O 

FAG£   US£0 .3<+U   3EC0NQS 
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SU3 
RE 

1LA3 
COi 

1NAP 
2,TT 

COM 
1NNE 

CO.I 
1.31 
2,AL 
3.CA 
<*AGE 
5C» Z 
61, A 
7 W, R 
320) 

ROUTINE 
A^ MPuO 
03,LA3l 
ION /GC 
0,NNAPT 
•:LR,TTF 
HCN /GC 
O0,NNEQ 
MON /UC 
(20) ,32 
OGY(2C» 
303 (20) 
,CCAP,F 
ONSCF,C 
TI.CAI, 
?03,R30 
,CREo:r 

I NO 
,-1PA 
,LA3- 
j.M/ 
,NNA 
IN,T 
0"I2/ 
^ , NN 
J.il/ 
(2Q) 
rPtr 
,LA3 
I.^T 
JNSO 
PAL, 
PITL 
1,PU 

G.IE 
I,MOL3,LC 
2rLA33 
ATRI3(25 

TR,NNFIL, 
TRI3(23h, 
00(100) , 

EQT,SS(10 
PROG(20) 

,33(20) ,L 
(23)r^IAl.- 
1( 2 0),L A 3 
AX,PR,SUR 
CCONSOC , 
TAVuA3,GT 
EAO,30?0£ 
RL, T3R,AL 

h,uA3FR,INV,INVI,IAC,LAS,LA300,LA3ai,LAEG2, 

) ,JEVNT 
NNQ (IOC 
TTSET 
aoLd-ja 
3),SSL ( 
,A(20) , 
0^(20), 
0(20) ri. 
2(20) ,L 
P,OCPH( 
ALPHAF, 
HER,INV 
RiNVAR, 
,F0RV,U 

,ilFA,MFE (10 0) ,,iLt (ICO) , MSTOF, NCRCR, N 
) ,MsTRr, NP.RNT,PPAR^(50t««) ,TN0W,TT8EG 

),OT 
10 0) 
LA3F 
CE_ ( 
A 84 2 
Aa3( 
20) , 
AuPH 
I tCt^ 
ISTR 
SE.-xC 

FLu, 
,TTN 
S(20 
20) , 
0),L 
20), 
ALIN 
AO,A 
EOIT 
M,PL 
,THR 

DTNOWtISfc 
EX 
),fPLO(20 
X3US(2J), 
A-3GO<20)r 
PGRlfPGR2 
,WT£Q»INV 
LPHACFEL 
,AVT,TORC 
FT(20),HE 
,SEEORT (2 

ES,LFLAG(5G),NFLAG, 

),MPAI{2 
CPR03(2L 
LABD1(2G 
,PGR3,CI 
,OINV,SA 
,OEL,C£L 
,TKEV,PP 
EO(20) ,H 
0) 

C),MPL3 (20) 
),VALUE (20) 
)tLA3G2(2G) 
M.CIN^OIN,W 
LE^HHFCtAIN 
,IAC,SAC,TA 
UW,RPCT,RPO 
ARV(2u),TT( 

♦♦THIS   SL3RGGTINc 
AND   EXPENSES 

CUMPUTES-THE   FLCKS   OF   30TH   CASH   ANO   NON-CASH   INCCHES 
C 
C 
C»**3CHE0ULE THE HEAT    INCIME/tAPENOI7URc EVALUATION FERIOO 
C 

A7RI3 (1) =TH0m-6, 0 
ATRI3(2) =2.0 
ATRlSfH)=(ALPHAF+FEL'0IN)/.22 

■  CA^L FIL£M(1>   -- --- -- ■ 
C 
G4 

C 
10. 

1 Ji 

G 
102 

♦♦UPQATE   THE   Lc/EL   OF   STOREO   PRGGUCTS 
INV = IN\i+WTEa 

**CHEG<   FOn   OEFIOIT   QUANTITIES    IN   FILE 

IF(NNQ(2).EQ.u)GO    TO    1C2 
CALL   RMGVE( -IFE (2) ,2) 
IF<Hr(FC.-G-E.A-TRI3-(-V)-)-   60- -TO- 103---     ■ 
ATRIS (ir) =ArRI3(H)-HHFC 
CAL-   FILEH(2) 
GU   TO   102 
HHF.:=HHFC-MTRI3(H) 
GO   TO    1Q1 

CCA^=USERC + .2U,|13S(1> 
Cr.vj= (LA3( l-f)>LAd(i>) ^LA•3(16■)♦^.A3(17> ) * WAGE/^. 0+CCAP 
ClN=PPU^*Ari-(SS(i'*)*0CPH(l-»)fSS(l5)*QCPH(15)«-SS(l6) ♦OCPH (16 I+SS (1 

17) *0CPK(i7) ) ♦.2C+0THES 
TAX=3. ;)♦ (S5(ln)* 35(15)* S3 (16)+SS(17» > 
PR = . 25*CRE0IT 
F:N=CIN*PPUW*HHFC*AVT-CIf< 

0IN=FIN-TAX-PR 
CAL-   CCLCT(0IN,1> 

 WRITE ( NPK-N-7-r2b i).. A-VT-1 ATI-- -    
AVT = 0. 0 
ATI=C.O 

C 
C+**SCHEOJ-E THE EVENT THAT DEALS WITH THE INVESTMENT COMPONENT 
r- 

ATRI3(1)=TN0W+2.0 
ATRI3(2)=3.0 

- ATRI3(t)-=(«LPH AF<--FEv*CI.M-)-/-.-22--- - -     
CALL FILEM(I) 

WRITE ( NPRNT,2ul> INV, WTE0,3lN, CCAP,01(1,01 N, TAX , PR 
FOKIATU   ^,3Fi0.3) 
RETURN 

C 

201 

C 

\GE   USED 

END 

.^37   SECONDS 
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SU3<JUTIN£   FNANCE 

R£AL    fPLO, 1PAI. MPuarLQR.LASFR , INV,INVI,IAC,LAS,LA300,LA301.LAE02, 
iLA--303ri.A^l-,LAe2,LA.-33   - - 

COM ION /GC0H1/ ATRI3(25) ,J£</NT ♦.rFA,MF£ (100),ML£(100) , MSTOP, NCR OR, N 
1NAPO,NNAPT,?1NATR,NNFIL,NNQ(10 3 ) , NN7R Y, NPRNT ,PPARM (50,«*),TNOW,TT3EG 
2,TTJi.R,TTFIN,rTRI3(25) , TTS£T 

COMMCN /GCG.^/ 00(100) ,OOL(lQu) , OTFUL , OTNQW, ISttS , LFLAG (50) , NFLAG, 
lNNE:aD,NN£QS.,NNcQT, JSdQ J) , 5SL (10 u ) , TTNEX 

CO HI On /UC0M1/ PR00(2Q) ,A(2u) ,I.ASFW(2U),MPL0(2C) , MPAKZC) , MPLS (20) 
1I31(2G) ,32(2Q) ,33(20),LOR(20),C£_(20),X3US(20),C?R0B(2C).VALUE(20) 
2,ALaGY (•2«)-,Pli-Y (20)rF-IALO(2i>,LA3(2u^LA3QO(20),LA301<20)^lA302<2fl). 
3,^33 3(20),L A31(20),LA32(20),LA33(20) , PGR1 ,PGR2 ,PGR3, CIM,CIN ,0 IN, W 
4AG£,CCAP,FiN,TAX,PR,SURF,OGPH(20) ,ALlN,WT£Q,INV»0INV,SALc,HHFC ,AIN 
5C,GOMSOF,CON3i3 0»CON3CC,ALPHAF, AuFHAO , ALPHAC,F£L,0£L ,CEL , I AC,SAC, T A 
61, ATI,CAI,PAL, TH>/LA3,OTH^R,INVl,CRtOIT,AVT,TORC,TF£V,PPUW,RPCT,RPO 
7W,RPO3,RtJOP,TL£AO,3O.R0£R,NVAR, ISTRM, PL FT (20) , Wc£0 ( 20 ) ,HARV ( 23) , TT ( 
d23)2JReO ITI,PURL,T3R,XL,FOR\/,US£SC,THR,S£EORr (20) 
CON*JF=ATKI3(IT)/.2 
COf4-300=-AL-P-.-«AO*--0£L*OIN—   • ■--•     - - - - 
COr43CC=ALPHAC<-C£L*OIN 
3URa=0IN-(C0N5QO«-C0N3 0C) 
CR£OIT:CRcOiri*£XP(.0 5*TNOW) 
TFIN=CF£0IT*-3URP 
FAAX = FGRV-.25* (HHFC/ATRig(<+) ) 
TAI=FAAI*TFIN 
CALL   TIfiSKTAI ,TN0W,2) 

C- 
HRITi (NP^.NT, 2C1) C0N3 0C,GON3OC, SURF , CREDIT, FAAI, TAI 

:31   F0RiAT(i *,3Fld.3> 
RETURN 

END 

.   USED .255   3EC0N0S 

iNE   SSAVC 73/73 TS   TRACE FTN   *♦. 7+<f 70 7d/l: 

SUBROUTINE   SSAVE' 
REAu   ;iPL0,^PAI,MPL3,LJR,LA3FR,INV,IN\/I,IAC,LA3,LA30C,i-A3Gl,LA30 2, 

•    ■     -1LA3'>3-, LA-3l-fLA-6-2rLM-d3  - — --    • ■■    -  -  
DIMENSION   PLOT (13) 
COfilCN /GCJ-ll/ ATRI3(25) , JiVNT ,MFA,MFE (100) ,MLE(1GQ) , MSTOF , NCRCR, N 

1NAP.O,NNAPT,NNATR,NNFIL,NNQ(100) ,NNTRY, NPRNT, PPAKM (50,i*),TNOW,TT8£G 
2,TTCLR,TTFIN,TTRI3(25) ,Tr3£T 

COt1:1 ON /GGJMZ/ DO (100) ,00L(13G ) , CTFUL, OTNOH, I SE£3 ,uFLAG (50 ) .NFLAG, 
iNN£QO,NNcQ3,NNEQT,33(l,J0) , SSL ( 100) ,TTN£X 

COM ION   /UCU'11/    PRO0(20) ,A(20),LA3Ffl(20) , i-PLO ( 2 0 ), MP AI (2 0) ,MPLB (20) 
    l,-31(20->-rtJ2(20->-,3-3(-2^)-,t.OR(2t))-,G£L(2y4rX3US(20» ,CPR09 (20 ) ,->/ALU£ (20 )-     

2,AwOGr (20) ,PLY (20) ,FIALO(20>,LAd(2J),LA300(20),LASOI(2C),LA302 (20) 
3,LA 303 <2-),LABl(20),wA32(2J),LA33(2Q» ,PGR1,PGR2,PGR3,CIM,CIN,0IN,W 
(♦AG£,CC'AP,FIN,TAX,PR,SLRP,0CPH(2Q) , AL IN , WTEQ,I Ntf, OINV, SALE ,HH FC , AI N 
5C,CONSCF,CON3OC,C0NS0C,ALPHAF,ALFHA0,ALPHAC,FEL,O£L,CEL,IAC,SAC,TA 
oltATLtCAIt.PAu. TAVLA3,CTHER,INVi,CREQIT ,A '/T , TORO, TR£ V , PPUW ,RPCT ,KPO 
7W,RP03,RP0P,7LEAa,30RuER,NVAR,ISTFf ,PLPT(2 0),W££0(20),hARV(20) ,TT( 
a20),CR£OITI,PURL,T3R,XL,FORi/,US£RC,THR,SEEORT (20) 

PL0T(1)=3S(1^) 
PLOT(2)=SS(15) 
PLOT (3 )=3S (16) 
PL0T('*)=3S(17) 
PLOT(5)=SS(1) 
PL0T(6)=INV 
PL0T<7)=C0N3CF 

 PL0-T(-ii-)--0-IN-~      
PLOT(9)=MPLO(1^>' 
PLQT(10)=MPLO(i5) 
CALL   G PLOT (PLOT, TNOVI,l> 

C 
RETUR.N  
ENO 

^A-G-t'-U-SEO ,-2-31-~4i-c£GN-G-S—   - --■ ■■- -■■     


